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fuels. Protein maquettes provide simple, flexible scaffolds to study biological electron transfer processes.
The maquette approach to protein design builds man-made oxidoreductases from first principles with
minimal reference to natural protein sequences. This scheme has produced impressive in vitro and in vivo
results to replicate the functions of natural oxidoreductases using simple, straightforward α-helical
bundles. The redox function of maquettes has so far been limited to electron transfers within a single
water-soluble molecule. This work extends the maquette project to examine electron transfers A)
between diffusing redox partners and B) in amphiphilic proteins. Nature employs complimentary
electrostatic surfaces to bring diffusing redox proteins together, and a series of maquettes of varying
surface charge demonstrate that the same principles apply to flexible manmade proteins. A heme-binding
maquette of complimentary surface charge is shown to reduce natural cytochrome c at physiological
rates, while a maquette variant similar in charge to cyt c shows a far weaker interaction. The ionic
strength dependence of these interactions is shown to be broadly similar to that in natural proteins. This
work also presents the first intra-protein redox function in a de novo amphiphilic protein and describes
progress toward transmembrane electron transfer analogous to that in the cytochrome bc1 complex.
These functional achievements are remarkable given that the proteins are designed from first principles
without atomically resolved structures, and they hold promise for future efforts in applying artificial
proteins to new metabolic pathways.
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ABSTRACT
RECREATING BIOENERGETIC ELEMENTS IN
PROTEIN MAQUETTES
Bryan A. Fry
P. Leslie Dutton
Bohdana M. Discher
In all organisms, protein-mediated electron transfers underlie energy metabolism and
countless other critical metabolic pathways. Deciphering the factors governing electron transfers
offers enormous practical value, including finding reliable guidelines for metabolic engineering to
produce clean solar fuels. Protein maquettes provide simple, flexible scaffolds to study biological
electron transfer processes.

The maquette approach to protein design builds man-made

oxidoreductases from first principles with minimal reference to natural protein sequences. This
scheme has produced impressive in vitro and in vivo results to replicate the functions of natural
oxidoreductases using simple, straightforward α-helical bundles.

The redox function of

maquettes has so far been limited to electron transfers within a single water-soluble molecule.
This work extends the maquette project to examine electron transfers A) between diffusing redox
partners and B) in amphiphilic proteins. Nature employs complimentary electrostatic surfaces to
bring diffusing redox proteins together, and a series of maquettes of varying surface charge
demonstrate that the same principles apply to flexible manmade proteins.

A heme-binding

maquette of complimentary surface charge is shown to reduce natural cytochrome c at
physiological rates, while a maquette variant similar in charge to cyt c shows a far weaker
interaction. The ionic strength dependence of these interactions is shown to be broadly similar to
that in natural proteins. This work also presents the first intra-protein redox function in a de novo
amphiphilic protein and describes progress toward transmembrane electron transfer analogous to
that in the cytochrome bc1 complex.

These functional achievements are remarkable given that

the proteins are designed from first principles without atomically resolved structures, and they

v

hold promise for future efforts in applying artificial proteins to new metabolic pathways.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Biological Electron Transfer
Electron

transfer

(ET)

reactions

are

A) Mitochondrial ETC

fundamental to energy metabolism as well as
countless

other

biochemical

processes.

Conceptually, an electron transfer may be the
simplest chemical possible reaction: an electron
simply moves between two molecules, or between
two moieties in a single molecule.

However,

Nature has produced very complex molecular

B) Bacterial Photosynthesis

structures to direct productive electron transfers,
suppress unwanted ones, and to couple ETs to
other chemical processes such as making or
breaking covalent bonds. Figure 1.1 shows three
basic “electron transport chains” at the root of
energy metabolism. In each case an energetically
downhill path directs the electrons through several

C) Plant Photosynthesis

large, membrane-bound protein complexes. Both
intra-protein and inter-protein electron transfers
are essential to these processes.

In respiration

(1.1-A), the high-energy electrons enter the chain
from soluble NADH derived from the breakdown
of glucose or other energy-rich nutrients.

In

photosynthesis (1.1-B and C) they originate from
photo-excited electronic states.

In 1961 Peter

Mitchell proposed the chemiosmotic hypothesis,
stating that the protein complexes couple the
energy release of downhill ET to a proton
pumping mechanism, storing a portion of the
1

Figure 1.1) Protein complexes in the
electron-transport chains of mitochondrial
respiration, bacterial photosynthesis, and
plant photosynthesis. Red arrows are
transmembrane proton transfers.
Blue
arrows are electron transfers. Orange arrows
show diffusion of electron small electron
transport proteins, and green arrows are
diffusion of membrane-bound quinones.

electronic free energy release as a transmembrane proton gradient [8]. The ET chains of Figure
1.1 represent a tiny subset of known biological ET processes, and ETs play fundamental roles in
many other enzyme systems.

1.1.1 Redox Cofactors
Redox-active “cofactor” groups attached to proteins mediate most biological electron
transfers (a smaller number of ETs involve direct oxidation of reduction of protein sidechains).
The blue arrows in Figure 1.1 denote ET between specific cofactors. Nature employs a wide
variety of redox cofactors, and all of them are chemically and structurally quite distinct from the
amino acid residues comprising the protein. Some, such as quinones, flavins, and pterins, are
purely organic groups. Others, such as porphyrins, chlorins, and iron-sulfur clusters, include
metal atoms. In some copper proteins the cofactor comprises nothing more than a single metal
atom. Transition metals find most of their biological roles in redox cofactors. A range of
linkages including covalent side-chain attach, metal coordination, and hydrogen bonding may
attach a cofactor to its protein.
As in redox-active molecules generally, the midpoint potential Em quantifies the electron
affinity of a protein cofactor. Biochemical midpoints are usually expressed in terms of Em7. This
is the voltage, relative to a specific hydrogen electrode reference, at which one half the population
of a given cofactor will be reduced. An electron transfer from one cofactor to another of higher
midpoint potential is exergonic. An electron transfer to a cofactor of lower Em7 is endergonic,
and physiological uphill ET steps are fairly common.
The ET experiments discussed in this work employ porphyrin cofactors as both electron
donors and acceptors. The basic porphyrin structure consists of a symmetric, planar, aromatic
macrocycle of 20 conjugated carbons and four central nitrogens. The overall structure contains
four pyrrole rings and thus is an example of a tetrapyrrole. The nitrogens’ geometry allows them
to coordinate a single metal atom at the center of the structure, and both natural and synthetic
porphyrins readily accommodate a wide range of transition metals. Figure 1.2 shows four metal
porphyrins employed in this dissertations’s experiments.
Iron porphyrins, or hemes, are the most common natural porphyrins. In hemoproteins the
iron may exist in the Fe2+, Fe3+, or (transiently) Fe4+ oxidation states [11]. The various hemes
differ in their arrangement of methyl, vinyl, and other substituents on the macrocycle exterior,
2

and in C-type hemes these substituents include covalent attachment to the sulfur atoms of
cysteine sidechains (Fig 1.2-B). In addition to the four nitrogen atoms in the macrocycle, the Fe
atom is always bound by one or two additional ligands in protein sidechains: histidine N,
cysteine or methionine S, or, less frequently, tyrosine O or lysine N. Pentacoordinate hemes (i.e.
only one axial protein ligand) in the Fe2+ state may attain hexacoordinate ligation by binding a
diatomic gaseous ligand: O2, CO, NO.

This feature provides the functional basis of the

ubiquitous oxygen-transport proteins including hemoglobin and myoglobin. The Em for the
Fe2+/Fe3+ couple in natural hemoproteins ranges from at least -400 to +400 mV [12]. Many
factors influence the heme redox potential including porphyrin substituents, axial ligand identity,
solvent exposure, local electrostatic environment, and possibly porphyrin ring distortion [13].
The addition of acetyls or other electron-withdrawing groups in synthetic hemes, for instance,
serves to stabilize the reduced state, raising the
B
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electronic states that upon absorbing a photon
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light-induced
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nearby redox partners. Photosynthesis begins with
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Some metallic and metal-free cofactors
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Fe
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N

S
CH3

N
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N

N

redox potential (Fig. 1.2-C).

Cys
S

CH2

N

CH3

ET

from

the

magnesium

tetrapyrroles chlorophyll or bacteriochlorophyll,
and DNA photolyase is driven by a strongly
oxidizing photoactivated flavin. Hemes, however,

O

OH

O

OH
O

OH

are not photoactivatable. They absorb strongly in
the visible spectrum but undergo fast non-radiative

Figure 1.2. Structures of some porphyrin
redox cofactors. A) Heme b. B) Heme c. C)
Synthetic diacetyldeuterophorphyrin IX. D)
Synthetic Zn-3-phenyl-9-para-carboxyphenylporphine (“ZnP”). The axial metal ligations
from bound protein are not shown. For the
protein systems discussed in this thesis, the
axial ligands are: bis-His in heme b and FeDADPIX, His-Met in heme c, and a single His
in ZnP.

decay on a low-ps timescale and so do not exhibit
useful photochemistry[14]. However, replacing a
tetrapyrrole Fe with Zn yields a photoactivatable
group that, like chlorophyll, can reduce many
other biological cofactors upon absorbing a
photon.
porphyrin

Figure 1.2-D shows a synthetic zinc
used

for

photoactivated

experiments in Chapter 4.
3

electron

1.2 Theories of Electron Transfer
1.2.1 Marcus Theory
Prior to Marcus, other theoretical approaches had been presented to explain variations in
reaction rates, but these did not specifically address electron transfer. Arrenhius introduced the
concept of the activation energy, in which a kinetically limited system must obtain some amount
thermal energy to overcome an energetic barrier. Eyring and others proposed transition state
theory, where reactants were considered to be in dynamic equilibrium with the activated state,
and the conversion of that state to the reaction products could be addressed in terms of a
molecular vibration[17]. Similarly, Marcus theory assumes the existence of a transition state for
ET. Marcus pointed out that in a
solvated ET system, the activation
energy mainly comes from the
repolarization

of

solvent

to

accommodate the new charge
distribution

after

moves[15].

This contrasts with

the

Eyring’s

the

electron

description

of

shorter-range bonded interactions
where

activation

the

energy

derives from the requirement for
reacting nuclei to move to higher
energy positions.

Viewing the

whole arrangement of solvent
molecules as a one-dimensional
reaction

coordinate,

Figure 1.3) Theoretical Marcus energy curves for outer-sphere
electron-transfer. The reaction coordinate reflects solvent
arrangement around the redox centers. From left to right, the
three diagrams represent systems where ΔG<λ, ΔG= λ, and
ΔG> λ. From reference[1].

Marcus

observed that the energy needed for solvent adjustment after charge transfer between two spheres
depends on the square of the charge transfer (as well as on dielectric constants of the solvent).
The activation energy is the energy needed to arrange the solvent midway between its optimal
configuration for the pre- and post-ET charge distributions. Because the actual electron transfer
4

is much faster than the solvent motions, the ET must wait until the slow-moving solvent reaches
this energetic midpoint; this idea is analogous to the Frank-Condon principle for nuclear
vibrations.
Marcus introduced the concept of the “reorganization energy” λ, which is the energy that would
be required to completely repolarize the solvent to the post-ET configuration before the electron
transfer actually happens. The quadratic solvent energy relationships and the reorganization
energy are often shown as pairs of intersecting parabolas as in Figure 1.3.
If there is no free energy change associated with the electron transfer itself, the activation
energy will be λ/4. In the general case where ΔGo ≠ 0, the activation energy may be written in
terms of the λ and the Gibbs free energy change of ET as:

(λ + ΔG )
=
0

E act

2

Eqn. 1.1

4λ

The activation energy will be 0, and thus the reaction will proceed at maximal rate, if the ΔG is
negative (exergonic) and equal in magnitude to λ. If the ΔG is further decreased to become even

€

more exergonic, Marucs theory actually predicts a drop in the rate; this energy regime is called
the “inverted region.” The third parabola pair in Figure 1.3 illustrates a Marcus-inverted reaction.
Physically, this means the solvent rearrangement needed to accommodate ET is so extreme that
the reaction is kinetically limited despite being hugely thermodynamically favorable.
The above explanation has been completely classical. However, electron transfer is
actually a quantum tunneling process dependent on the overlap of wavefunctions between the
donor and acceptor molecules. A semi-classical accommodation of the activation energy in Eqn.
1.1 gives the following expression for the ET rate:

Eqn. 1.2
Marcus theory has provided useful descriptions for observed rate trends in many ET
systems, including those in the inverted region. The HAB term describes the quantum overlap
between donor and acceptor, and is not easy to evaluate, especially in a complex system such as a
protein. However, all else being equal, it should show an exponential decay with separation
between the donor and acceptor molecules. Thus, assuming constant temperature, free energy
change, etc., we may write the distance dependence on the ET rate as:
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Eqn. 1.3
where ß describes how quickly the rate falls off with distance. In vacuum, where the electronic
coupling is minimal, ß lies between 2.8 Å-1[18] and 3.5 Å-1[19]. The question of the ß-value in
proteins is addressed in Section 1.2.2.

1.2.2 Electron tunneling in proteins
As the functions of the mitochondrial electron transport complexes emerged, it became
clear that electrons were being directed through and between these protein complexes. Chance
and Williams suggested that large-scale conformational changes in these proteins brought various
cofactors into very close proximity to mediate fast ET [20]. However, early laser-induced ET
experiments in bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers by Chance and DeVault in 1967 showed
that cytochrome oxidation persisted with a temperature-independent rate below 100 K. This
regime was interpreted as quantum tunneling of electrons between redox centers separated by 30
Å or more[21]. Hopfield later re-analyzed the results of DeVault, incorporating vibronic coupling
in the temperature-independent regime. This implied 8-10 Å tunneling distance, later shown to
be a much more accurate result. [22]
A
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colleagues proposed that intraprotein
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ET rates could be predicted by
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examining the covalent and hydrogen
bond networks residing between the
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cofactors[23].
s
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Beratan,

and

coworkers tested this model against
ET data from a series of Znsubstituted cyt c and azurin copper
proteins[19],[7]
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this

“pathway model” states that ß in Eqn.
features

Figure 1.4. Pathway model for protein electron transfer.
A) Plots of tunneling path vs. Cß separation for idealized
second structures: Open circles, black circles, and squares
are helices, helices allowing H-bond tunneling, and ßstrand. From Reference[7] B) Distance dependence of
photooxidation of in Ru-labeled azurin. Solid line is
prediction for idealized ß-strand. From Reference[10].

Essentially,

labeled

with

ruthenium photo-oxidizing groups covalently attached to several solvent-facing histidine
sidechains.

The pathways in cyt c and azurin are predominantly α-helices and ß-strands,

respectively, and they show better exponential dependence when plotted against total covalent
path distance rather than simple spatial separation of cofactors (Figure 1.4). Beratan et. al. later
extended this model by employing molecular dynamics simulations to estimate the time-averaged
donor-acceptor quantum coupling on a range of new and previously studied Ru-labeled proteins.
This work concluded that occasional outliers in the Ru-labeled ET studies could be reconciled by
distinguishing between proteins where one ET path was dominant and other proteins that offered
multiple competing pathways[24].
Dutton, Moser, and coworkers have proposed an alternative model to explain observed
ET rates in proteins, concluding that a simple ß value of 1.4 Å-1 is generally appropriate [18, 25].
The empirical “Moser-Dutton Ruler” for exergonic ET is [26]:
Eqn. 1.4
Here R is the cofactor separation in Å and ρ is the “packing fraction”, indicating the fraction of
the volume between the cofactors that lies within the Van der Waals radii of the intervening
atoms. A PDB survey showed an average packing fraction of ~ 0.75 between cofactors, with no
difference in the value between physiological and deleterious “off-pathway” ETs. Fixing ρ =
0.75 yields the ß value of 1.4 Å-1, simplifying the expression to:
Eqn. 1.5
Dutton et. al. pointed out that individual endergonic steps are common in multi-cofactor
oxidoreductases, and slight modification to Eqn. 1.5 (not shown) accounts for a Boltzmann
activation term in the endergonic case [26, 27]. Figure 1.5 compares the observed and predicted
rates for a variety of electron transfers in natural and Ru-modified systems. Calculated rates are
shown both using Eqn 1.4 with ρ measured from crystal structures as well as fixing ρ at 0.75
(this is equivalent to using Eqn 1.5). Overall both models appear to agree equally well with the
experimental results, suggesting the simpler expression can be employed without loss of
systematic loss of accuracy.
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The Gray-Beratan pathway model and the Moser-Dutton approach both predict the
typically exponential fall-off in ET rates with cofactor separation. The pathway model appeara to
better distinguish between secondary structures in some specific Ru-modified proteins. The
Moser-Dutton ruler is based on a larger dataset including unmodified reaction centers, and thus
may better reflect the overall population of natural proteins. The two approaches differ in their
implications for how natural selection impacts ET rates. The pathway model implies that the
protein medium evolves to modulate ET rates (while of course also acknowledging the major
roles of driving force, reorganization
energy,

and

especially

cofactor

separation). In contrast, the Dutton view
states that the protein medium is not
selected to optimize ET, noting that there
seems to be no difference in atomic
packing between correct and competing
deleterious pathways.

Furthermore, the

Dutton approach claims that adding
details of the protein medium to the list of
already-available engineering parameters
for ET could actually harm the organism
by making oxidoreductases less robust to
mutation. [3, 26].
Figure 1.5. Experimental vs. calculated free energy
optimized rates for light-activated ET in bacterial
reaction centers and Ru-modified redox proteins.
Calculated rates computed from Eqn. 1.5 using a
typical packing density ρ of 0.75 (black) or packing
density computed from the protein structure (gray).
From Reference[3],

Eqn. 1.5 is used to estimate some
electron transfer rates in this dissertation.
All of these ETs are discussed in the
absence

of

precise

structural

data,

resulting in significant uncertainties in cofactor separation. It is likely that the rate differences
arising from a few Å error in cofactor separation outweigh the differences between the pathway
and Moser-Dutton calculations.
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1.3 Interprotein Electron transfer
The theoretical ET descriptions presented above do not explicitly distinguish between ET
among cofactors in a single protein (intra-protein ET) and ET between two distinct redox-active
protein molecules (inter-protein ET). Interprotein ET is extremely common and is metabolically
essential in all organisms. The three electron transport chains in Figure 1.1 each involve at least
one small single-cofactor protein that ferries electrons between larger complexes: cytochrome c in
respiration, cytochrome c2 in bacterial photosynthesis, and plastocyanin and ferredoxin in plant
photosynthesis.
Gray and coworkers co-crystallized natural cytochrome c with a photo-activatable zincsubstituted variant and measured photo-induced ET between the two proteins[28]. Importantly,
they concluded that the interprotein ET proceeds similarly to ET between cofactors in a single
protein, and that the pathway model could be extended to hydrogen-bonded waters at the protein
interfaces. This provides strong evidence that whether one chooses to view ET in terms of
explicit pathways or the less specific approach of Moser-Dutton, the general principles of ET
within a protein can be extended to interprotein ET across a firmly anchored crystal interface.
However, physiological interprotein electron transfer is of course complicated by questions of
diffusion and protein-protein interaction that do not apply to single-protein systems.
Section 1.3.1 introduces some theoretical descriptions of interprotein ET rates in
solution, focusing on the impact of ionic strength. 1.3.2 introduces the well-studied cytochrome
c, an electron transport protein that has served as a model in understanding interprotein ET and
has also been used extensively in the experiments described in this dissertation. 1.3.3 gives a
brief overview of some significant experimental studies on interprotein ET.
1.3.1 Theories of Interprotein Electron transfer
Many years of experimental evidence show the importance of electrostatic interactions in
interprotein ET. In 1923 Debye and Hückel showed how the interaction of ions in solution leads
to an activity or “effective concentration” of the ions that differs from the actual
concentration[29]. This relation was later combined with the a description of how activities
impact the second-order reaction rates between ions, yielding the Brønsted-Debye-Hückel
equation:
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Eqn. 1.6
Here kI and kI=0 are bimolecular reaction rates at a given ionic strength I and at 0 ionic strength.
zA and zB are the integer charges of the two ions, and RA, RB, and RAB* are the radii of the
individual ions and their complex. The term κ has units of inverse length, and κ -1 is referred to as
the “Debye length”. At distance scales beyond the Debye length, an ion is mostly shielded from
electrostatic interactions due to its local “cloud” of charges.
In 1976 Wherland and Gray [30] proposed a similar relation that modifies the solvent
activation energy of Marcus theory by including a term for the electrostatic work required to
bring the reactants together.

Eqn. 1.7

k∞ denotes a limiting rate at infinite ionic strength. The authors first applied this expression to ET
reactions between cytochrome c and several small-molecule reactants. However, Millet et. al.
found this model less amenable to describe interprotein ET between cytochrome c and
cytochrome b5[31]. Eqns. 1.6 and 1.7 treat the reactants as featureless charged spheres, and this
major simplifying assumption is likely not generally valid for proteins with dipole moments and
other specific charge features. Koppenol and van Leeuwen proposed modified Brønsted-DebyeHückel solutions accounting for the dipole moments of the individual proteins and the reaction
complex, providing a better fit to the cyt b5 / cyt c data of Millet. [32, 33]. Van Leeuwan models
two spherical, dipolar proteins that diffuse together to form a complex and “rotate” about one
another until they either diffuse apart or align such that a productive ET occurs. In the limit that
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the complex will usually dissociate without performing an ET, the ionic strength dependence of
this model is:

where:

Eqn. 1.8

Here R = (RA+RB) and PA and PB are the protein dipole moments. The θ terms represent the
alignment between the dipole moment and the protein active site. If the dipole moment is
perfectly aligned with the active site to promote docking for productive ET, then P * cosθ = 1.
Some interprotein ET reactions in this dissertation are analyzed against to this model.
Finally, the computational technique known as Brownian dynamics (BD) has been
employed to the model interprotein ET processes. In a BD simulation, proteins are modeled as
rigid bodies, typically based on known structures, with non-uniform surface charges in a
continuum solvent. Sharp and coworkers simulated the diffusion-limited catalysis of superoxide
dismutase, showing that the protein’s quadrupole field is essential for guiding the substrate to the
active site and producing its extremely fast kcat[34]. Shortly thereafter Northrup et. al. reported
BD simulations of interprotein ET from cytochrome c to cytochrome c peroxidase[35]. The
trajectories showed a range of non-specific, electostatically-guided conformations capable of ET,
paralleling Ubbink’s experimental encounter complex observations in a range of electron
transport proteins (see Section 1.3.3). BD is well-suited to interprotein ET studies because ET
can occur over relatively long distances and often does not the require precise spatial alignments
that could only be modeled by more detailed, computationally intensive techniques. BD has
since been applied to many other interprotein ET systems[5, 36, 37].
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1.3.2 Cytochrome c
The cytochromes c

are a well-studied family of small electron transport proteins.

Keilin coined the term “cytochrome” to describe the variety of colorful heme-containing proteins,
classifying them according to their spectral features[38]. The distinguishing chemical feature of
the c-type cytochromes was later found to be the presence of covalent thioester bonds between
heme vinyl groups and cysteine sulfhydryls. The diverse members of the cytochrome c family
perform a variety of physiological electron transfers.

The specific c-cytochrome (hereafter

denoted “cyt c”) employed in this dissertation’s experiments is the bovine mitochrondrial protein
responsible for shuttling electrons between electron transfer complexes III (cytochrome bc1) and
IV (cytochrome c oxidase). This 12.3 kDa protein contains a single heme with two cysteine
thioester linkages, along with axial Fe ligations from histidine and methionine residues.
Independent of the broad literature examining its redox function, cyt c has served as an important
model in protein genetic[39] and folding[40] studies.
A distinct cleft, surrounded by several surface lysines, sequesters the cyt c heme from
solvent. The protein has a substantial surface charge of about +7 units at physiological pH. The
relatively tight distribution of this charge produces a notable ~320 debye dipole moment, well
conserved across vertebrate and invertebrate species [41]. ET studies with cyt c’s physiological
ET partners indicate that electrostatics play an important role in its interactions, as is typical of
small electron transport proteins. For instance, the region surrounding the cyt c docking site on
Complex III is rich in Glu and Asp residues, complementary to the positive heme patch in cyt c.
Single point mutations to many (but not all) of these acidic residues in Complex III result in large
drops in ET rate[42].

Similarly, a group of acidic residues on the Complex IV binding site

provides electrostatic guidance to the specific docking site[43]. The in vitro single-ET reaction
rates between cyt c and both respiratory complexes increase as ionic strength falls, reinforcing the
importance of electrostatics in guiding these reactions. Interestingly, the cyclic ET turnover rate
between cyt c and cyt c oxidase shows a maximum around 80 mM ionic strength and then
actually falls as ionic strength is dropped below this point despite faster rate for a single ET; this
is due to the fact that the complex becomes “sticky” with decreasing salt so cyclic turnover is
limited by cyt c dissociation rather than by initial association and ET. [44].
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Physiological ET reactions involving mitochondrial cyt c extend beyond the protein
complexes of the ETC. In yeast, cyt c supports peroxide reduction by providing electrons to
cytochrome c peroxidase. Cyt c release from the mitochondria appears to regulate apoptosis, and
this pro-apoptotic feature may be modulated by redox interactions with the cytosolic heme
protein neuroglobin[45]. Other partners include sulfite oxidase, the sulfhydryl oxidase Erv1, and
possibly cyt b5 [46].

In addition to this notable in vivo flexibility and promiscuity, multiple

studies have shown that the cyt c from one species may be swapped for another while maintaining
efficient in vitro ET with the original redox partner. Margoliash and Ferguson-Miller showed
that bovine complex IV interacts with cyt c from horse, S. cerevisiae, and Euglena, and that at
low concentrations their ET kinetics correspond to their binding constants[47]. Likewise, Moser
compared the photooxidation of R. sphaeroides cyt c2 and horse cyt c by the photosynthetic
reaction center of R. sphaeroides. The horse cyt c was found to bind roughly 4 times more tightly
and showed correspondingly faster ET rates[48].

1.3.3 Interprotein Electron Transfer Experiments
This section describes a few specific studies in the board literature examining the kinetics
and protein interactions in several interprotein ET systems.
Several basic studies of interprotein ET involve the soluble electron transporter
cytochrome b5. Cyt b5 is a small, single bis-His heme protein with a number of physiological
roles, including the re-reduction of oxidized globins and the oxidation of some cytochromes
P450[49]. Overall cyt b5 is an acidic protein with a net charge of about -6 at neutral pH. In 1979
Millet and coworkers gave a detailed report of the (possibly non-physiological) electron transfer
from cyt b5 to cyt c [46]. Their experiments focused on the ionic strength dependence of this
interaction. The reaction remained clearly second order over ionic strengths ranging from 40 mM
to 1.6 M. The authors compared their results to the rate predictions of Wherland and Gray (Eqn.
1.7) and found a poor match given the known radii and charges of the reactants.

The

experimental results fit better using an unrealistic protein complex radius of 2 Å; the authors
interpreted this to mean that individual, specific short-range elecrostatic effects were more
significant in driving the reaction rate than longer-range forces. However, the later theory of van
Leeuwan (Eqn. 1.8) highlighting the impact of protein dipoles provided a better fit the these
experiments [33].
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Hoffman, Beratan, and coworkers carefully examined the role of individual charges in the
interaction between the physiological redox partners cyt b5 and myoglobin. These studies employ
zinc-substituted myoglobin that reduces cyt b5 upon photoexcitation. (The physiological ET
proceeds in the opposite direction, but this discrepancy should have little impact on the proteinprotein interaction). Initial experiments showed a weak ~ 1 mM Kd binding between cyt b5 and
myoglobin at 18 mM ionic strength, and BD simulations indicated interaction over a large portion
of the protein area with little specific binding[50]. Changing the acidic propionates of the Znmyoglobin to neutral hydrophobic ester or hydrophilic amide groups yielded a ~100-fold increase
in the bimolecular rate constant despite showing little change in the binding energy[36].
Similarly, increasing the myoglobin surface charge through mutations near its heme site led to
further increases in the rate constant (1.2 x 109 M-1s-1 in one instance), while still maintaining
clear second-order behavior and weak binding[37].
Further BD-guided
A

B

C

mutations

produced

a

myoglobin mutant where
three acidic residues were
replaced by lysines for a net
charge change of +6. This
[cyt b5] / µM

protein showed a markedly
different kinetic behavior: a

Figure 1.6) A) Cartoon comparing free energy landscapes for
static docking (SD) and dynamic docking (DD). B) Biphasic
3
timecourses for Zn* decay with ZnMb+6 mutant and cyt b5. [cyt b5]
in µM is given by labels above each trace. [ZnMb+6] = 5 µM in each
case. Lines are best-fit double-exponential decays. C) The rates
for the fast (kf) and slow (ks) phases of the fits in 1.6-B. Adapted
from Ref[5].

fast

1st-order

component

independent of [cyt b5]
along with a slower [cyt
b5]-dependent

phase[5].

The authors concluded that
a “pre-bound” population of myoglobin quickly reduces bound cyt b5 after excitation, while a
separate unbound population must diffuse to find reducible cyt b5. Moser observed similar
biphasic ET, dependent on ionic strength and viscosity, with photosynthetic reaction centers and
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cyt c [48]. Figure 1.6 shows biphasic myoglobin / cyt b results, along with a cartoon comparing

spectrometer, an additional 400 ps interprotein ET from the Zn singlet state was observed,
followed by a 23 ps recombination. This is the fastest interprotein ET process reported to
date[51].
The Ubbink lab has employed other techniques to examine several interprotein ET
interactions. Rather than measuring ET kinetics, Ubbink et. al. have employed paramagnetic
NMR to visualize the interaction surfaces of proteins

A

reactants. One partner undergoes several cysteine
mutations to attach paramagnetic spin labels at
specific surface positions. NMR then measures how
each spin label on the first partner impacts the
relaxation

of

nuclei

on

the

second

protein.

B

Combining results for the various labeled mutants
produces a spatial map over the first partner’s
surface, estimating how much time second partner
spends at each location. Figure 1.7 shows a result
for the small electron transporter plastocyanin with
its detergent-solubilized ET partner cytochrome f of
the b6f photosynthetic complex[9].

Although the

plastocyanin is most often found at the red and
orange locations where it can engage in ET with cyt
f, it also spends considerable time in other locations,

Less
Frequent

More
Frequent

still under the electrostatic influence of cyt f.
Paramagnetic NMR experiments show that
the time fraction spent in a dynamic encounter
complex, as opposed to a specific ET-competent
orientation, varies greatly among different redox
pairs. In the cyt f / plastocyanin system, this value
proved difficult to quantify precisely but shows a
large variations among plant and cyanobacterial

Figure 1.7. A) Cartoon illustration of the
formation of an encounter complex leading
to ET-competent orientation.
Adapted
from Ref[2]. B) Paramagnetic NMR study
of encounter complex of plastocyanin (Pc)
/ cytochrome f. Green sticks on cyt f
surface are paramagnetic spin labels.
Dots are Pc centers-of-mass, colored to
indicate density in population. Inset: Cyt f
surface with docked Pc shown as cyan
ribbon. Adapted from Reference[9].

species[52]. In the cytochrome c peroxidase / cyt c
system, cyt c spends 30% of its time in a non-specific encounter complex [53]. However, a
single Arg ! Ala point mutation in cyt c raises the encounter complex fraction to 80%[54]. The
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complex between cyt c and the small FeS electron transporter adrenodoxin was shown to be
100% dynamic[55]. Cyt c and adrenodoxin probably do not interact in vivo. However, the
physiological couple cyt b5 and myoglobin, discussed earlier, also seems to lack any specific ETcompetent conformation and can be viewed as a “100% encounter complex” [52].

1.3.4 Promiscuity in Interprotein Electron Transfer
These non-specific, largely electrostatic protein-protein interactions are particularly
suited to ET processes. If the interprotein ET processes of cyt c, plastocyanin, or ferredoxin are
insufficiently fast, they will introduce disastrous bottlenecks in the basic electron transport chains
of respiration and photosynthesis. In order to maintain acceptable turnover, these transporters
must exhibit both fast association (ka) and dissociation (kd) from their partners.

kd can be

maximized by limiting the number of specific protein contacts in favor of longer-range, less
specific electrostatics. As noted previously, some interprotein electron transfers can proceed
from a fairly wide range of orientations, a luxury unavailable to enzymes catalyzing covalent
chemistry[2, 52].
In addition to promoting
agile

redox

complexes

that

associate and separate quickly to
maximize turnover rates, nonspecific electrostatic interaction
encourages promiscuity in some
electron

transport

systems.

Mammalian cytochrome b5, for
instance, interacts physiologically
with (at least) cyt b5 reductase,
hemoglobin, myoglobin, several
cytochromes P450, and several
anabolic

and

catabolic

Figure 1.8.
Cartoon representation of a redundant
interprotein ET network, lacking specific interactions, in
Paracoccus denitrificans.
MADH is methylamine
dehydrogenase. Electrons are abstracted from methylamine
and delivered via the diffusing transporter network to the
heme a terminal oxidase. From reference [4].

lipid

enzymes[49]. An intriguing example of electron transporter promiscuity is seen in the energy
metabolism of the soil bacterium Paracoccus denitrificans. This organism can subsist solely by
extracting electrons from methylamine (via methylamine dehydrogenase) and transporting them
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to a membrane-bound oxidase to ultimately reduce O2. Ubbink and coworkers showed that P.
denitrificans uses an overlapping, redundant network of periplasmic cytochromes and copper
proteins to shuttle electrons between the dehydrogenase and oxidase[4]. Figure 1.8 illustrates
this network. The authors point out that this diffusing pool of promiscuous transporters may
allow the organism to “link in” new catabolic enzymes that it acquires through gene transfer.
This built-in robustness could support metabolic flexibility in response to environmental changes
impacting available nutrients.

1.4 Approaches to Protein Design
The broad field of protein design tackles the problem of producing unnatural proteins for
particular structural and functional goals. Some studies take the approach of de novo design, in
which the whole sequence is created with minimal direct reference natural examples. More often,
researchers make specific, targeted changes in existing proteins without attempting to alter
overall structure. By this definition, the medically important field of antibody engineering would
be considered an example of non-de novo protein design. This section briefly discusses methods
that have been employed in protein engineering and places the work of the Dutton and Disher
labs in the context of these studies. Importantly, some of the most impactful designs have been
the result of combining complimentary approaches.

1.4.1 Computational Design
Computational approaches begin with a desired structure and then employ an iterative
algorithm to find a sequence most likely to take on that particular structure. This very complex
problem may be viewed as the inverse of the protein folding question (i.e. what is structure for a
known sequence?) [56] Problems that have been successfully tackled by computation design
include building antibodies to target specific epitopes, creating an unnatural protein fold[57], and
producing an enzymes to catalyze a non-biological reactions[58, 59].
Baker and co-workers pioneered the popular structural prediction tool Rosetta[60].
Rosetta works by first dividing a given sequence (of unknown structure) into small fragments
several residues in length. It then scans the Protein Data Bank, looking for proteins of known
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structure that contain similar sequence fragments. These small structured matches are combined
to produce rough structural predictions for the given sequence.

These structures are then

optimized against an empirical scoring function accounting for physical factors like hydrogen
bonding and hydrophobic burial. It is not obvious that purely local sequence patterns might
provide a good starting point for structure prediction.

ß-strands, for example, depend on

hydrogen bonding to residues that may be distant in sequence order. Baker came to this localsequence prediction scheme through an emerging kinetic picture that the initial folding steps were
often driven mainly by local sequence patterns rather than by interactions with distant
residues[61]. The Rosetta concept was expanded to support protein design by automating the
fold-prediction to search for sequences most likely to match a given structural target. RosettaDesign has produced a number of remarkable de novo proteins. The first of these was a specific
fold comprising α-helices and ß-strands not seen in Nature[57]. The Baker group also used
Rosetta to design new enzymes catalyzing Kemp elimination the retro-aldol condensation, both
non-biological reactions. [58, 59].

The enzymes were produced through the computational

selection of residues to build a pocket stabilizing the reactants’ putative transition states.
Saven, DeGrado, and colleagues have pointed out that even if a particular sequence
represents an energy minimum for a target structure, the converse need not always be true. Thus,
one could imagine the situation where a designed protein readily folds to the target structure, but
only as an intermediate on the way to its more stable final conformation. “Negative design” aims
to avoid this outcome. This scheme looks for a variety of sequences, each with the possibility to
fold to the target structure even if it is not lowest-possible energy for that fold. The design
algorithm reports statistical possibilities for residues at each position, rather than a single
sequence corresponding to a calculated minimum energy[62]. This approach has produced a
wide variety of oligomeric and monomeric 4-α-helical bundle proteins binding a variety of
cofactors including di-iron centers[63], synthetic porphyrins[64-66], Iron-sulfur clusters[67], and
hemes in water-soluble[68] or membrane-bound[69] scaffolds. Recent efforts based on this
approach have yielded a specific transmembrane Zn2+ ion transporter[70] and a di-iron bundle
stabilizing a semiquinone radical [71].
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1.4.2 Directed Evolution
Natural evolution results from random genetic drift in combination with selective
environmental pressures.

Broadly speaking, directed evolution replaces natural selective

pressures with human-imposed ones, aimed toward producing an organism, pathway, or single
protein to meet some desired application. The earliest examples are the selection of desirable
traits in crops and livestock[72]. In protein engineering, gene libraries containing a variety of
mutants for a particular protein are most often produced in vitro, often using error-prone PCR.
Libraries may be designed to allow randomization at only specific points in the protein sequence,
such as a known enzymatic active site or a protein-protein interface. The expression of many
protein mutants is then combined with an appropriate assay to screen for the desired function.
Fluorescence assays, for instance, are commonly used because they can be easily automated to
maximize throughput [72].
Directed evolution has produced impressive functional changes in both natural and de
novo proteins. Arnold and coworkers evolved a new cytochrome P450 enzyme to perform an
unnatural cyclopropanation reaction in lieu of its biological monooxygenase function[73]. The
Hecht group produced a library of 4-helical bundle proteins that binds heme in vivo and exhibits
peroxidase function in vitro [74]. In another study, Hecht et. al. showed that evolved, unnatural
helical bundle proteins could restore viability in E. coli knockouts that otherwise could not
survive on minimal media[75]. Intriguingly, these rescue proteins functioned not through directly
replacing the function of the gene knockout proteins but rather by modulating the expression of
other compensatory genes[76].

Finally, directed evolution has proven to be an excellent

complement to other protein design approaches. For instance, focused sequence randomization of
Baker’s computationally-designed retro-aldase yielded a 4400x improvement in catalytic
performance[77].

1.4.3. First Principles Design and the “Maquette Approach”
Sophisticated computational methods and/or intensive screening of many evolved
mutants have produced remarkable protein designs, as discussed above. However, other notable
functional results have emerged by designing or changing sequences based simply on a high-level
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understanding of the properties of the proteinogenic amino acids. This method may be called
“first principles design”, referring to first principles not in terms of fundamental physics but
rather to biochemical intuition about how amino acid selection drives structure and other
properties.

Some examples of focused, intuitive sequence updates have yielded remarkable

functional changes to natural proteins. One study modified the homodimeric membrane helix
glyophorin-A to accommodate a heme cofactor[78]. Aside from adding an iron-ligating histidine,
four mutations were added to reduce steric clash with the porphyrin and to electrostatically
stabilize its propionates. An additional point mutation produced tighter binding and a -50 mV
change in the heme Em[79]. In another study, a single point mutation conferred Kemp eliminase
activity in natural calmodulin. The simple scheme to insert a dehydrated acidic residue in an
already-present dry invagination was
based

purely

on

chemical

understanding, with only minimal
computation

directing

its

placement[80].
In addition to altering natural
protein

function,

first

principles

design has created completely de
novo proteins. Most of these have
been helical bundle structures.

α-

helices are particularly amenable to
this approach because, unlike some
other

secondary

hydrogen-bond
Figure 1.9. A) Bundle topologies for water-soluble, four-αhelical protein maquettes. Hydrophobic regions shown in
purple. B) A range of cofactors and locations available to
functionalize maquettes. From Reference [6].

structures,
only

with

neighbors in the sequence.

they
close
These

designs employ “binary patterning”
in

which

hydrophobic

polar/charged

and

residues

are

systematically alternated to produce distinct inward-facing and solvent-exposed helical faces.
Burial of the greasy faces produces a stable structure, as shown in Figure 1.9-A. In 1988 Regan
and DeGrado produced the first binary-patterned helical bundle using only Leu, Lys, and Glu for
the helices with Pro and Arg residues included in inter-helical loops[81]. Another early design
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took a different approach, aiming to maximize sequence complexity while still yielding a stable
4-helix structure with unnatural sequence[82]. Others, including the Dutton and Discher groups,
have built first-principles proteins in the years since (discussed below.)
Natural proteins evolve through the random drift of mutations, guided by an intricate
network of factors defining biological fitness.

Such a convoluted process could never be

expected to produce proteins optimized for simplicity. Given the countless evolutionary paths
that could lead to a protein competent in a particular function, there is no reason why a randomly
chosen path would produce the simplest outcome. This does not matter from the organism’s
point of view, as it needs only to end up with an adequately functioning protein and is
unconcerned with that protein’s evolutionary history or future. But this evolutionary baggage is
certainly concerning to a protein designer. Making seemingly rational changes to a complex
natural system is likely to produce unwanted side-effects, including disrupting the overall
stability of the molecule[83]. Even computational designs may present ambiguity as to “why” a
particular residue is selected, given the convolved and possibly contradictory components of a
scoring function.
In contrast, the logic behind each amino acid selection is completely clear in a firstprinciples design. This basic understanding enables a designer to make iterative, testable
sequence changes with more confidence that they will not have unwanted consequences. When
compared to computational design aimed to achieve an atomic-level structure, the first-principles
approach may seem quite imprecise. A high level of structural precision is probably necessary
for some functions, including building specific catalytic sites. However, long-range ET has less
stringent requirements. The Moser-Dutton Ruler (Eqn 1.5) is a mathematical expression of the
idea that specifics of the inter-cofactor medium are unimportant to ET function; the protein is
simply a scaffold to anchor the appropriate cofactors in the correct positions. Extrapolating this
idea to de novo oxidoreductase design implies that a simple first-principles approach offers the
most straightforward approach to building new ET proteins.
When

binding

redox

cofactors,

first-principle

designs

are

sometimes

called

oxidoreductase “maquettes” because they recapitulate natural oxidoreductase functions in a
simpler, scaled-down scaffold. The maquette approach is a logical result of extending the MoserDutton view of electron transfer to the realm of protein design. In 1994 Robertson and coworkers
produced the first cofactor-binding maquette, a dimeric bundle ligating four heme residues[84].
Subsequent designs yielded a maquette crystal structure[85], photoactivated ET between bound
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flavin and heme cofactors[86], and redox-driven conformational switching[87]. Further changes
produced a heme maquette that, like natural globins, binds O2[88]. Discher and colleagues have
extended maquette development to membrane-bound proteins[89, 90].

A single monomeric

scaffold, denoted hereafter as “BT6”, has been shown to support a wide range of oxidoreductase
functions with only minimal modification[6]. Chapter 2 examines ET from BT6 to cyt c.
Recently Dutton lab member Nate Ennist has produced the first crystal structure of a
porphyrin-binding de novo protein, and Zhenyu Zhao has modified this protein to produce a very
long-lived light-activated charge separation. Chris Bialas has produced a flavin maquette showing
magnetosensitivity analogous to the natural cryptochrome protein family. Josh Mancini has
combined first-principles design with directed evolution to optimize inter-cofactor energy transfer
in bilin-binding maquettes; this work provides an excellent example of how divergent design
techniques may be combined to toward optimizing a particular protein function.

1.5 Dissertation Goals
With this work I aim to extend the substantial body of work on protein maquette function
to include a description of maquette interprotein electron transfers. The Moser-Dutton approach
to ET views the protein itself largely as an inert structure to anchor well-chosen cofactors in
appropriate positions. Nature accepts a stable protein with the right geometry as sufficient to
guide intra-protein ET. A protein engineer may likewise follow these same straightforward
requirements to produce a first-principles ET protein, taking advantage of the simplicity inherent
in this sort of design.
Interprotein ET obviously adds complexity when compared to ET processes confined to a
single protein. However, from an engineering standpoint designing for interprotein ET still
appears less demanding than producing either an enzyme active site or a specific regulatory
protein-protein contact. Two correlated reasons stand out for this greater level of tolerance in
interprotein ET design. First, a broad literature supports the view that a given interprotein ET
process often proceeds over a range of cofactor separations and protein orientations. This feature
follows from the fact that ET is a relatively long-ranged process. Thus a de novo design for
interprotein ET need only bring cofactors to within several Å with sufficient frequency, and this
does not necessarily require atomic-level design.

Secondly, the electrostatic forces guiding

interprotein ET complex formation are also relatively long-ranged and imprecise. Nature does
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provide examples of precise protein electrostatic tuning[34], but these seem to be the exception
rather than the rule. The broad promiscuity in some natural interprotein ET systems[4, 47, 49]
supports the view that these electrostatic interactions are not intricately designed.

Again,

maquette designs with well-chosen surface electrostatics should in principle offer a solution.
Easily-modified, uncomplicated artificial proteins offer a valuable tool to study a range of
oxidioreductase properties[83], including fundamental interprotein ET processes.

Looking

forward, the ability to rationally design of new proteins linking to in vivo ET pathways would
present a major technological boon. Basic work on re-wiring photosynthesis to produce fuels and
other industrial products is a very active area of research, and the ability to divert electrons
toward new metabolic targets would prove invaluable in this field.
Chapter 2 discusses ground-state ET from the well-characterized BT6 maquette [6] to
cyt c. Two classes of experiments are examined here: simple stopped-flow mixing, and lightinduced ET from the photolysis of CO-bound BT6. Chapter 3 describes spectrophotometer
modifications and software development used for the experiments of Chapter 2. Chapter 4
examines excited-state electron transfer between several maquettes and cyt c. A synthetic zinc
porphyrin drives these ET reactions. Chapter 5 largely departs from the theme of interprotein
ET to discuss new amphiphilic maquette designs and continuing work toward maquette-mediated
transmembrane electron transfer.

Finally, the appendices provide additional descriptions of

experimental methods and biophysical characterization of the amphiphilic maquettes.
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Chapter 2 Electron Transfer from Maquettes to Cyt c

2.1 Background and Introduction
An extensive biophysical literature investigates the electron-transfer between natural
proteins, as discussed in Chapter 1. The majority of these publications focus on ET between
physiological redox partners.

A smaller subset examines in vitro ET between two natural

proteins that may not interact in nature because they originate in different organisms [1] or
because their physiological functions are incompletely understood [4]. Finally, some studies
examine the ET in a fusion protein comprising two unnatural redox partners such as photosystem
I and Fe hydrogenase [5], [6]. However, there are very few reports of interprotein ET involving a
completely unnatural protein. The first such report was delivered in Reference [3], discussed in
Section 2.1.1.

Shortly thereafter the Ghirlanda lab described the reduction of cyt c by a

computationally designed 4-helix bundle ligating a
pair of 2Fe2S clusters [7]. Finally, prior Dutton

A

B

lab member Lee Solomon has shown preliminary
data on interprotein ET between two maquettes
binding porphyrins of differing Em. This chapter
describes a more detailed kinetic analysis of cyt c
reduction by a heme maquette, published in [8].
Section

2.2

provides

an

overview

of

the

maquettes, and Section 2.3 summarizes the
experimental methods.
series

of

Section 2.4 describes a

straightforward

stopped-flow

experiments mixing dithionite-reduced maquettes
with oxidized cyt c. Section 2.5 presents another
set of experiments using a photolysis-induced ET

Figure 2.1. A) BT6 topology. Dotted slabs
denote hemes and purple regions represent
hydrophobic residues. Adapted from [3]. B)
Cartoon representation of BT6 ligating two
hemes.

to improve upon the temporal resolution afforded
by simple stopped-flow. All of these reactions involve ET from a ground-state maquette
porphyrin, in contrast to the photo-activated ET from an excited cofactor discussed in Chapter 4.
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2.2 BT6 and BT6+ Maquettes
The Dutton lab maquettes known as “BT6” and “BT6+” were utilized for all experiments
in this chapter. Figure 2.1 illustrates the topology of the proteins. Figure 2.2 shows the
sequences and predicted surface charges for BT6 and BT6+, along with the surface charge map
for bovine cytochrome c [9]. These designs were originally published in [3].
BT6 a single-chain, water-soluble, 4-α-helical bundle with two bis-his sites for binding
b-type or other iron porphyrins. The outward-facing portions of the helices are rich in glutamates
and other charged residues, resulting in an expected overall charge of -16 at neutral pH. Both
hemes bind tightly, with measured Kd values of < 5 nM for each heme. When 2 hemes are bound
each has a midpoint potential of -290 mV
[3]. In lieu of hemes, the bis-His sites of

BT6 (Em = -290 mV)

BT6 will also bind two molar equivalents

GEIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG!
EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG!
EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GGSGSGSGG!
EIWKQHEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL!

of

the

synthetic

porphyrin

diacetyldeuteroporphyrin

IX,

iron

or

BT6+ (Em = -150 m)

Fe

GEIKRQHEDALRKFEEALKRFEDKKQK GGSGKGSGG!
EIWKRHEDALRKFEEALKRFEDKKQK GGSGKGSGG!
EIWKRHEDALRKFEEALKRFEDKKQK GGSGKGSGG!
EIKRQHEDALRKFEEALKRFEDKKQK!

DADPIX (structure shown in Figure 1.2).
The

two

electron-withdrawing

Bovine Cyt c (Em = +250 mV)!

acetyl

substituents of DADPIX raise the Em to 140 mV, while maintaining Kd < 100 nM
[10].
As in natural globins and some
other maquettes, reduced iron porphyins
in BT6 will readily bind diatomic gaseous

Figure 2.
for molecules
(1)
Figure
2.2.Sequences
BT6 and BT6+
sequences.
Basic and
and
(2).
Residues
with
positive
and
acidic residues are shown in blue and red, and hemenegative
charges are
at pH
7.9 are
showncharge
in
ligating
histidines
green.
Surface
estimates
blueshown
and red,
heme-ligating
histidines
are
for and
each
maquette and
for bovine cyt c,
are green.using
Electrostatic
generated
APBS[2].surface estimates
are shown for each maquette and for
bovine cyt c are were generated using
APBS [APBS Citation]

ligands including O2, nitric oxide, and carbon monoxide (CO) [3, 11, 12]. Bound CO stabilizes
the reduced heme state, rendering it unable to transfer electrons to potential redox partners such
as cyt c. However, electronic excitation from a visible photon will release the bound CO,
enabling the maquette to reduce an electron acceptor. Natural globins and some (but not all)
other heme proteins share this property for CO[13] and other diatomic ligands [14]. Britton
Chance employed flash photolysis to study ET kinetics in cytochrome c oxidase[15]. Most of this
chapter’s experiments rely upon this established photolysis technique to initiate ET reactions.
The photolysis data presented here employ CO bound to BT6 / heme, although BT6 / DADPIX
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Fig 2

will also bind and photolyze a CO ligand. Figure 2.3 shows the UV-Vis spectra for the reduced,
oxidized, and CO-bound species discussed in this chapter.
The BT6 scaffold has proven remarkably tolerant to mutation, binding a range of
cofactors beyond iron porphyrins. One or both bis-His sites may be changed to single His to
accommodate pentacoordinate zinc porphyrins or chlorins.

Alternately, a cysteine may be

introduced to bind a cytochrome P450-like heme or to provide a covalent flavin attachment[3].
Preliminary evidence shows BT6 can
also bind more exotic ligands such as
Cyt c (ox)
Cyt c (red)
BT6 Heme (ox)
BT6 Heme (red)
BT6 Heme (CO)
BT6 DADPIX (ox)
BT6 DADPIX (red)

ε [M-1cm-1] * 105

2

1.5

the multi-metal nitrogenase cofactor
FeMoCo[16]. The 9-residue glycine /
serine loops can be extended or
shortened with minimal functional
impact to the protein[3, 17].

1

Importantly for this work, the
solvent-facing glutamates may also be

0.5

changed to other hydrophilic, helixforming residues.

This opens the

possibility to examine how surface

0
400

450

500

550

600

Wavelength [nm]

650

700

Wavelength [nm]

charge

impacts

interaction

Figure 2.3. BT6 and cyt c spectra. UV-Vis spectra for
redox-active cofactors examined in this chapter, measured
on Varian spectrophotometer. Green trace is reduced BT6
heme bound to CO. BT6 spectra are molar extinction
coefficients for a single heme (maquette has capacity to
bind two hemes).

with

the
redox

maquette’s
partners.

Bovine cyt c contains a conspicuous
patch of basic residues around its
heme, yielding an overall charge of
+7 units at physiological pH.

This

electrostatic feature influences its
approach and orientation with physiological redox partners cytochrome bc1[18] and cytochrome
c oxidase (CcO) [19]. We expect a maquette’s charge to similarly impact its redox interaction
with cyt c. BT6 is strongly negative, and thus charge complimentary with cyt c this should
produce a fast interprotein ET rate. Likewise, we would expect slower ET from a positive
maquette.
The variant known as “BT6+” replaces many of the glutamates with lysines, and the
overall impact is to raise the total predicted charge from -16 to -11 at neutral pH.
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The

preponderance of positive charge in BT6+ raises the heme Em to -150 mV[3]. The Em increase of
+140 mV, despite a large electrostatic change of 27 units, is relatively modest compared with
similar large-scale charge changes in natural proteins. [20]. BT6+ binds both hemes with a
reasonably tight 365 nM Kd [3].
Finally, it should be noted that although BT6 and BT6+ both exhibit strong charge
monopoles, they were not designed as dipoles.

Chapter 4 examines other maquettes with

intentionally designed dipole moments.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 Protein preparation
Protein maquettes were expressed and purified as described in [3], reviewed here briefly.
His-tagged constructs linked to the maquette via a TEV cleavage site were expressed in BL-21 E.
coli for 4 hours after IPTG induction.

Following cell lysis and Ni-NTA gravity column

purification, the constructs were incubated overnight at room temperature with recombinant TEV
protease. A second Ni-NTA run removed cleavage fragments. The maquette was lyophilized
after a final RP-HPLC purification step. Prior to ET experiments, porphyrin cofactors were
added from DMSO stock solutions with concentrations measured using the hemochrome
method[21]. Maquette proteins were dissolved in CHES buffer (20 mM CHES, 100 mM NaCl,
pH 9.0) and protein concentrations were measured via 280 nm absorbance (e = 5600 M-1cm-1 per
tryptophan).

2.5 equivalents of heme stock solution were added and incubated at room

temperature for 5 minutes. The heme-bound protein was passed through a PD-10 gravity column
(GE Healthcare) to remove excess heme and exchange buffer. Finally, the protein was diluted to
the desired experimental concentration, verified by tracking the 412nm Soret band of the bound
cofactor (e = 117000 M-1cm-1) [22].
Bovine heart cyt c, oxidized with K3Fe(CN)6, was prepared as described in Appendix
A1.5. The solution was diluted to the desired experimental concentration by following the 409
nm Soret band (ε = 107000 M-1cm-1) [23].
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2.3.2 Degassing and CO binding
Prior to ET experiments, several mL of porphyrin-bound maquette solution and cyt c
solution were placed in septum-sealed quartz curettes with stir bars. The maquette was placed
under either an argon or carbon monoxide (CO) gas flow, and cyt c was placed under argon.
After 45 minutes, an oxygen scrubbing mixture of 80 nM glucose oxidase, 12 nM catalase, and 1
mM glucose was added to the maquette solution (see Section A1.1 for more details on enzymatic
O2 scrubbing). The maquette protein was reduced by careful titration of sodium dithionite,
observing 318 nm absorbance to avoid adding dithionite excess. For CO samples, dithionite was
added until full CO binding was observed spectroscopically. The maquette was then placed
under argon flow for 5 min with stirring to remove excess CO. Cyt c and reduced maquette (with
or without CO) were transferred under positive argon pressure to 10 mL gastight syringes (SGE
Analytical) equipped with stainless steel Luer valves (Cadence Science) and finally loaded into
the stopped-flow apparatus.

2.3.3 Stopped-flow ET measurements without CO photolysis
ET measurements were run on an RSM-1000 UV-Vis stopped-flow spectrophotometer
(OLIS, Inc.) equipped with a rapid-scan monochrometer sampling the Q-band spectral region at
1000 spectra per second. 3900 scans (3.9 seconds) were acquired after mixing the maquette and
cytochrome c reactants. Proteins were dissolved in 50 mM HEPES, 120 mM KCl, pH 8.0. All
experiments were performed at 20 C. The electron transfer reaction was monitored at 550 nm,
corresponding to the reduced α band of cyt c. Static measurements of the reduced and oxidized
forms of the maquette and cyt c indicate an extinction coefficient change of 19040 M-1cm-1 for a
single ET from maquette B-heme to cyt c. Note that BT6 binds two hemes, each potentially
available to transfer an electron to cyt c.
The stopped-flow data were fit to second-order reaction trajectories. Any compromise of
anaerobicity prior to the stopped-flow mixing introduces an uncertainty in the initial
concentration of reduced maquette heme, but not in the oxidized cyt c.

Thus, the initial

concentration of maquette was allowed to float for fitting the reaction trajectory to account for the
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possibility of partial pre-oxidation. The resultant data were then normalized to the second-order
fit at t=0 and t=∞.

2.3.4 CO Photolysis-induced ET experiments
I made significant modifications to the OLIS RSM-1000 stopped flow apparatus for
photolysis-induced ET measurements, as summarized in Figure 2.4. Chapter 3 details the
apparatus and how its performance was verified by comparing measured results to a published
kinetic standard[24]. Briefly, a Q-switched frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, Spectra
Physics) was focused on the flow cell
to

photolyze

CO-bound

reduced

Postprocessing

heme in BT6, rendering the maquette
Oscilloscope

competent for ET to cyt c. The flow
Reference
PMT

cell was exposed to a laser flash 200

PC

Laser

to 300 mS after firing the stoppedSample PMT

flow to mix the two reactants. Due to
limitations in the OLIS software, the

Xenon
lamp

Fixed Slit
Monochrometer

Flow cell

reference photomultiplier tube (PMT)
output was routed to an oscilloscope
rather than to the PC controlling the
OLIS instrument and capturing the

Figure 2.4.
OLIS RSM-1000 spectrometer with
modifications to support 1 MHz sampling rate at a single
wavelength.
Chapter 3 details this system and its
validation.

sample PMT signal. A Python script,
run after all data was collected,
removed laser flash artifacts and combined the two PMT voltage trajectories to calculate sample
absorbance changes. All photolysis-induced ET experiments were performed at 20 C.
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2.3.5 Kinetics computations for high-salt photolysis: 110 mM NaCl / 50 mM
Na2HPO4
As explained in Section 2.4.2, the observed photolysis yield was always well below
100%. The effective concentration of photolyzed maquette heme available to reduce cyt c was
computed from the 420 nm absorbance change at 1 ms following the laser flash. After 1 ms the
histidine rebinding is essentially complete, and this interval is less than the much slower
characteristic times of ET (see Figure
0.6

2.6) and CO re-binding (see Figure 2.7).
As seen in Figure 2.8, 420 nm is

A
20 ms
10 ms
4 ms
2 ms
0 ms

0.5

a large change for photolysis (εphotolysis = 44000 M-1cm-1 per heme). The initial
rate for the electron-transfer process was

Absorbance

isosbestic for electron transfer but shows

monitored by the essentially linear post1 to 5 ms. This wavelength is isosbestic

5 ms
3 ms
1 ms

0.4
10 ms
0.3

0.1
500

for CO recombination and has an

520

540

560

580

Wavelength (nm)

extinction change of εET = -90000 Mcm-1 (per electron) for electron ET; the

isosbestic

point

and

extinction

coefficient were determined from static
spectra of the maquette and of cyt c. To

Fig 4

0.2

flash absorbance change at 424 nm from

1

B

30 ms
15 ms

Figure 2.5. Stopped-flow mixing of 4.75 µM reduced
BT6 with 8.5 µM oxidized cyt c. Over this timecourse
the reduced b heme α band at 560 nm disappears and
is replaced by the reduced α band of c heme at 550 nm.

avoid possible spectral contamination by
sub-ms histidine recombination, the first 1 ms was excluded from calculation for initial rate.

2.3.6 Kinetics computations for low-salt photolysis: 11 mM NaCl / 5 mM Na2HPO4
At this lower ionic strength, post-photolysis ligand exchange was comparable to electron
transfer rates and both were much faster than CO recombination. Thus the ligand exchange
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0.01

0
Tim

isosbestic at 432 nm was chosen to measure the rate of electron-transfer kinetics.

At this

wavelength, differences in static spectra for known concentrations of oxidized, reduced, and CObound maquette and cyt c indicate extinction changes of εphotolysis = 45000 M-1cm-1 per heme, εET =
-102000 M-1cm-1 per electron. The initial electron transfer rate was computed by measuring the
slope from 100 µs to 300 µs after the laser flash. The photolysis yield was computed by linearly
extrapolating the absorbance from 100 µs back to the time of the laser pulse. Best-fit single and
double exponential functions (Figure 2.10) were computed using a Python script.

2.3.7 Protein Surface Charge Estimates, Visualization, and ET rate predictions
Visualizations use Pymol 1.7.5. [25]. Maquette structure figures are estimates generated
from a 1 ns molecular dynamics trajectory in GROMACS[26] starting from four parallel helices
connected by loops optimized in Modeler[27]. Cyt c uses PDB ID: 2DB7 [28]. Surface charge
figures use the APBS plug-in for Pymol[2]. Theoretical inter-protein ET rate surfaces use a
tunneling rate expression[29] embedded in a Pymol-integrated Python script.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Stopped-flow interprotein electron transfer
Figure 2.5 shows the spectral evolution of the heme Q-band region upon mixing reduced
heme-BT6 with oxidized cyt c. This experiment is a simple mixing of two species in the stopped
flow and does not involve CO photolysis. Over the 30 ms shown in the figure, the 560 nm
feature of reduced B heme disappears and is replaced by the reduced α band of cyt c at 550 nm.
This change is indicative of interprotein ET. The rate of cyt c reduction matches the rate of heme
b oxidation, indicating that the cyt c is not being directly reduced by residual dithionite or some
other electron source. (Furthermore, control experiments mixing oxidized cyt c with ~ 20 µM
dithionite yielded slower cyt c reduction over several hundred ms). The red points in Figure 2.6
show the cyt c reduction on a log time scale, fit to a theoretical trajectory with a second order rate
constant of 1.9x107 M-1s-1. This is a fast electron transfer, as we would expect given that it is
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highly exothermic (ΔG = -550 meV) and that the monopole charges of the two reactants are
complimentary.
The blue points in Figure 2.6 show the ET results when BT6 (-20 net charge with 2
bound hemes) is replaced with the lysine-rich BT6+ variant (+7 net charge). The computed rate
constant drops to 3.6x105 M-1s-1, 50-fold slower. There are two reasons to expect slower cyt c
reduction from BT6+ than from BT6. First,
ET Fraction Complete

1

5
the Fig
midpoint
potential of BT6+ is 150 mV

greater, yielding a less exothermic but still

0.8

quite favorable reaction (ΔG = -410 meV).
0.6

More importantly, the positive surface no

0.4

longer compliments the charge of cyt c. The

0.2

Moser-Dutton Ruler (Eqn. 1.5) predicts only a
3-fold decrease in rate for this change in

0

energy change, suggesting that the change in
0.01

0.1

1

electrostatic interaction makes the dominant

Time (s)

contribution.

We tested this hypothesis by

replacing the heme cofactors of the original
BT6 maquette (-20 charge) with the higher

Figure 2.6. Log-time view of stopped-flow cyt c
reduction by BT6-heme (red), BT6-DADPIX
(grey) and heme-BT6+ (blue). Solid lines are
theoretical trajectories, second order in protein
concentration, with rate constants of 1.9, 0.26,
7
-1 -1
and 0.036 x 10 M s .

potential
(Figure

synthetic
2.3).

porphyrin
ΔG

for

DADPIX
ET

from

BT6/DDADPIX ! cyt c is -400 meV, very

close to the -410 mEV for BT6+/Heme ! cyt c. Figure 2.6 show the results of cyt c reduction by
BT6/DADPIX, fit to a second-order trajectory for a rate of 2.6x106 M-1s-1. This result is slower
by about a factor of three than the Moser-Dutton prediction, assuming the driving force change to
be the only difference between the BT6 / heme and BT6 / DADPIX systems. Nevertheless, it is
clear that surface electrostatics play a significant role in the difference in the rates of cyt c
reduction by BT6 / heme and BT6+ / heme.
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2.4.2 BT6 CO flash photolysis
The CO flash photolysis method for inducing ET, detailed in Chapter 3, provides two
important advantages over the simple stopped-flow mixing described above. First, the OLIS
stopped-flow cannot resolve reactions faster than a few ms, making it unsuitable for the faster
inter-protein ET rates at reduced ionic strength. Secondly, the process of titrating dithionite into
the maquette sample to pre-reduce it while

0.15

avoiding the presence of excess dithionite

0.1

is challenging and difficult to repeat
reliably. For these reasons we employed

Fig 7

110 ms

0.05

OD

the CO-photolysis method for all the
remaining experiments in this chapter.

28 µs

1.3 ms

This section shows typical results at two

550 ms

0

His-Fe2+-His

-0.05

His
His-Fe2+-

-0.1

ionic strengths and explains the spectral
interpretation of these experiments.

hν

-0.15

In the absence of a gaseous

His-Fe2+-CO

-0.2

ligand, two histidine Nε atoms ligate each

410

BT6 heme. Bound O2 or CO, if present,

CO

420
430
440
Wavelength / nm

450

displaces one of these histidine sidechains
[3, 11].

The heme maquette functions

much like the natural hexacoordinate
oxygen transporter neuroglobin.

Upon

absorbing a photon, a bound CO ligand
photo-dissociates yielding a ferrous heme
ligated by only a single histidine. This is
seen as a red shift in the Soret difference
spectrum (red spectrum Figure 2.7) with a
435 nm peak and an isosbestic at 427 nm.

Figure 2.7. Soret region spectral changes following CO
flash photolysis, relative to initial state with CO bound to
reduced BT6. There is no ET in this system; this figure
shows only CO photolysis, heme ligand exchange, and
CO rebinding. Immediately after photolysis, the heme is
in a pentacoordinate state with only one histidine bound
(red trace). The distal histidine rebinds in about 1 ms
(black trace). At minimal CO concentrations in the
argon-purged sample, CO slowly rebinds to restore the
original pre-flash carboxy-heme state (green trace).
Post-flash times are given for bold traces. 110 mM
NaCl, 50 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.9. The red arrow shows
the evolution of the ligand exchange event, and the blue
arrow shows CO rebinding and replacing the second Feligating histidine.

The heme iron undergoes ligand exchange
to rebind the second histidine in about a millisecond, yielding the typical B-heme reduced
spectrum with a Soret peak around 429 nm (black spectrum in Figure 2.7). The isosbestic
wavelength for this histidine rebinding event is 432 nm.
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Over the course of ~ 1 sec the

dissociated CO returns (at low CO concentration), displacing the second histidine and restoring
the original carboxy heme state. 424 nm is isosbestic for the CO-rebinding event. Dutton lab
member Molly Sheehan has previously shown the BT6 unimolecular rate constants kHis-on and kHisoff

and the bimolecular CO rebinding rate kCO-on to be 210 s-1, 50 s-1, and 4.3 µM-1s-1

respectively[30].
Using this photolysis scheme, the observed CO photolysis yield was typically ~13%.
This result was computed by comparing the transient absorption change at about 1 ms after
histidine ligand exchange (black trace, Figure 2.7) to the difference between static reduced and
carboxy-BT6 at the same protein concentration, as measured on the Varian spectrophotometer.
The photolysis yield proved insensitive to small adjustments in the laser optics and to moderate
reductions in laser intensity, suggesting that laser energy was not the limiting factor. Instead, the
observed yield is probably limited by “geminate recombination” where a large fraction of the
photolyzed CO re-binds to reduced heme on a sub-µS timescale that cannot be resolved by this
apparatus[31]. Since the photolysis scheme was used to measure ET rates over a range of ionic
strengths, we tested the photolysis yield at several salt concentrations. There was little change in
yield between 5 mM Na2HPO4 / 11 mM NaCl and 50 mM Na2HPO4 / 330 mM NaCl.
Interestingly, however, almost no photolysis was visible at 1.1 M NaCl despite robust binding of
CO. Perhaps very high ionic strength induces a change in the protein structure that favors
increased CO geminate recombination.

2.4.3 Photolysis-induced inter-protein electron transfer
Bound CO stabilizes the maquette heme, essentially raising its midpoint potential and
rendering it incompetent to reduce cyt c. I did observe CO-bound BT6 to reduce cyt c over the
timespan of a few minutes even in the absence of light, presumably due to the slow thermal
dissociation of CO. In contrast, flash photolysis releases a large fraction of the bound CO
molecules, making this BT6 population immediately available for energetically favorable ET. At
the minimal CO concentrations in these experiments, CO recombination is significantly slower
than the electron transfer. (Figure 2.7 shows that the half-time for CO recombination is about 110
mS, while half-time for BT6 ! cyt c ET is ~ 9 ms in Figure 2.6).

In the experiments that

follow, the CO-bound ferrous maquette donor BT6 mixes with oxidized cyt c in the stopped-flow
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apparatus about 200 ms prior to laser photo410
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Figure 2.8 illustrates the spectral
changes in photolysis-induced ET.
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25
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~ 260 mM ionic strength for this environment is

183
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somewhat

typical

in

vivo

is significantly slower than the ~ 1 ms histidine
ligand

-0.1

410

than

conditions. In this regime the inter-protein ET

1.34
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-0.05

greater

420
430
Wavelength (nm)

440

exchange

directly

following

CO

photolysis, and the two processes are easily
distinguishable by eye (red / yellow traces
dominated by ligand exchange vs. black / gray

Figure 2.8. A) Reaction difference spectra:
Immediate CO photolysis (red); His-CO ligand
exchange (black); ET from heme b to heme c
(blue), computed from heme b redox difference
spectrum (purple) and heme c redox difference
spectrum (green). Isosbestic wavelengths:
electron transfer
(420 nm); His-CO ligand
exchange (424 nm); ns CO photolysis (427 nm);
His rebinding (432 nm). B) Transient absorption
changes from photolysis and ET at 110 mM
NaCl, 50 mM Na2HPO4 pH 7.9. C) Photolysis
and ET at 11 mM NaCl, 5 mM Na2HPO4 pH 7.9.

traces dominated by ET).

As explained in

Section 2.3.5, photolysis yield was measured at
1 ms at 420 nm, a wavelength isosbestic for ET
(Δεhis-on,420 = -44000 M-1cm-1). The ET process
was tracked at 424 nm, isosbestic for CO
recombination (ΔεET,424 = -90000 M-1cm-1).
Figure 2.8-C illustrates CO photolysis-

induced ET at the low salt condition of 11 mM NaCl, 5 mM Na2HPO4 pH 7.9. ET is much faster
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in this ionic strength regime, at least as fast as the characteristic ms time for His rebinding. In
comparison to ET, the CO rebinding rate is negligible. Thus, to track ET we measure change at
the ligand exchange isosbestic of 432 nm since this wavelength is insensitive to the
simultaneously histidine rebinding (ΔεET,424 = -90000 M-1cm-1).
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2.4.4. Concentration dependence of ET rates
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)
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B
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The initial rates for the high salt
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second-order rate constant of 9.7 x 106 M-1s-1. For
each experiment the ET trajectories fit well to a
simple

exponential

function

(not

shown).

Exponential behavior is unsurprising in the system
1

since in each case [cyt c] is in significant excess
when compared to [BT6*]. At the minimal [cyt c]

0.5

value tested here, the [cyt c]::[BT6] ratio is 1::2.
0
0

0.8
1.2
1.6
0.4
[BT6*][cyt c] x 10-12 (M2)

However, given a 17% photolysis yield computed
for this experiment, the effective ratio for ETcompetent maquettes becomes 3.4::1, large enough

Figure 2.9. Initial rate of electron transfer at
A) high and B) low salt conditions appears to
be second-order. [BT6*] denotes the
concentration of photolyzed BT6. High salt
rates measured at 424 nm and low salt rates
at 432 nm.
Lines are linear best-fits,
corresponding to second-order rate constants
6
-1 -1
9
-1 of (A) 8.4 x 10 M s and (B) 1.3 x 10 M s
1
.

for the reaction to approach pseudo-first order
behavior.
The low-salt kinetics in Figure 2.9-B are
much faster, with a best-fit second-order rate
constant of 1.2 x 109 M-1s-1 approaching the
diffusion limit[32]. This very high rate may follow

from ET within pre-formed multi-molecular complexes rather than between freely diffusing
molecules, as discussed in Section 2.5. As in the high-salt experiments, we would expect the
trajectories to mimic simple exponentials in each case, given the excess of [cyt c] in comparison
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to [BT6*]. Figure 2.10 plots the 432 nm ET trajectories for low-salt experiment, along with
single and double best-fit exponentials. The double exponential functions are of the form:
Eqn. 2.1

f (t) = f 0 − A fast exp(−k fast t) − Aslow exp(−k slow t)

The “% fast” values given

€
cyt c (uM)
ksing (s-1)
kfast (s-1)
kslow (s-1)
% fast

6.5
5570
5700
6.9
94

B

cyt c (uM)
ksing (s-1)
kfast (s-1)
kslow (s-1)
% fast

3.7
3350
3510
5.7
88

0.04

for Fig
each
10 biphasic fit in
Figure 2.10 correspond to

0.02

the ratio of Afast/(Afast +
OD

OD

0.02

A

0
0
-0.02

the “% fast” value falls,

-0.01

2.4
1210
1580
43
82

D

cyt c (uM)
ksing (s-1)
kfast (s-1)
kslow (s-1)
% fast

OD

0.02

cyt c (uM)
ksing (s-1)
kfast (s-1)
kslow (s-1)
% fast

1.45
486
986
61
65

indicating that a single fast
exponential function offers a

0.04

0.02

less accurate description of
OD

C

Aslow). As [cyt c] is reduced,

0

the behavior as the slower
phase

0

-0.02

becomes

significant.

more

This suggests

that that some cyt c may be
0.0001

0.001

Time (s)

0.01

0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

Time (s)

associated with CO-bound
maquettes when the laser

Figure 2.10. Multi-phasic ET kinetics. At the low ionic strength (11
mM NaCl, 5 mM Na2HPO4), single exponential behavior (A) gives
way to increasingly biphasic behavior as the cyt c concentration is
reduced (B, C, and lowest [cyt c] in D). Absorbance changes are for
432 nm, isosbestic for histidine ligand exchange. Black traces are
single exponential fits and red traces are bi-phasic exponential
fits.

flash occurs; these cyt c
molecules would need to
dissociate

and

diffuse

to

photolyzed maquettes before
they could be reduced. This

behavior would tend to reduce the observed initial rate at lower [cyt c] concentrations, consistent
with the low-concentration points lying below the linear fit in Figure 2.9-B.
Figure 2-11 illustrates an additional point supporting the hypothesis that BT6 and cyt c
form complexes at low ionic strength. This plot shows the absorbance changes at 426 nm
associated with a series of four repeated laser flashes separated by 100 ms. (This data was taken
on a preliminary experimental setup with only 1 ms resolution and significant flash artifacts).
The first flash shows a fast absorbance change ending in a few ms. Subsequent flashes, however,
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show a notable slow phase extending for many ms after the flash.

This suggests product

inhibition, where some activated maquettes are associated with already-reduced cyt c after the
first flash; the slow phase corresponds to the time needed for them to dissociate and diffuse to an
oxidized, ET-competent partner. Similar behavior has been reported for bacterial photosynthetic
bacterial reaction centers and cyt c2 at low ionic strength[33].

2.4.5 Ionic strength dependence of inter-protein electron transfer
Figure 2.12-A shows the ET timecourses after BT6 photolysis for a range of ionic
strengths between the “high-salt” and “low-salt” conditions discussed above. Kinetics are
normalized to complete reduction observed at 100 ms. At the lowest ionic strength (11 mM NaCl,
5 mM Na2HPO4), the halftime for the electron transfer

0.4

Absorbance at 426 nm [OD]

426 nm [OD]

is about 160 µs and the reaction is essentially
complete in 2 ms. The ionic strength in the photolysis

0.35

experiment at 70 mM NaCl and 32 mM Na2HPO4
(Figure 2.11, light green trace) is similar to that in the
0.3

mixing experiments at 120 mM NaCl and 50 mM
HEPES (Figure 2.6). Treating the light green trace as

0.25

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

Time [s]

a simple exponential as a pseudo-first order with
excess cyt c, the photolysis experiment exhibits a
second-order

Figure 2.11. Product inhibition in
interprotein ET, as shown by 426 nm
trajectory. Plot shows 4 laser flashes
100 ms apart in BT6-CO / cyt c system
with 2µM BT6, 4µM cyt c. 11 mM NaCl, 5
mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.9.

rate

constant

of

3.3

x 107 M-1s-1. This agrees reasonably well with the 1.9
x 107 M-1s-1 fit for the simple mixing trajectory,
confirming that there is no large inherent difference
between these two measurement schemes.
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Figure 2.12. Ionic strength dependence of photolysis-induced ET. A) Photolysis-induced electron
transfer from 1.7 µM CO-bound BT6 to 3.4 µM cyt c at pH 7.9 at several ionic strengths. Traces
follow the change at the His rebinding isosbestic point of 432 nm and are normalized to the
completed value at 100 ms. Concentrations of NaCl and Na2HPO4 respectively are: 11 mM & 5 mM;
33 mM & 15 mM; 55 mM & 25 mM; 70 mM & 32 mM; 90 mM & 41 mM; 110 mM & 50 mM. B)
Modeling ionic strength dependence. Circles are the initial rates for the experiments in Fig. 2.12 A.
Red trace is Debye-Huckel prediction. Charges for cyt c and BT6 are +5 and -9, respectively. Cyt c
radius is 17 Å, BT6 radius is 22 Å. ET complex radius is 37 Å. All rates are referenced to observed
rate at 11 mM NaCl / 5 mM Na2HPO4.

Figure 2.12-B plots the logarithm of each trajectory’s half-time against the square root of
the ionic strength. The log is expressed in terms of a ratio referenced to the lowest ionic-strength
experiment (11 mM NaCl and 5 mM Na2HPO4.). Assuming that the half-time is inversely
proportional to the reaction rate, the red line shows the same ratio predicted by the BrønstedDebye-Hückel relation (Eqn 1.6) for the following parameters: Cyt c radius = 17Å [34], BT6 =
22 Å, ET complex radius = 37 Å, and charges for cyt c and BT6 are +5 and -9, respectively. The
model does provide a reasonable fit using these parameters, but the protein charges inferred from
this analysis are unrealistically small. One possible explanation for this discrepancy could be the
presence of the phosphate buffer in the experiments. At the pH 7.9 the phosphate ions are
primarily divalent (HPO42-), and some experiments have suggested that this species may bind
somewhat specifically to cyt c[35], possibly reducing the effective charge. This hypothesis could
be tested by repeating the experiments in a monovalent buffer. Phosphate was chosen because
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unlike organic buffers it is always redox-inactive, but in retrospect HEPES or TRIS would have
been the better choice.

2.5 Discussion
The initial experiments presented in Section 2.4.1 give the first published report of
interprotein ET between synthetic and natural protein redox partners. It has long been understood
that successful ET between natural proteins can be guided by complimentary surface
electrostatics [34, 36, 37]. By comparing cyt c reduction from charge-complimentary BT6 and
anti-complimentary BT6+ maquettes, we conclude that this general principle also applies to ET
between engineered maquettes and natural electron transporters.
BT6 reacts with cyt c sufficiently quickly for effective function in vivo. Indeed, it is fast
enough that simple stopped-flow measurements provide inadequate time resolution and the faster
method of CO photolysis-initiated electron transfer is needed to describe the ionic strength
dependence of the reaction.

The photoreduction of cyt c by CO-bound maquette BT6 is

analogous to the natural diffusive photooxidation of cyt c by bacterial photosynthetic reaction
centers [43]. Photo-excited reaction centers of Rhodobacter sphaeroides oxidize cyt c with a
second-order rate constant of 1.4 x 108 M-1s-1 in 30 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris [33], similar to the 1.8
x 108 M-1s-1 observed between 1 and cyt c at 33 mM NaCl, 15 mM K2HPO4 pH 7.9 (Figure 2.12,
blue trace). Because not every contact between BT6 and cyt c will have appropriate distances for
rapid electron transfer, we expect electrostatic attraction to increase the effective collisional
frequency and significantly enhance the electron-transfer rate.
There are differing views on the precision of the electrostatic interactions required by
biological electron-transfer networks, ranging from specific arrangements of inter-protein amino
acid salt bridges[38] to a broader delocalized charge complimentarity [39]. We propose that the
maquette-cyt c electron-transfer system supports the latter view.

Figure 2.13 displays the

expected first-order electron-tunneling rates from BT6 to an optimally-oriented cyt c located at
points along the maquette surface.

These rates were computed from a Python script that

measured the distance from each surface atom on the maquette to the nearest heme ring atom, and
then added 9 Å to account for the estimated Van der Waals packing of the cyt c heme cleft. From
this result, we may infer that productive electron transfer at low salt conditions is limited to cyt c
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heme edge contacting a maximum of 15%-20% of the maquette surface; these are the yellow
through red regions with a calculated half-time less than 200 µs as observed in the low-salt
experiments. As this is a significant fraction of the maquette surface, there was no need to design
a highly specific docking site for successful ET beyond a coarse scale electrostatic attraction.
At the high salt condition, the concentration dependence of initial ET rates is well fit by a
linear relation, indicating a diffusive second-order reaction (Figure 2.9-A). At the low salt
condition, this dependence is also roughly linear (Figure 2.9-B). However, several observations
Fig
12
call

log10(k / s-1)
-1.7

ns

the

diffusing system at this

ms

low ionic strength. First,
the best fit for a second-

µs

9.1

question

possibility of a freely

s

3.7

into

order
180o

reaction

is

extremely fast at 1.3 x 109
M-1s-1. Second, as shown
in Figure 2-10, these
timecourses begin to take
on biphasic character as

Figure 2.13. Theoretical ET rate surface for BT6 with 2 bound hemes.
Colors represent estimated electron tunneling rates to a cyt c redox
partner. Calculation assumes the cyt c heme cleft is in VdW contact with
given atom on maquette surface. Reorganization energy and ΔG for ET
are assumed to be 1 eV and 0.54 eV, respectively. Insets show
maquette heme orientation (red sticks). Contact must be within the
yellow to red region to support the observed reaction rates at low ionic
strength.

the concentration of cyt c
is reduced.

Finally, the

initial rates for the greater
[cyt c] experiments are
faster than predicted by a

linear relation. All of these features are consistent with a fraction of maquettes and cyt c partners
that are “pre-bound” in loose complexes prior to CO release. No cyt c binding site was explicitly
designed in the BT6 protein. However, it does exhibit a strong and relatively uniform negative
surface charge complementing the lysine-rich heme pocket of cyt c. As Figure 2.13 shows a large
portion of the surface appears to be able to theoretically support fast ET, based on the MoserDutton relation.

Figure 2.14 shows a hypothetical construct in which four separate cyt c

molecules are docked to a single two-heme maquette. This figure highlights the possibility that
observed ET rates could increase roughly linearly with excess [cyt c] up to a 1::4 molar ratio even
if the protein population is dominated by associated complexes rather than by freely diffusing
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reactants.

The experiments presented here do not conclusively distinguish between these

possibilities at low ionic strength. In principle, reducing both reactant concentrations while
maintaining low ionic strength could help to resolve this question. As the protein concentration
drops below the Kd for complex dissociation, we would expect to see more pronounced biphasic
character that ultimately is dominated by a slower diffusional phase. Further refinements in the
apparatus would likely be needed to resolve the smaller OD changes expected in such
experiments.
Another interesting open question is
how the ligation state of post-photolysis
maquette heme impacts the rate of cyt c
reduction.

Figure 2.7 shows that after CO

Fig 13

photolysis, a pentacoordinate heme state

9.8

ligated by a single histidine Nε persists for up
to a ms. This transient state is probably
insignificant

at

the

high

ionic

9.8

strength

condition where the half-time for cyt c

7.5

reduction is 10 or more ms; most of the
9.1

reduced heme will have reverted to standard
bis-his coordination prior to ET.

However,

this assumption is invalid at the low-salt
condition where the cyt c reduction rate is
comparable (or faster) than ligand exchange.
In

general,

the

midpoint

potential

for
Figure
2.14.
Cartoon
representation
of
hypothetical complex of BT6 (green, blue heme)
with 4 cyt c molecules (grey, red heme).
Numerical labels show electron transfer distances,
as measured between porphyrin ring edges in 1
and cyt c

pentacoordinate globins such as myoglobin is
greater than for hexacoordinate globins like
GLB-12 or neuroglobin [40], [41]. This would
serve to reduce the ET driving force. Directly
measuring the pentacoordinate Em in BT6

could prove challenging, since past attempts to bind heme in an obligate pentacoordinate singleHis BT6 site have proven unsuccessful.
In conclusion, the results discussed here show the redox reactions between BT6 and cyt c
share two major features with most physiological interprotein ET. First, complimentary monopole
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charge distributions play an important role. Second, the reaction rate depends strongly on ionic
strength (although the ionic strength dependence is less pronounced than the Debye-Huckel
relation would predict). Other maquette designs allow a more detailed investigation into this
interaction. The “GL” proteins introduced in Chapter 4 display significant dipolar character. In
lieu of CO-bound heme, the GL maquettes employ a light-activated synthetic cofactor to reduce
cyt c directly from an excited electronic state. This avoids the spectroscopic complications of
ligand rearrangement in analyzing the kinetics, along with questions of Em for the transient postphotolysis pentacoordinate heme state.
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Chapter 3 Photolysis-Induced Electron Transfer
Apparatus
3.1 Background
In this chapter I describe and validate hardware modifications to the Dutton laboratory’s
OLIS stopped-flow spectrometer. The CO-photolysis data presented in Chapter 2 and published
in [1] were acquired using this modified spectrometer system. No new scientific conclusions are
presented in this chapter. Instead it is presents an extended discussion and validation of the
experimental methods employed for these experiments.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the standard configuration of the OLIS RSM-1000 spectrometer.
Two air-driven pistons drive the sample through a mixing jet and into a 2 cm-pathlength flow
cell.
PC

Reference
PMT

Two photomultiplier tubes

(PMTs) capture light at a given
wavelength before and after the
sample, and both of these PMTs

Sample PMT
Flow cell
Xenon
lamp

are captured by a digitizer card in
the PC. The only unusual feature

Spinning Disk
Monochromator

is this arrangement is a “spinning
disk monochromator,” a wheel

Figure 3.1. Standard configuration for the OLIS RSM-1000
stopped-flow spectrometer. In this configuration the instrument
can acquire 1000 spectra per second. Each 1 ms spectrum
includes 200 distinct wavelengths roughly 1 ns apart.

with thin slits near its periphery
that slice through the probe beam
downstream

of

the

fixed

monochromator. This allows the
instrument to quickly sample many wavelengths.
This system is ideal for providing broad spectral resolution on a ms timescale but is not
sufficient to resolve the fast kinetics of interprotein ET at low ionic strength. There are two
kinetic limitations.

The first is “dead-time” imposed by the plumbing of the stopped-flow

apparatus. Since the reaction begins during the initial turbulent mixing before the samples enter
the flow cell, the first ~3 ms of the reaction cannot be resolved. Even in a specialized lowvolume stopped-flow apparatus designed specifically to minimize this deadtime, the first ~100 µS
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is unavailable. [3]. The second limitation is in the spinning disk monochrometer, which samples
each wavelength at minimal interval of 1 ms.
Using flash photolysis rather than mixing to initiate the reaction overcomes dead-time
limitation. The second limitation, imposed by the speed of the spinning disk monochrometer, can
in principle be overcome by simply replacing the disk with a fixed slit, passing only a single
narrow wavelength band. This is a trivial change, but unfortunately the OLIS electronics do not
support acquiring both the sample and reference PMTs together at less than a 100 µS sample
time. However, I was able to achieve a sample time of 1 µS by using the OLIS digitizer and an
oscilloscope to capture the sample and reference PMTs, respectively. These modifications are
detailed below.

3.2 Spectrometer Modifications
As discussed in section 2.2, the reduced hemes in the BT6 maquette readily bind CO.
This raises heme Em such that direct ET from carboxy-BT6 to cyt c becomes negligible. As in
natural globins, the CO is subject to photolysis upon
heme excitation [4]. The “naked” ferro-BT6 becomes
ET-competent upon CO photolysis. Thus, carboxy-

limitation imposed by stopped-flow dead-time. In this
setup, the stopped-flow syringes are loaded with
carboxy-BT6 and oxidized cyt c. A Spectra Physics
frequency-doubled Nd::YAG laser was pulsed at 10
Hz. A mechanical shutter (Thor Labs) is triggered to
deliver one or more laser pulses to the flow cell 200
mS after the stopped-flow has fired.
Figure 3.2 shows photolysis-induced ET from
22 µM carboxy-BT6 to 44 µM oxidized cyt c at a

550nm

cyt c with a fast laser pulse to initiate ET, avoiding the

Absorbance / OD
Δ 550 nm
ΔOD

BT6 offers a system for photoactivatable reduction of

0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Time / ms

Figure 3.2: CO photolysis-activated ET
from carboxy-BT6 to oxidized cyt c at
various NaCl concentrations: Black - 11
mM, magenta 33 mM, red 110 mM,
blue 330 mM, and gray 1.1 M.

range of salt concentrations. These data were acquired
at

1

mS

intervals

using

the

spinning-disk

monochrometer. These experiments yield well-defined trajectories even at the first mS following
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the laser excitation, in contrast to the 3 ms dead-time seen with the simple stopped-flow method.
Monochrometer

PMTs digitized

Min. Sampling
Interval

Spinning disk

Sample + Ref

1 mS

Fixed slit

Sample + Ref

100 µS

Fixed slit

Sample only

1 µS

However, the 1 mS sampling time
used here is too slow to resolve the
trajectories for lower ionic strengths.
Table 3.1 summarizes the
sampling rate limits for the OLIS
device. Clearly the 1 µS sampling rate
is desirable to resolve fast kinetics, but
the OLIS software will only digitize

Table 3.1. OLIS spectrometer configurations.

the sample PMT output in this case.

However, the reference PMT is still operational and so can be
acquired by another device.

I connected a Tektronix

Start

DPO2024B oscilloscope to capture the reference PMT signal,
triggered by the same signal driving the laser shutter. Since
this arrangement acquires only one wavelength at a time, the

Read flash
Profile (V)

Read Single λ Data:
• Sample PMT @ 1 MHz
• Ref PMT AC @ 1.25 MHz
• Ref PMT DC

fixed slit monochrometer cycles through a range of
Locate
flashes

wavelengths for each experiment: 430 nm to 400 nm to cover

Subtract
Flash profile

the Soret range of the hemes b and c. A 450 nm short-wave
pass optical filter was placed in front of the sample PMT. This

Resample
AC, Add DC

diminishes scattered 532 nm laser light reaching the PMT

Compute
ΔAbs

without impacting the probe beam in the Soret wavelength

Save ΔAbs
to file

range, although additional processing was still needed to
remove the residual flash artifact (see Section 3.3). After the
experiment was completed, a Python script reads the saved

Yes

Another λ ?
No
End

sample and reference PMT voltage records at each wavelength
and processes them to remove flash artifacts and compute µS
ΔOD values. Figure 2.4 (previous chapter) illustrates these
hardware changes.
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Figure 3.3.
Flow chart
illustrating
post-processing
script for raw PMT data.

3.3 Post-Processing Script
Figure 3.3 summarizes the functions of the post-processing script in a flow chart. First,
one or more saved “flash profiles” file read from file. These are raw sample PMT voltage
trajectories where the laser is pulsed several times with only water in the flow cell. The script
identifies the flashes and averages 10 ms of data after each to form a profile of the voltage flash
artifact.

Additional profiles are provided if the high-voltage supply to the sample PMT is

changed over the course of the experiment.
For each wavelength, three data files are read from file: the sample PMT signal (1 µS
sample interval from digitizer card), the AC component of the reference PMT signal (800 ns
interval from oscilloscope), and the DC component of the reference PMT. Next, laser flashes are
located in the sample PMT signal, and the flash profile is subtracted at each location. The DC
component of the reference PMT is averaged and then added to the AC component. Finally, the
reference signal is interpolated to yield a 1 µS

7.4

0.01

sample with timepoints matching those of the

0

sample signal. At this point processed records

-0.01

are available for both the sample and reference

-0.02

PMTs at matching timepoints, so they are

7.2
7

ΔOD

Sample PMT Voltage (V)

7.6

-0.03
6.8

-0.04
-0.05

6.6
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Time (ms)

0.8

1

divided to give the absorbance. This calculation
is repeated for each wavelength.

Figure 3.4

shows a typical result from the post-processing
script for interprotein ET at low ionic strength
with fast kinetics.

The visible difference

between the red and black points at times < ~
Figure 3.4. Typical ET data acquired using
modified OLIS spectrometer at low ionic
strength. Wavelength is 426 nm. Black points:
Sample PMT voltage without flash artifact
removal. Red points: Sample PMT voltage
after flash removal. Blue points: Computed
change in absorbance, relative to pre-flash.
Each point on plot is average of four 1 µS
samples.

150 µS indicates that the flash artifact is
significant in this region.
Figure 3.5 shows the magnitude of the
sample PMT flash artifact at a PMT voltage
level of 400 V, typically for high OD portions of
the Soret band.

The data were obtained by

flashing the laser without reactants in the flow cell. Comparing the red and black points shows
the impact of the 450 nm SWP filter used for all protein ET experiments; clearly this filter helps
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to cut the intensity and duration of the flash artifact. For the blue points, I replaced the SWP pass
filter with a Kodak Wratten #35 gelatin filter, with transmittance between roughly 320 nm and
470 nm [5]. Surprisingly, adding the Wratten greatly enhanced the impact of the flash, resulting
in a noticeable impact on the ms timescale. This is likely due the strong phosphorescence
reported for some organic filters. Clearly the Wratten filter does not help to reduce the impact of
the flash. However, it does provide a method to actually exaggerate the artifact, providing a more
stringent test for its removal, as discussed below.

3.4 Validating laser artifact removal
To validate the scheme for removing the flash
artifact, I attempted to reproduce expected kinetics for a
unimolecular photo-isomerization reaction in the presence of
the flash-enhancing Wratten filter. Upon photoexcitation,
the azo dye 4-(diethylamino)-4’-nitrobenzene (inset, Figure
3.6-A) undergoes a trans-to-cis transition followed by
thermally driven change back to the trans isomer. The rate
of the thermal isomerization follows typical Arrenhius
behavior. Figure 3.6-A shows the measured DOD
trajectories of the photoisomerization at a range of
temperatures in the presence of the Wratten filter without
subtracting the flash profile. The flash artifact persists for
longer than the isomerization half-time at most temperatures
here, so there is little difference between the traces. Figure
3.6-B shows the same data after subtracting the flash,
showing a distinct difference in kinetics with temperature
variation. Figure 3.6-C shows an Arrenhius plot for the
first-order rate constants fit to the measured flash-corrected
trajectories, along with the previously reported rate[2].
Recovery of the underlying Arrenhius behavior verifies the
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Figure 3.5: Linear (TOP) and loglog (BOTTOM) representations of
the flash artifact in the modified
OLIS spectrophotometer, shown
as raw voltage measured by the
sample PMT. Black points: no
filter on sample PMT.
Red
points: 450 nm short-wave pass
filter on sample PMT.
Blue
points: Wratten gelatin filter on
sample PMT.
The top and
bottom panels show the same
data on linear and log-log
scales.

design and implementation of this scheme to remove the flash artifact.

A

H3C
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N

ΔOD
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B
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Figure 3.6: Photoisomerization of 4(diethylamino)-4 '-nitroazobenzene, with a
Wratten gelatin filter on sample PMT to
exaggerate the laser flash artifact. Results
without (A) and with (B) flash artifact
subtraction. Red 30 ºC, blue 40 ºC, black
º60, green º70 C, orange º80 C.
C)
Arrenhius plot showing measured (blue
squares) photoisomerization rates for 4(diethylamino)-4
'-nitroazobenzene
after
removing the flash artifact. The red circle
gives the rate reported in Reference [2].
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Chapter 4 Interprotein Electron-Transfer with
Photoactivatable Maquettes
4.1 Introduction: Motivation and Experimental Considerations
Chapter 2 discusses two experimental methods to probe ET from maquette-bound
porphyrins to natural cyt c. The first method is simply stopped-flow spectroscopy where the
reactants are rapidly mixed to initiate a thermodynamically favorable reaction. The second
method is CO photolysis-induced ET. Here, we use a laser flash to release bound CO from a
reduced maquette in the presence of oxidized cyt c. The reduced heme becomes ET-competent
upon the loss of its CO ligand. We may think of the laser as removing a kinetic barrier to a
downhill ET. This chapter introduces a third experimental system for the study of maquette-cyt c
ET. This method is light-activated electron transfer, relying on the same laser used for the
photolysis experiments. The physical basis of the reaction is quite different, however. In this
system the laser produces a long-lived triplet state in a maquette-bound zinc porphyrin. This
excited triplet is highly reducing, thus driving interprotein ET to oxidized cyt c or intraprotein ET
to another cofactor present in the maquette.
This chapter describes photo-activated interprotein ET from several maquettes to natural
bovine cyt c. Like Chapter 2, this work examines the impact of external maquette charge
patterning, concentration, and ionic strength on interprotein rates. It also demonstrates a design
to photo-oxidize (rather than reduce) cyt c in solution. The work in Chapter 4 is being written
up for submission to Chemical Science [4].

4.1.1 Zinc Porphyrin and Photoactivated ET
The Zn atom is typically pentacoordinate. As part of a protein-bound tetrapyrrole, Zn is
ligated by the four pyrrole nitrogens and a single histidine Nε atom. This contrasts with the
hexacoordinate bis-His ligation of the B heme in BT6 (Chapter 2). An extensive literature
examines the photophysical properties of Zn tetrapyrroles in proteins. Some studies replace
naturally-occurring porphyrin metals such as iron[5] or magnesium[6] with zinc. Others use
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synthetic zinc porphyrins employing phenyl groups or other ring substituents [7, 8]. To our
knowledge, however, these experiments are the first to investigate photo-activated interprotein
ET involving a zinc porphyrin bound in a completely artificial protein.

The photophysical

properties of Zn porphyrins make them well suited for these studies. Photoexcitation produces a
strongly-reducing singlet state.

The singlet has a ~ 1 ns

lifetime, returning quickly to the ground state through
fluorescence or non-radiative decay.

A

However, a significant

O

fraction of the singlet population undergoes intersystem

HO

crossing (ISC) to the much longer-lived triplet state.

NH
N
Zn
N
HN

The

B

triplet is still energetic enough to readily reduce most

eV

biological redox partners, and unlike the ephemeral singlet it
persists for several ms. This long lifetime makes a zinc
porphyrin triplet ideal to probe ET on timescales ranging from

2.0
-1.8

1ZnP*

ISC: 700 ps
3ZnP*

-1.6
-1.4

ns to a few ms.
A porphyrin cation is left behind when the excited Zn
This cation is highly

-1.0

oxidizing, and in the absence of additional redox centers in the

-0.8

system the porphyrin may quickly reclaim the electron it has

-0.6

just donated. Photosynthetic reaction centers are similar in this

-0.4

regard, and fast ET steps following the initial charge

-0.2

separation serve to discourage immediate recombination[9,

0

porphyrin reduces a redox partner.

ET

-1.2
6 ns

ZnP+

5ms
45us

ET

ZnP

10]. No special design features slow the back-ET in this
chapter’s

experiments,

but

the

charge-separated

states

described here still persist for 100 µS or longer. Moreover, the
cyclic nature of this reaction offers a significant experimental
advantage when compared to the downhill ET in Chapter 2.
Because the system reverts to its original state quickly after

Figure 4.1. A: Structure of Zn3-phenyl-9-para-carboxyphenylporphine (ZnP), the synthetic
zinc porphyrin employed in this
chapter’s light-activated ET
experiments B:
Jablonski
diagram summarizing energies
and lifetimes of ZnP states.

excitation, the experiment may be repeated quickly; this
permits extensive averaging to reduce measurement noise.
The photoactivatable cofactor employed in all ET experiments in Chapter 4 is the
synthetic zinc porphyrin Zn-3-phenyl-9-para-carboxyphenyl-porphine, hereafter called “ZnP”.
Figure 4.1 illustrates this molecule. Tatiana Esipova of the Vinogradov lab generously provided
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us with ZnP, and it has also seen extensive use by Dutton lab members Nate Ennist, Zhenyu
Zhao, and Josh Mancini.

Zhenyu Zhao has characterized the basic photophysics of ZnP,

summarized in the Jablonski diagram Figure 4.1-B. Importantly, the singlet state is ignored for
purposes of all experimental analyses in this chapter. This is justified by the singlet’s short 1 ns
lifetime, combined with the absence of any spectroscopic signs of electron transfer at the initial 1
µS data point in the transient absorption

A

B

1 nm

experiments (see Figure 4.12-D, for
3ZnP

cyt c

instance).

kET
hν

kdecay

e-

ZnP+ cyt c

AC

subsequent ET calculations.

cyt c

Figure 4.2 A/B shows a cartoon

D
B

hν

3ZnP

cyt c

kET1

FeP

e-

ZnP
FeP

ZnP+ cyt c
FeP

kdecay kET1, back

e-

ZnP+ / ZnPº couple to be +800 mV in
GL-H96, and this value is employed in

kET, back
ZnP

Zhenyu Zhao measured the

cyt c

kET2,
back

the experiments in this chapter. Since
this system contains two redox centers (a

kET1
ZnP

and kinetic scheme describing most of

cyt c

FeP

1 nm

photoexcitable pigment and an electron
acceptor), it is an example of a
photochemical dyad. Upon absorbing a
photon (red arrow), the ZnP ground state

Figure 4.2. Maquette / cyt c electron transfer schemes.
Shaded boxes indicate the presence of an electron. A)
Cartoon and B) scheme illustrating photo-induced
electron transfer from ZnP to oxidized bovine cyt c. C)
Cartoon and D) Scheme illustrating photo-excitation and
electron transfer in a maquette binding ZnP and heme B
in the presence of reduced cyt c. After absorbing a
photon, the ZnP in 2 (blue) reduces an iron porphyrin
(red) via interprotein ET. Reduced cyt c then transfers
and electron to the ZnP cation.

becomes a 3ZnP* triplet. This state may
decay or reduce an oxidized cyt c
molecule (blue arrow). Finally, the ZnP+
will re-oxidize the cyt c, recovering the
initial state prior to excitation. Figure
4.2 C/D illustrates a second experimental
system, a photochemical triad.

The

maquette binds a heme B in addition to a ZnP, and in this system the cytochrome c is initially
reduced. 3ZnP* reduces the heme B, and the resulting ZnP+ cation subsequently oxidizes cyt c.
This system is analogous to a simplified bacterial reaction center where ZnP, heme B, and cyt c
function as the bacteriochlorophyll special pair, bacteriopheophytin, and cyt c2, respectively. The
work of Zhenyu Zhao in the Dutton lab focuses on a photochemical triad where all three cofactors
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reside in the same protein, while the experiment presented here in Section 4.5.5 is the lab’s first
effort toward a triad where the charge-separated state residues across two separate proteins.

4.2 Protein Design, Expression and Purification
4.2.1 Design
This

chapter

addresses

five maquette designs, shown in
Figure 4.3. All of these proteins
are

monomeric

4-α-helical

A G EIWKQXEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQL GG
GKQKLDEFRKLAEEFKRLADEXRQKIE G S
GS
GEIWKQXEDALQKFEEALNQFEDLKQLG
G
KQKLDEFRKLAEEFKRLADEXRQKIE GS
GL-H96 – A6, A36, A66, H96
GL-H6 – H6, A36, A66, A96
GL-H66 – A6, A36, H66, A96
GL-RxN – A6, H36, H66, H96

designs expanding upon the wide
range of earlier maquettes sharing
this topology.

Like the BT6

B

protein discussed in Chapter 2,
each of these maquettes is based
upon

a

“binary

patterning”

GEIWNQAEQALQQFRQALNQFQQLKQLG
G
QNQLDQFQNLAEQFQNLARNAQQKIQG S
G
GS
G QIWEQANQALEQFQQALRQFNQLQKLG
G
QQELQNFQELAQNFQRLAQQHNQKIQ G S

C

Heme B
O
HO

DPM

ZnP

Heme C
O

CH3

H3C

CH3

H3C

HO

N

CH2

NH
N
Zn
N
HN

NH

N

and

hydrophobic

residues are arranged in a heptad

3

2

CH3

3

3

hydrophilic

Cys

S

Figure 4.3. A) Protein Odesigns GL-H96, GL-H6, GL-H66,
and
Fe
Fe
HN below
HN
HO
N
GL-RxN. XNdenotes
either
alanine or histidine, as shown
CH
CH
O
the sequence.
The surface charge patterningO is shown
on the
CH
CH
S
CH
right, HO
viewed from opposite sides of the helicalHO bundle.H C B)CysThe
sequence and surface charge pattern of maquette DPM. C)
Porphyrin structures.
NH

scheme in which helix-forming

GL Maquettes

3

3

pattern. Inward-facing histidines
are selected to bind metal porphyrin cofactors in the bundle interior.
Four of the proteins are given the prefix “GL”. Helices 1 and 3 in these designs are
identical in sequence to the helices of the negatively charged BT6 protein from Chapter 2.
However, helices 2 and 4 possess a net positive charge. Thus, the GL designs display a moderate
dipole moment roughly perpendicular to the bundle axis. The GL proteins also differ from BT6
their loops. Rather than the long 9-residue glycine and serine loops of BT6, each of the GL
proteins employs shorter GGSG loops. Previous work in the Dutton lab has shown that melting
temperature increases as the interhelical loops are shortened, given identical helical
sequences[11].
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Importantly, maquettes also differ from BT6 in their histidine placement. BT6 contains 4
histidines, thus accommodating bis-histidine binding for two heme cofactors. Previous work has
shown that the BT6 scaffold may be modified to bind a single heme, and also that one or both of
the bis-his heme sites may be replaced with a single histidine[12]. A single his site will not bind
heme, but may instead offer a binding site for a zinc porphyrin (ZnP). The first three maquettes
discussed here are named “GL-H96”, “GL-H6”, and “GL-H66”, corresponding to the location of
their single histidine residue. The histidine in GL4000

H96 is located such that it will bind a ZnP in the

A

13607

3000
2000

positively charged face of the maquette, while GL-

Predicted mass = 13612

1000

H6 and GL-H66 will bind a ZnP in the negative

0

800

portion. The fourth maquette, called here GL-RxN

B

13608

600
400

(to denote “reaction center”), contains three

Predicted mass = 13612

200

This arrangement provides one bis-his heme site
between H36 and H96, along with a single-his ZnP
site at H66. A similar 3-histidine BT6 variant has

Intensity (a.u.)

0

histidines at sequence positions 36, 66, and 96.

8000

C

13608

6000
4000

Predicted mass = 13612

2000
0

3000

D

13739

2000

been shown to support photo-activated intraprotein
ET between a zinc porphyrin and heme[12].

Predicted mass = 13738
1000

0
600

Additional experiments have shown intraprotein

E
13504

400

Predicted mass = 13508

ET between a zinc porphyin and heme in a
detergent solubilized amphiphilic maquette (See
Chapter 5 and reference [13]).
The final design is “DPM”, short for

200

0
11000

11500

12000

12500

13000

13500

14000

14500

15000

15500

m/z

Figure 4.4. MALDI-TOF mass results for apo
maquettes. A) GL-H96. B) GL-H6. C) GLH66. D) GL-RxN. E) DPM.

“Dipole Maquette”. It contains a single histidine
at position 96 to accommodate a ZnP.

The

inward-facing hydrophobic residues, primarily Leu and Ala, are unchanged from the sequences of
GL and BT6. However, the charge patterning on the outward-facing residues has been altered
significantly with the goal of producing a strong dipole moment roughly parallel to the bundle
axis. DPM was engineered in an effort to use dipolar charge patterning to suppress cyt c
photoreduction. The DPM protein is not the first effort to engineer a dipole moment parallel the
bundle axis. Previous Dutton lab member Xiaochi Chen designed a somewhat similar 4-helix
dimer dubbed the “cyt b maquette” [14]. The Chen protein maintained the total number of
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glutamates and lysines typically employed on the exterior of soluble maquettes but aggressively
segregated them on opposite ends of the bundle, producing a very strong dipole. Although the
cyt b maquette did bind heme and otherwise function as designed, it proved to be insoluble in less
than 1.5 M KCl.

Presumably extreme ionic strength was needed to overcome the strong

interprotein dipolar interactions. Hoping to circumvent this solubility issue, I reduced the total
number of charged residues in DPM as compared to the GL, BT6, and “cyt b maquette” designs.
DPM replaces many of these charged residues with polar uncharged glutamines, thus maintaining
a hydrophilic exterior while reducing total charge count.

This approach appears to have

succeeded, as DPM dissolves to several µM concentration at 4mM ionic strength (see Section
4.2.2 below).
Molar Elipticity (deg / residue-dM-cm)

40
1a - H96
1b - H6
1c - H66
1d _RxN Center
2 - DPM

30
20

4.2.2 Protein Expression, purification, and
solubilization

10
0

DNA 2.0 provided an initial gene template

-10

for the four GL protein maquettes in the pET-32b+

-20

vector.

-30

200

220

240

260

Wavelength (nm)

280

Enzyme-free PCR cloning [15] was used

to produce genes for the four histidine variants.
GenScript provided a pUC57 vector with the gene
for the DPM maquette.

Figure 4.5. Circular dichroism spectroscopy
for maquettes at 20º C.

Expression and

purification were performed using the same
methods described in Chapter 2.
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The four dry GL proteins were

0.4

GL-H96

readily solubilized in 2 mM Tris / 3 mM

DPM

1

NaCl at pH 8.0, the condition used for
0.2

transient absorption (TA) experiments.

0.5

Lyophilized DPM proved to be only
0

0

1

2

3

GL-H6

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

GL-RxN

1

µM) and exhibits a UV peak around 265

0.75

Soret ΔOD

sparingly soluble at these conditions (~7
nm rather than the 280 nm expected for

0.5
0.5

tryptophan, suggesting misfolding and/or

0.25

aggregation. However, DPM is soluble to
0

0

1

2

3

0

0

1

2

3

at least 30 µM under the higher ionic

Cofactor Equivalents

1.5

GL-H66

strength condition of 40 mM Tris, 200
mM NaCl at pH 8.0 with a typical

1

tryptophan UV signature. This spectrum

0.5

was maintained upon buffer exchange
0

0

1

2

into 2 mM Tris / 2 mM NaCl for TA

Cofactor Equivalents

experiments.
Figure 4.6. Porphyrin binding titrations. Circles are
experimental data points and lines are best-fit results
corresponding to Kd values in table 4.1. The GL-RxN
plot shows a heme titration. All other plots are ZnP
titrations.

4.3 Biophysical characterization
4.3.1 MALDI-TOF
MADLI-TOF spectroscopy verified the mass of the purified proteins.

Lyophilized

protein was dissolved in 1::1 acetonitrile and water and mixed with sinapinic acid and then dried
on the MALDI plate under vacuum. Masses measured by MALDI matched the predicted masses
based on sequence within 4 daltons, as shown in Figure 4.4.
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4.3.2 Circular dichroism
Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy verified the maquettes’ secondary structure, as
described in Appendix A1.2. Figure 4.5 shows the results of circular (CD) on 20 µM apomaquettes at 20 ºC. These data were obtained at pH 8.0 with 3 mM NaCl / 2 mM Tris, the lowest
ionic strength condition employed for subsequent electron transfer experiments. CD experiments
on GL-H96 and DPM at 20 mM NaCl and 5 mM Tris at pH 8.0 yielded similar results (data not
shown). These CD spectra indicate that the secondary structures are predominantly α-helical.

4.3.3 Porphyrin binding
All maquettes described here are designed to bind a ZnP cofactor. In addition, the GLRxN includes a bis-his heme site. ZnP or heme were titrated into 1 mL maquette samples, as
described in Appendix A1.3. Figure 4.6 shows the data and best-fit binding curves from these
titration, and Table
4.1 shows the binding
constants

and

Maquette

Porphyrin

extinction coefficients
corresponding

to

these fits. Except for

[Maq]

λ Soret, max

ε bound

(µM)

(mm)

(M cm )

(M cm )

(nM)

-1

Kd

ε free
-1

-1

-1

GL-H96

ZnP

2.5

421

420000

34000

35

GL-H6

ZnP

2.0

420

490000

13000

1800

GL-H66

ZnP

3.0

420

370000

87000

160

DPM

ZnP

1.2

419

310000

34000

41

GL-RxN

Heme

4.5

412

125000

42000

140

GL-H6, all of these
systems

exhibit

dissociation constants
in the nm range. GLH6 (Kd ~ 1.8 µM) is a
weaker binder, and its
parameters could be
better resolved with a
second

titration

Table 4.1: Porphyrin binding titration parameters for fits in Figure 4.6.
Parameters were computed as described in Section A1.3

at

higher protein concentration.
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The various maquettes exhibit significantly different extinction coefficients for the bound
ZnP cofactor, as well as slight shifts in the wavelength of the Soret peak. There is in fact a visible
color discrepancy between the GL-H96 and GL-H66 maquettes at concentrations of ZnP yielding
~1 OD absorbance.

These differences suggest that ZnP cofactors reside in different

binding/solvation environments. Note that the titration shown here for GL-RxN is for heme; no
titration has been performed for ZnP. However, at 3 µM protein concentration GL-RxN does
reliably bind 0.9 equivalents of ZnP after binding a heme. The difference spectrum between (GLRxN + heme + ZnP) – (GL-RxN + heme) is similar to that for GL-H66 + ZnP, as expected.
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4.4 Methods: ET Experiments and Analysis
4.4.1 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
All protein solutions were prepared with NaCl and Tris buffer at pH 8.0. Oxidized or
reduced cyt c was prepared using either K3Fe(CN)6 or sodium ascorbate as described in
Appendix A1.5. Unless otherwise noted, the experiments were run at the low ionic strength
condition of 2 mM Tris / 3 mM NaCl. The experiments described in Section 4.5.4 examine two
other ionic strength conditions: 5 mM Tris / 20 mM NaCl and 25 mM Tris / 100 mM NaCl. The
protein samples were placed in a quartz fluorescence cuvette with a foil-lined septum and
degassed under O2-scrubbed argon with stirring for 1 hr. For experiments using cyt c, either
oxidized or reduced 300 µM cyt c stock was injected into the maquette solution using a gas-tight
syringe, followed by an additional 5 min of degassing. For maquette-only or oxidized cyt c
experiments, a cocktail of 80 nM glucose oxidase, 12 nM catalase, and 1.5 mM glucose was
added to scrub residual O2. [16]. For experiments using reduced cyt c, the O2 scrubbing system of
40

µM

protocatechuate

deoxygenase

(PCD) and 1.5 mM protocatechuic acid
was used instead [17].
employed

for

the

PCD was

reduced

cyt
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a

Figure 4.7. Transient absorption apparatus.

constant sample temperature 20° C. A 10
Hz frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics) provided optical excitation at 532 nm,
and a mechanical shutter (ThroLabs) limited laser exposure to one pulse per second. A split
fiber-optic cable routed the output of a xenon flash source through two parallel paths in the
cuvette and then to an Acton SP-2156 spectrograph; one path overlapped the region of laser
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excitation while the second provided a “dark” reference. The monochromator outputs were
focused onto a Princeton Instruments PiMax-3 ICCD camera using a 1 µS integration time. A
Stanford Research System DG 535 digital delay generator, driven by the laser lamp sync output
signal, provided triggers to the laser Q-switch, xenon flash, and camera exposure. Transient
absorption spectra were computed by subtracting the averages of 60 acquisitions, with and
without laser exposure, at each timepoint.

4.4.2 Stretched Exponential Fits
Plotting the rate of post-excitation Soret bleach recovery provides a simple, semiquantitative method to compare rates of electron transfer between different reactions (given that
electron transfer is indeed the dominant mechanism of triplet quenching). Superficially, these
traces resemble simple exponential decay functions. However, there is no theoretical basis to
expect a single exponential behavior in a second-order reaction unless one reactant is present in
large excess. Even in this case, conformational anisotropies and multiple orientations for ETcompetent complexes could complicate the kinetics.

Instead, I used normalized stretched

functions of the form

f (t) = exp(−(kt) β )

Eqn. 4.1

to fit the bleach trajectories. ß ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating a standard single exponential

€

and values < 1 indicating increasingly large stretch. The half-time such a function is given by:

t1/ 2 =

(ln2) − β
k

Eqn. 4.2

This half-time provides a simple metric to compare reaction kinetics between experiments where

€ discrete rate constants are not readily available.
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4.4.3 Singular Value Decomposition and Kinetics Model Fitting
To examine the dependence of cyt c photoreduction rate on concentration, Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) analysis was combined with a chemical kinetics scheme shown in Figure
4.2-B. Henry and Hofrichter provide a thorough description of this approach [18]. Given a
particular kinetic model with unknown rates, this scheme solves for these rates directly from
time-evolving spectra. There is no need to assume a priori the spectra of the specific species in
the reaction. I implemented the analysis in Python using the SVD and function minimization
tools of the Scipy package.
Results from the TA experiment are represented by the nλ x nt matrix A, with rows and
columns representing individual wavelengths and timepoints. SVD decomposes the matrix into
three components:

A = USV

Eqn. 4.3

where the columns of U and rows of V represent linear combinations of the spectra of individual

€ states in the system and fractional populations of these states, respectively. S is a monotonically
decreasing diagonal matrix whose terms denote the “significance” of the corresponding rows and
columns of V. For each experiment the first two S values are much greater than the subsequent
values, indicating that most of the non-random information in U and V are present in the first two
columns and rows; this is consistent with the kinetic scheme in Figure 4.2-B containing two
visible states (the ZnP ground state is spectrally silent). Thus, U and V were truncated to the first
two columns and rows and S was limited to its first two components.
The 2x2 transformation matrix C gives coefficients to transform VT (matrix transpose of
V) to the fractional populations of the ZnP triplet and charge-separated state at each timepoint;
these populations are given by the unknown n x 2 matrix P:

P = CV T

€

Eqn. 4.4

For any given time delay t, solving the rate equations defined by the model in Figure 2 yields
fractional populations for the ZnP triplet state and charge separated states as follows:
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(

Ptrip ( k ET ) = exp −( k d + k ET ) t

PCSS =

)

Eqn. 4.5

kd
exp( −k ET ,back t ) − exp −( k ET + kd ) t
k d + kET − k ET ,back

(

(

))

Eqn. 4.6

€

€ Minimizing the sum of squared differences between the population matrices defined by Eqn. 4.4
and Eqns. 4.5 / 4.6. yields best-fit parameters for the unknown rate parameters kET and kET,back and
for the 4 coefficients of the transformation matrix C.

Powell’s method for multivariate

optimization was run in a Python script to perform this minimization [19]. In analyzing the
transient absorption results, the direct triplet decay rate kd was fixed at 210 s-1, as observed for the
ET-incompetent system of maquette GL-H96 with pre-reduced cyt c (Figure 4.10, red trace).
Figure 4.8 outlines a series of tests using simulated transient absorption data to test this
optimization scheme. k1, k2, and k3 are equivalent to kET, kET,back, and kd in the ET scheme. A
Python script generates synthetic transient absorption spectra based on given rates in the model
and arbitrary, overlapping spectra for the first two species (Figure 4.8-A). Several amplitudes of
random Gaussian noise were added to the synthetic spectra, and the algorithm was then run
multiple times to test its ability to correctly extract the first two rates in the presence of noise. 32
iterations (with different noise patterns) were run at noise levels ranging from 0.001 to 0.1. Table
4.2 summarizes these results.
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Figure 4.8. Synthetic spectra generated to validate the singular value decomposition (SVD) model-fitting
algorithm. Synthetic “observed” spectra were generated based on the 3-state kinetic model shown in
the upper-left. A) Absorption spectra for the imaginary species “A” and “B” in the model. Species “C” is
spectrally silent. B) The populations of the three states at various timepoints, given the rates in the
upper-left. C) The “observed” spectra, computed by multiplying the pure spectra in A and the
populations in B. This represents a perfect observation with no noise. D) and E) show the same
spectra with the addition of Gaussian noise. Table 4.1 shows the computed rates for various noise
levels.
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Noise
Level

k1 =100000 s
%Err

-1

%Stdev
(k1)

( k1 )

k2 = 10000 s

-1

Max
%Err
(k1)

%Err
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( k2 )

These results show
Max
%Err
(k2)

that the SVD model
fitting scheme yields
rates that are correct

0.001

0.006

0.10

0.22

0.036

0.12

0.28

within a few percent

0.002

0.009

0.22

0.62

0.041

0.24

0.67

even in the face of

0.005

0.095

0.70

1.7

0.15

0.56

1.5

noise

0.01

0.32

0.97

2.2

0.31

1.1

2.4

0.02

0.014

2.1

4.5

0.10

2.7

8.1

0.05

3.8

5.0

16.5

4.1

6.2

15.0

0.1

22.3

23.3

80.5

71.3

129

400

that

appear by eye

to

dominate the useful
spectral

signals.

Furthermore, Zhenyu
Zhao of the Dutton
lab

Table 4.2: Summary of SVD model test results rates with varying amplitudes
of Gaussian noise.

levels

independently

developed a separate
implementation
this

scheme

of
using

Matlab. Our programs produced identical results, within numerical precision, when run on the
same input data.

4.4.4 SVD with Log-Normal Reaction Rate Distributions
Dutton lab member Zhenyu Zhao has successfully applied the SVD scheme described
above to intraprotein ET maquette systems where all ETs occur between specific cofactor
positions in a well-structured protein. However, this three-state model with discrete ET rates did
not yield a good fit in analyzing my interprotein cyt c photoreduction experiments (see Figure
4.12-B). The work of Ubbink and others, introduced in Chapter 1, shows that interprotein ET
may occur over a range of distances rather than simply from a single well-defined ET complex
[20, 21] [22]. This situation seems likely in a maquette / cyt c system lacking a specifically
engineered binding site. Given a range of possible distances, it follows that the ET may be better
described by a continuous distribution of rates rather than a by single discrete rate. To account
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for this, I revisited the 3 state-model, replacing the discrete rates with continuous log-normal
distribution functions. If a variable X follows a normal distribution, then exp(X) will follow a
log-normal distribution. Thus, given the (somewhat arbitrary) assumption that ET-competent
encounters occur at a normally-distributed range of distances, the resulting distribution of ET
rates will be described by a log-normal distribution; this follows from the exponential rate
dependence in the Moser-Dutton expression.

A general log-normal probability distribution

function of ET rates kET is given as p(µ,σ), where µ and σ denote the most probable ln(KET) and
the “spread” of the distribution, is:

⎛ ln k − µ 2 ⎞
( ET ) ⎟
p( µ,σ ) =
exp⎜ −
⎜
⎟
kσ 2π
2σ
⎝
⎠
1

Eqn. 4.7

Furthermore, we may assume that both forward (3ZnP* ! cyt c) and reverse (cyt c !

€ ZnP+) interprotein ET will occur over the same distribution of distances. According to the
Moser-Dutton ruler expression, this means that the distribution of forward and reverse rates will
differ simply by a fixed ratio, defined by the ΔG and the reorganization energy λ for the two ETs.
Given the values estimated in Section 4.1 (ΔGforward = -0.95 eV, ΔGback=-0.65 eV, λ = 1 eV), this
ratio, denoted here by γ, is about 0.5. Adjusting Eqn 4.4 to account for a single discrete rate kET
and back ET rate of γ kET yields:
Eqn. 4.8

Replacing the discrete rate by the log-normal distribution yields the following two
integrals for the triplet and charge-separated populations; these integrals may be solved
numerically:
Eqn. 4.9

Eqn. 4.10
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Best-fit parameters for the distribution parameters µ and σ, and for the 4 coefficients of
the transformation matrix C, were found by minimizing the sum of squared differences between
the population matrices defined by Eqn. 4.2 and Eqns. 4.7 and 4.8.

Powell’s direction

conjugation algorithm performed this minimization [19]. As with the discrete rate optimization
described in Section 4.2.3, I wrote a Python script to test the accuracy of this scheme using
simulated transient absorption data with random noise. Figure 4.9 shows the kinetic system,
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Figure 4.9. Synthetic spectra generated to validate the singular value decomposition (SVD) model-fitting
algorithm, using a log-normal distribution of rates. Synthetic “observed” spectra were generated based
on the 3-state kinetic model shown in the upper-left, using a distribution of rates for k1 and k2. A
difference of 0.69 in the µ values for k1 and k2 corresponds to a γ ratio of 0.5, as described in the text.
The spectra for the species are the same as those in Figure 4.4-A. A) The populations of the three
states at various timepoints, given the rates in the upper-left. B) The “observed” spectra, computed by
multiplying the pure spectra with the populations in A. This represents a perfect observation with no
noise. C) and D) show the same spectra with the addition of Gaussian noise. Table 4.3 shows the
computed rates for various noise levels.

populations, and sample spectra with noise. Table 4.3 gives the results of the test for various
noise levels. 8 test iterations were run for each noise condition.
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Table 4.3: Summary of SVD model test results using log-normal rates
with varying amplitudes of Gaussian noise.

4.5 Electron Transfer Results
4.5.1 GL-H96 photoreduces cyt c
After photoexcitation, the ZnP quickly forms a reducing triplet state (Em ~ -700 mV for
3

the ZnP* / ZnP+). ET to cyt c (Em = +250 mV) is

1

has Em +900 mV, favoring a reoxidation of the cyt
c to return the ZnP to its ground state.
The transient absorption spectra of both
the 3ZnP* and ZnP+ states are dominated by a
conspicuous bleach of the ground state Soret band.
In the absence of an ET partner, the triplet will
decay to the ground state through a non-radiative
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thus highly favorable. The resulting ZnP+ cation
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decay and weak phosphoresence, producing Soret
bleach recovery on a ms timescale. Fast ET to a
redox partner is expected to accelerate this
recovery.

Figure 4.10 plots the Soret bleach

recovery for GL-H96 alone and with stoichiometic
concentrations of reduced and oxidized cyt c. In
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Figure 4.10. Recovery of the laser-induced
422 nm ground state Soret bleach of 3 µM
GL-96 + ZnP alone and with 3 µM reduced or
oxidized cyt c. Circles denote experimental
data points and traces are best-fit stretched
exponential functions. Black GL-H96 alone,
blue with oxidized cyt c, and red with
reduced cyt c. Experiments performed with 2
mM Tris, 3 mM NaCl, pH 8.0.

the absence of an electron acceptor, the triplet decays at a rate of 110 s-1. This increases modestly
to 210 s-1 with a stoichiometric concentration of reduced cyt c. The presence of oxidized cyt c
raises the bleach recovery rate to 1600 s-1. Significantly faster Soret bleach recovery in the
presence of oxidized cyt c is consistent with interprotein ET from the reducing 3ZnP.
Figure 4.11 compares transient absorption spectra for GL-H96 alone and with oxidized
cyt c. With cyt c, the Q-band
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Figure 4.11. Transient absorption spectra of GL-H96 + ZnP
without (A/B) and with (C/D) one molar equivalent of oxidized
cyt c . A) and C) focus on Soret region; B) and D) on Q band
region. For each plot, bold traces denote spectra acquired after
laser excitation as follows: Green 1 µS, purple 10 µs, orange
100 µs, black 300 µs, red 1 ms, blue 3 ms, and gray 100 ms.
Experiments performed with 2 mM Tris, 2 mM NaCl, pH 8.0. E)
Published spectra showing oxidation of the tetraphenyl porpyrin
in CH2Cl2. Spectrum 1 shows the unoxidized porphyrin. 2
through 4 illustrate increasing oxidation, and 5 is the pure πcation spectrum. Reprinted from Reference [3].
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oxidized ZnP, are visible only
when oxidized cyt c is present.
Thus, the faster Soret bleach
recovery with oxidized cyt c in
Figure 4.10 is in fact due to triplet
quenching via interprotein ET.

4.5.2 Cyt c photoreduction rate is linear with [cyt c]

Figure 4.12. Transient absorption for laser-activated 3
µM ZnP-GL-H96 with varying concentrations of cyt c:
black 3 µM, red 4.5 µM, blue 9 µM, green 13.5 µM,
gray 18 µM. A) ZnP Soret bleach recovery on a log
time scale fit to stretched exponentials. Inset: Fit
recovery half-times vs. cyt c concentration. The dotted
line corresponds to a second-order rate constant of 3.4
8
-1 -1
x 10 M s .

B) SVD kinetics model fitting showing chargeseparated population relative to the initial excited
3
ZnP* population for each time point. The kinetic
model uses a discrete rate for each state transition, as
introduced in Figure 4.4.

C) SVD kinetics model fitting same data, using a lognormal rate distribution as in Figure 4.5. This provides
a better fit than the single-rate model in B.

3

D) Difference spectra for the *ZnP and the charge
separated states, derived from the SVD model in C.
3
Solid lines show spectra for the *ZnP excited state.
Circles show spectra for the charge-separated state
+
consisting of ZnP and reduced cyt c. The latter
resemble the expected cyt c redox spectrum (orange).

Experiments performed with 2 mM Tris, 3 mM NaCl,
pH 8.0.

We repeated the transient absorption experiment with cyt c and GL-H96, varying the cyt
c / maquette molar ratio between 1::1 and 6::1. Figure 4.12 summarizes these experiments.
Figure 4.12-A fits the kinetics of bleach recovery to stretched exponentials of the form y = exp ((kt)ß). In each case the value ß is less than 0.5, indicating a significant departure from simple
exponential behavior. The inverse half-time increases linearly over the whole concentration
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range, (A-insert). This concentration dependence is not expected if ET is dominated by
maquettes bound to cyt c partners in a well-defined complex. A stable ET complex between the
maquette and N identically-bound cyt c molecules, for example, would instead show a biphasic
dependence on [cyt c], with a breaking point at the 1::N stoichiometry. Instead, the reaction
appears to be diffusive, despite the very low 4 µM ionic strength conditions employed here. The
inverse-half time plot in A-inset implies a second order rate constant of 3.4 x108 M-1s-1. This
numerical result follows from the clearly oversimplified assumption of a simple exponential,
pseudo-first order trajectory. But it should represent an order-of-magnitude estimate, and the
main conclusion is the inverse relationship between half-time and [cyt c].
Figure 4.12-B shows the charge-separated populations derived from these experiments
using the discrete-rate SVD-model fitting scheme described in Section 4.2.2. The ratio between
back and forward ET was fixed at 0.5, as described previously. I also fixed the direct triplet
decay rate at 210 s-1 (Figure 4.10, red trace). The points in the plot are the populations derived
from Eqn. 4.2, while the traces are the populations predicted by the best-fit discrete rates for the
model (Eqn. 4.4). The populations computed from the SVD and from the best-fit kinetic model
are clearly dissimilar.
I re-analyzed the data using the log-normal rate distribution model described in Section
4.2.3, and Figure 4.12-C shows these results. The traces in Figure 4.12-C follow from Eqn. 4.8.
The log-normal model gives a better fit, as expected in a diffusing system where ET occurs over a
range of distances. Finally, Figure 4.12-D shows the difference spectra for the triplet state and
charge-separated state extracted from SVD for the best-fit models. The reduced cyt c α-band at
550 nm is evident for each experiment. The amplitude of this feature matches that expected for
complete maquette electron transfer, given the ~ 30% triplet yield as measured by Soret bleach at
1 µS (orange trace).

4.5.3 Comparing cyt c photoreduction from among maquette designs
The ZnP-ligating His in GL-H96 is located closest to the more positive maquette face.
Designs GL-H6 and GL-H66 move the ligating His to the net negative face of the protein.
Figure 4.13-A compares the Soret bleach kinetics of GL-H96, GL-H6, and GL-H66. When cyt c
is absent, the triplet decay rates for the three maquettes agree within a factor of 2: 110 s-1, 130 s-1,
and 210 s-1 for GL-H96, GL-H6, and GL-H66 respectively.
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All three maquettes show a

significant increase in bleach recovery when equimolar 3 µM cyt c is present, with rates of 1900
s-1, 590 s-1, and 1700 s-1. Figure 4.13-B and 4.13-C show the Q-band transient absorption spectra
for GL-H6 and GL-H66 with cyt c. Both clearly display the 550 nm signature of cyt c reduction.
The rate of this ET shows little change in moving the ZnP ligation site from the positive maquette
face in GL-H96 to the negative face in GL-H6 and GL-H66, suggesting the interaction of the
modest dipole of 1x with cyt c is not a major factor driving ET kinetics.
In contrast to the lateral dipolar arrangement in the GL maquettes, the axial charge
patterning of the DPM yields a stronger dipole moment. Since the cofactor lies in the positive
side of the maquette, the dipole-dipole interaction with the similarly positioned heme in cyt c to is
expected to slow interprotein ET. Figure 4.13-D shows the Soret bleach recovery kinetics for
DPM alone and with oxidized and reduced cyt c. In the absence of cyt c, DPM exhibits a triplet
decay rate of 230s-1, similar to that of the GL proteins. As with the laterally-patterned GL
maquettes, adding oxidized cyt c accelerates the DPM triplet decay; in this system the rate with
oxidized cyt c is 8500 s-1. Surprisingly, the DPM excited state is also significantly quenched by
reduced cyt c, with a rate of 2550 s-1; this quenching by both oxidized and reduced cyt c is much
more pronounced in DPM than in the GL proteins. Since reduced cyt c is not competent for
photo-reduction in this system, this result suggests that an energy transfer mechanism may be
behind the triplet quenching. The Q-band transient absorption spectra for isolated DPM (Figure
4.13-E) and for DPM with one equivalent of oxidized cyt c (Figure 4.13-F) evolve with different
rates but are otherwise similar; unlike the lateral dipolar maquettes of Figures 4.11-D and 4.13-B
and 4.13-C, the 550 nm peak characteristic of cyt c reduction is absent in DPM. This suggests
that placing ZnP in the positive end of the strongly dipolar DPM maquette suppresses interprotein
ET, despite the fact that oxidized cyt c quenches the excited DPM triplet more effectively than
does reduced cyt c.
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Figure 4.13. Comparing photoreduction of cyt c by ZnP
+ GL-H96, GL-H6, GL-H66 and DPM. A) Soret bleach
recovery for 3 µM proteins GL-H96 (black), GL-H6
(blue), and GL-H66 (red) without (diamonds) and with
(circles) 1 equivalent of oxidized cyt c.
B/C) Q-band transient absorption spectra of 3 µM
oxidized cyt c with 3 µM Gl-H6 (B) or 3 µM GL-H66 (C).
Colored traces are: green 1 µS, purple 100 µs, orange
400 µs, black 1 ms, red 4 ms, and blue 30 ms.
D) Soret bleach recovery for 3 µM maquette DPM alone
(black) and with 3 µM reduced (red) or oxidized cyt c
(blue).
E/F) Q band changes for DPM alone (E) and with one
molar equivalent of oxidized cyt c (F). Colored traces
are: 1µs (black), 100 µs (red), 400 µs (blue), 1.5 ms
(green), and 30 ms (orange).
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Figure 4.14. Ionic strength dependence
of Soret bleach recovery rate for 3 µM
maquettes: A) GL-H96. B) GL-H66. C)
DPM. Circles show experimental data
points and traces are best-fit stretched
exponentials. Gray data are maquettes
alone at 20 mM ionic strength. Other
data also include 3 µM cyt c at the
following ionic strengths: black: 4 mM,
blue: 22.5 mM, red 110 mM.
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4.5.4 Ionic strength dependence of cyt c photoreduction
All of the transient absorption experiments discussed to this point were performed at the
very low, non-physiological ionic strength of 4 mM. At this low salt concentration, it is expected
that electrostatic interactions between the maquette and cyt c redox partners will be quite strong,
and moreover that longer-range monopole interactions may overwhelm shorter-range dipole
effects (please see Section 4.6 for elaboration). Because the 3ZnP decays on the order of several
ms, the experimental system employed here is not useful for probing very slow interprotein ET.
Thus, I chose to focus largely on the low-salt condition to hasten the ET (and improve the yield)
for systems where ET was expected.
However, the ionic strength dependence is an important consideration in understanding
the electrostatic interaction between redox pairs. The following experiments extend the cyt c
photoreduction to 22 mM and 110 mM ionic strengths, using pH 8.0 solutions with 20 mM NaCl
/ 5 mM Tris and 100 mM NaCl / 25 mM Tris, respectively. Figure 4.14 shows the Soret bleach
recovery kinetics for GL-H96 (A), GL-H66 (B) and DPM (C) at each salt concentration. To
summarize, the triplet quenching slows with increasing ionic strength in GL-H96 and GL-H66,
and seems to behave non-monotonically in DPM, with 22 mM showing slightly faster quenching
than 4 mM and 110 mM. Section 4.6 discusses these results in the context of the monopole /
dipole interaction theory of Van Leeuwan [23]. Note that the spectra for GL-H96 and GL-H66
both showed distinct cyt c 550 nm reduction bands at all ionic strengths (as in Figures 4.11-D
and 4.13-C), while DPM did not show this signature at any ionic strength (shown in Figure
4.13-F).

4.5.5 Cyt c photo-oxidation
Unlike the other maquettes discussed in this chapter, the GL-RxN maquette
simultaneously binds a heme and a ZnP. The expected edge-to-edge separation of the Zn and Fe
porphyrins is about 16 Å, short enough to support light-activated ET within the ~5 ms lifetime of
the isolated ZnP triplet state. In the presence of reduced cyt c, some population of resulting ZnP+
cations may abstract an electron from cyt c, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. This section describes the
results of experiments probing cyt c photo-oxidation by the GL-RxN protein.
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In the absence of cyt c, the black and blue traces in Figure 4.15-A compare the ZnP3
quenching in GL-H66 (ZnP at H66) and GL-RxN
(ZnP at H66 plus heme ligated between H36 and
increases the ZnP3 quenching rate from 210 s-1 to
1170 s-1.

This heme-driven acceleration of the

zinc porphyrin quenching is similar to that
observed previously in a BT-6 Zn / Heme variant
[12] and in an amphiphilic maquette binding
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by this time; the residual signals of a few mOD are
two orders of magnitude smaller than the initial
bleach 1 µS after the laser flash. The black points
show the spectrum of the heme-free GL-H66
maquette. The blue points show GL-RxN, binding
heme and ZnP but without cyt c. The red points
add one molar equivalent of cyt c to the GL-RxN
center. The 428 nm peak is characteristic of cyt c
oxidation. The red trace is the spectrum predicted
for 28 nM reduced heme B and oxidized cyt c; this
concentration corresponds to a 3% yield in the
charge-separated state at this time point. Despite
the marginal yield, the spectral evidence does
suggest that this maquette has replicated an
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Figure
4.15.
Interprotein
chargeseparating triad. A) ZnP Soret bleach
recovery following laser excitation. GLH66 with ZnP (black), GL-RxN with ZnP
and heme (blue), GL-RxN with ZnP and
heme plus 1 equivalent of reduced cyt c
(red). Circles are experimental data
points and lines are best-fit stretched
exponentials:
B) Transient absorption Soret band shifts
in GL-RxN + ZnP + heme with (red) and
without (blue) 1 equivalent of reduced cyt
c at 30 ms after laser excitation. Red
line is expected absorption change for
electron transfer from 28 nM cyt c to
heme B. Black points are ZnP triplet
difference spectrum from heme-free
maquette GL-H66 30 ms after laser
excitation.

essential function of the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center by photo-oxidizing cyt c in
solution. We were unsuccessful in deconvolving the cyt c oxidation from the other states in the
system using SVD, but by 30 ms after the flash essentially only the charge-separated state
remained.
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4.6 Discussion
The interprotein ET reactions examined in this chapter differ from those in Chapter 2 in
two important respects. First, this chapter’s experiments are cyclic ETs driven by maquette
cofactor excitation, whereas the ET in Chapter 2 are exothermic, non-cyclic, ground state
reactions. Much of the literature addressing time-resolved protein electron transfer examines
similar cyclic, photoactivated systems including natural photosynthetic reaction centers [24] [25]
and modified proteins using photoactivatable zinc cofactors [26] [27] or ruthenium labels [28]
[29]. Second, this chapter’s maquettes are designed with a dipole moment whereas the BT6
protein addressed earlier has a fairly uniform charge distribution.
ET from GL-H96 shows second-order behavior with respect to [cyt c]. Figure 4.13-A
demonstrates that, at 4 mM ionic strength, the rate of cyt c photoreduction by GL-H96 to cyt c is
linear with cyt c concentration in up to 6x excess, yielding a second-order rate constant of 3.4 x
108 M1s-1. Clearly this is a fast reaction, approaching the diffusion limit if the reactants are in
fact freely diffusing. The reaction half-time in 1d decreases inversely with [cyt c] out to six
equivalents of cyt c, suggesting the absence of a well-defined bound complex for ET in this
system. Such behavior is consistent with some other interprotein electron transfer complexes
including Adrenodoxin / cyt c [30] and myoglobin / cyt b5 [26]. Notably, both partners in these
two “pure encounter complex” systems are small, single-cofactor proteins, as is the case here. It
is somewhat surprising that the reactants appear to be freely diffusing at the unphysiologically
low 4 µM ionic strength. The oxidation of cyt c2 by the R. sphaeroides reaction center, for
example, shows a change from diffusional to partially-bound kinetics upon changing the reaction
conditions from 30 mM NaCl / 10 mM Tris to 10 mM Tris alone [24].
Estimating the maquette dipole moments provides some insight into the ionic strength
dependence of ET rates. A public web-based tool, the Protein Dipole Moments Server, computed
the dipole moment of each maquette from a rough PDB from an estimated structure. The server
returns the magnitude and direction of the dipole vector, allowing a rough calculation of the angle
expected with respect to a well- aligned cyt c molecule. Table 4.5 summarizes these results. It is
important to note that the structures employed for these calculations are purely estimates: they
are the result of a 10 ns molecular dynamics run on the GL-H66 maquette (starting from parallel
helices), followed by Pymol “mutagenesis” to the sequences of the H96 and DPM maquettes.
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Thus, the structures and resulting dipoles should only be considered approximations in the
subsequent calculations.
Van Leeuwen presented a theory addressing the ionic strength dependence of interprotein
electron transfer, accounting for both monopolar and dipolar electrostatic effects (Eqn. 1.8). The
quantities in Table 4.4 are sufficient to solve Eqn 1.8 for each maquette / cyt c system, offering a
prediction of the ionic strength dependence. Figure 4.16 shows these results, along with the
experimental half-times of the stretched-exponential fits of Figure 4.14. Please note that the
figure shows half-times, not rates, so larger values correspond to slower ET. Frame A shows the
overall predictions for each maquette to the experimental observations. Frames B-D separate the
overall theoretical interaction into monopolar and dipolar components.

Protein

Charge

GLH96

APBS
Charge
Visualization

Dipole
moment
(debye)

Estimated
dipole θ

-7

433

- 135 deg

GLH66

-7

318

+ 45 deg

GLDPM

0

723

-180 deg

Cyt c

+6

304

0 deg

Table 4.4. Maquette dipole estimates from Protein Dipole
Moments Server[1]. Yellow boxes indicate locations of ZnP in
protein
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Figure 4.16. Predicted and measured ionic strength dependence of cyt c reduction by ZnP
maquettes. All data are presented as the log10 of the half-time ratio, referenced to the rate
measured at 22 mM ionic strength. Circles are measured points, and lines are prediction of the
theory of Van Leeuwen, accounting for monopole-monopole, monopole-dipole, and dipoledipole interactions. [2] (Eqn. 1.8). A) Comparison of measured ET half-times for the three
maquettes, along with the ionic strength dependence predicted by the theory. B) Predicted
monopole-monopole (ZZ), monopole-dipole (ZP), and dipole-dipole (PP) components of rate
dependence for the H96 maquette. Thick line is the sum of three components, and circles are
experimental points (same as frame A). C) As frame B; data for maquette H66. D) As B; data
for maquette DPM.

Of the three maquettes in Frame A, only H96 (black line) fits reasonably with the predicted ionic
strength dependence. H96 has a favorable monopole but moderately unfavorable dipole for
interaction with cyt c; its overall charge is negative but the cofactor resides on the net positive
side of the protein. H66 (red) has both a favorable charge and dipole vector. Yet the ionic
strength dependence of H66 is very close to that of H96, even at the highest ionic strength. The
“narrow” geometry of the 4-helix maquette bundle may explain this result, as illustrated in
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Figure 4.17. The unfavorable dipole geometry assumes that a cyt c molecule could only engage
in ET from the left side of the protein, near the “+” side.
However, even a cyt c engaging from the bottom or right
side of the protein may come within reasonable ET
distance.

If this is significant, the left-to-right dipole

orientation on the H66 and H96 designs would be
expected to have a smaller impact on the ET rate.
The glutamine-rich amino acid composition of
DPM is a large departure from previous maquette
designs, and its ability to maintain structure and cofactor
binding despite a major sequence overhaul is a testament
to the maquette concept. The dipole moment of the DPM
maquette is parallel to the long maquette axis and thus
should not be subject to the cyt c “wraparound” pictured
in Figure 4.17. DPM has no net change but possesses a
strong and unfavorably oriented dipole for interaction
with cyt c.

Figure 4.16-D predicts the half-time to

decrease monotonically with ionic strength, as more salt
will screen the unfavorably dipolar interaction. This was
not observed however; the 22 mM ionic strength shows a
shorter half-time than either 4 mM or 110 mM.

As

Figure 4.17. Map of spatial regions
within possible ET distance from
protein GL-H96.
Cyan, magenta,
and yellow surfaces are 12, 14, and
16 Å from the conjugated atoms of
the ZnP cofactor. + and – symbols
indicate direction of dipole.

discussed in Section 4.5.3, the absence of a reduced cyt c
α band along with quenching by pre-reduced cyt c suggests that the cyt c-dependent quenching in
these experiments may be occurring through a non-ET mechanism. If a Forster-type energy
transfer is responsible for this quenching, we would still expect some ionic strength dependence
in this interaction. Because the Forster exchange is a longer-range interaction, its ionic strength
dependence would likely be weaker than that for ET. It is difficult to draw conclusions from the
salt dependence of quenching for DPM, given the open question of the triplet quenching
mechanism.
The RxN maquette, ligating both ZnP and heme, performs photooxidation of pre-reduced
cyt c. The 3% yield computed from Figure 4.15 clearly offers room for improvement, but it is
notable that the H66 design changes from a photo-reducing to photo-oxidizing construct simply
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through the addition of two histidines and a heme. Moreover, the ZnP / heme charge-separated
dyad is very short lived both in this protein and in similar designs [12]. The work of Zhenyu
Zhao and others in the Dutton lab in engineering a long-lived intra-protein charge separation
could certainly be applied to this system to improve the cyt c oxidation yield. The photooxidation
shown here represents a proof-of-principle for such as effort.

4.7 Conclusions
The experiments show that simple protein maquettes may be rationally designed to bind a
photoactivatable cofactor and to perform photoreduction of natural bovine cyt c. At 4 mM ionic
strength the kET for this system is 3.4 x 108 M-1s-1, with second-order kinetics out to 6
stoichiometric equivalents of cyt c. As in Chapter 2, these maquettes were designed only with
rough geometry and surface charge patterning in mind, and they show that detailed structural
design is not necessary for fast interaction with a natural protein. The robust ET behavior of H96
was somewhat surprising given that it was designed with an unfavorably oriented dipole; H66
was expected to be faster. Certainly the favorable monopole interaction plays a role in H96,
apparently outweighing the dipole influence at the salt levels examined here. In contrast, the
strongly unfavorable dipole of the DPM maquette does appear to suppress ET, although it still
does exhibit cyt c – dependent quenching, perhaps resulting from an energy transfer mechanism.
Finally, the H66 maquette can be changed from a reducing to oxidizing protein with the simple
addition of a second cofactor.
Additional protein designs would offer more insight into the details of maquettes’
electrostatic interactions. Specifically, the dipole impacts in H66 and H96 would be easier to
characterize in monopole-free proteins. The large count of polar uncharged residues in DPM
suggests that such a change could be made with little disruption to behavior. A favorablyoriented DPM variant would offer additional insight into the impact of an “aggressive” dipolar
design to enhance ET. Finally, additional experiments at higher ionic strengths would povide
more physiologically relevant data. Importantly, this would also aid in deconvolving the impact
of dipole effects from the monopoles, as the dipolar interactions become proportionately more
significant with the ionic screening of longer-ranged monopole effects.
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Chapter 5 Amphiphilic Maquettes Designed for
Transmembrane Electron Transfer
5.1 Introduction: Cytochrome b and Amphiphilic Maquettes
Mitochondrial coenzyme Q – cytochrome c oxidoreductase, also known as cytochrome
bc1 or Complex III, is one of the integral membrane protein complexes of the respiratory electron
transport chain, or ETC. Like the other complexes I, II, IV, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
synthase, cyt bc1 resides in the mitochondrial
inner membrane. Its bioenergetic function is
to move electrons from reduced ubiquione in
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space. Figure 5.1-A illustrates the crystal
structure of the bovine bc1 complex[2]. The

Figure 5.1. Bovine cytochrome bc1 complex. (A)
Crystal structure from pdb entry 1BGY[2]. Yellow
region denotes position of inner mitochondrial
membrane. Blue, red, and yellow regions denote
heme B, heme C, and iron-sulfur cluster cofactors.
Cyan regions show the four transmembrane
helices of cytochrome b. (B) Closer view of the
transmembrane helices of the right-hand cyt b
monomer, showing low- and high-potential bis-his
hemes B. The red region highlights “Helix D”, the
sequence used for the lipophilic portion of the AP6
maquette.
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multiple

peptide

chains.

Photosynthetic bacteria support a similar bc1
complex,

residing

in

the

perplasmic

membrane with the photosynthetic reaction
center. Its function and cofactors mirror those
of the mitochondrial complex: electrons from

photo-reduced quinone drive protons across the membrane. The electrons are then transferred to
soluble cytochrome c2 and cycled back to the reaction center.
bc1 exhibits a bifurcated electron transfer path known as the “Q cycle,” first proposed by
Mitchell [5]. Each bc1 monomer supports two distinct ubiquinone binding sites. Upon binding a
doubly-reduced quinone at the first site, one electron is transferred to an iron-sulfur cluster, then
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to heme c1, and finally to soluble cytochrome c. The other electron is carried to through the two
B-type hemes of the cytochrome b subunit, and finally to a second oxidized quinone bound at a
separate site. This transmembrane ET through the two cyt b hemes is coupled with the protonpumping transfer function of the complex. The heme-binding helices of cytochrome b form a
well-defined coiled-coil spanning the membrane. This tetrahelical bundle provides a natural
structural and functional prototype for developing de novo proteins supporting transmembrane
ET. Figure 5.1-B highlights these helices in the structure of the much larger bc1 complex. This
chapter addresses the design and function of several amphiphilic maquettes that draw on structure
and sequence of the cyt b subunit of bc1. (Please note that the term “cyt b” refers here to the bc1
subunit, not to B-type cytochromes in general).
To date, most maquette designs have been water-soluble proteins. Binary patterning,
introduced in Chapter 1, provides a straightforward and reliable guide for the design of soluble
α-helical bundle proteins. The previous two chapters address interprotein ET with maquettes, and
this discussion has so far been limited to water-soluble designs. Indeed, nature does provide
many examples of biologically essential interprotein ET between two soluble partners including
ferredoxin / ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase [6], cyt b5 / hemoglobin [7], and cyt c / neuroglobin
[9]. Yet the major bioenergetic interprotein electron-transfers involve a large membrane-bound
photosynthetic or respiratory complex and a small soluble electron transporter: plastocyanin,
ferredoxin / flavodoxin, or cyt c. In each case the small diffusing transporter interacts with an
aqueous domain of the membrane-bound partner.

So in order to model the full range of

biological ET, the maquette concept should be extended to include amphiphilic, membrane-bound
proteins.
Qualitatively, the principles of electron transfer do not differ between soluble and
membrane-bound proteins [10], and the Moser-Dutton Ruler (Eqn. 1.5) should offer guidance in
cofactor placement in an amphiphilic maquette just as in a soluble design. Experimental work
with amphiphilic proteins requires detergent solubilization or incorporation into liposomes or
other membranes. Thus, working with amphiphilic proteins is often more demanding than similar
experiments with water-soluble proteins. Given these challenges, and the fact that many inquiries
into electron transfer and other functions may be addressed by focusing purely on soluble
proteins, it is unsurprising that there are relatively few de novo membrane protein designs in the
literature. The first of these focused on transmembrane peptides mimicking the structure of ion
channels [3], [11]. These were purely lipophilic molecules with minimal protrusion beyond the
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membrane into the aqueous space. Discher et. al. presented the first amphiphilic, heme-binding
maquette designs[8]. These four proteins, termed AP0 thru AP3, were homo-tetrameric four-αhelix bundles combining sequence from a dimeric soluble maquette with residues from a known
transmembrane helix as shown in Table 5.1.
Ghirlanda and coworkers have demonstrated that minimal mutations confer heme binding
[12]

and

midpoint

potential

Maquette

Lipophilic
region

Aqueous
region

Heme sites

AP0

De novo proton
channel LS2 [3]

HP1
maquette [4]

4 aqueous

AP1

Inlfuenza M2
proton channel

HP1
maquette[4]

2 aqueous, 2
membrane

AP2

Bovine cyt b

HP1
maquette[4]

2 membrane

AP3

Bovine cyt b

HP1
maquette[4]

2 membrane

modulation [13] in the natural
transmembrane

protein

glycophorin A.

This interesting

result suggests that incorporating
cofactor binding in membrane
proteins may in general be fairly
straightforward. Korendovych et.
al. computationally designed a
helical

transmembrane

homotetramer protein with two

Table 5.1: Previous amphiphilic maquette designs[8].

bis-histidine non-biological iron
porphyrins in lieu of heme B [14].
transmembrane ET.

The stated goal of this design was to demonstrate

However, no electron-transfer was reported despite successful bundle

assembly and cofactor binding in a phosopholipid membrane. Indeed, to our knowledge there
have been no reports in the literature of transmembrane ET mediated by a manmade protein.
This chapter describes my efforts and those of other Discher group members to reproduce
the transmembrane ET function of cyt b using heme-binding amphiphilic maquettes.

Two

designs are presented here, denoted AP6 and AM1. The production, purification, and biophysical
characterization of these maquettes, as well as light-induced intraprotein ET, have been published
in the May 2016 issue of BBA Bioenergetics [1]; these results are briefly described here. We also
describe inconclusive but promising efforts to use these maquettes to catalyze ET between
soluble small molecules separated by a bilayer. Finally, the chapter concludes with an additional
design, AM2, drawing from sequence features in a new Dutton lab soluble maquette structure as
well as from specific conserved features of cyt b.
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5.2 AP6 Maquette
5.2.1 Design, synthesis, and liposome assembly of AP6
Figure 5.2 shows the sequence and cartoon representation of the AP6 protein. Like the
earlier “AP-series” maquettes summarized in Table 5.1, AP6 is a homotetrameric 4-α-helix
bundle. The membrane-spanning domain consists of 23 residues from the fourth helix of bovine
cyt b (red region of Figure 5.1-B); in the natural protein this span encompasses histidines binding
both heme BL and BH. This is the straightest of the four cyt b transmembrane helices. The
sequence of the aqueous region is
AP6

derived from the soluble maquette
HP7, a protein that has previously
been shown to bind heme with a Kd of
less than 5 nM[15].

As shown in

Figure 5.2, AP6 offers three distinct
Figure 5.2. Sequence and topology of the AP6. Helices
are shown as cylinders extending from the membrane (tan)
with His anchored tetrapyrrole sites shown in brown.
Charged amino acids shown in red and blue, and His
residues are outlined in yellow. Figure adapted from [1].

positions for heme ligation: two lie
within the membrane (corresponding
to hemes BL and BH of cyt b) and one
lies in the aqueous region.

Given

three histidines on each helix, the bundle can potentially accommodate bis-histidine ligation for
up to 6 hemes, two at each position along the bundle axis. Assuming a typical helical rise of 1.5
Å per residue, the expected separations of 16.5 and 21Å between adjacent histidine positions
should yield heme edge-to-edge distances of roughly 11 and 16 Å. This separation is small
enough to support fast intraprotein ET[16].
AP6 was synthesized on a Pioneer continuous flow solid phase synthesizer (Applied
Biosystems) using a standard Fmoc/tBu protection strategy on a Fmoc-PEG-PAL-PS resin
(Applied Biosystems) at 0.1 mmole scale. The synthesized peptide was purified on a reversedphase C18 HPLC column (Vydac) using gradients of acetonitrile (Fisher) and water both
containing 0.1% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). The purity and molecular weight of the peptide
was confirmed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Bruker) to be 5,022 Da. The purified protein
dissolves readily in 2 mM dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) and in methanol.
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5.2.2 Biophysical Characterization of AP6

Environment

Ultracentrifugation

Max. #
Heme

Kd1
(nM)

Kd2
(nM)

Kd3
(nM)

Kd4
(µM)

experiments

Detergent: 2
mM DPC

5-6

<5

50

400

>1

Chobot have shown AP6 in 2 mM

Lipid: POPC/
POPS

5-6

<5

50

400

1

performed

by

Sarah

DPC to be roughly 50% tetrameric in
the apo form at 1 µM concentration,
increasing to ~80% at 10 µM. Adding
heme promotes bundle association,

Table 5.2 Heme binding in AP6.

yielding essentially 100% tetrameric
protein even at 100 nM concentration[17].

Dr. Geetha Goparaju performed further

characterization of AP6, with data shown in Appendix A2. Circular dichroism spectroscopy on
AP6 in 2 mM DPC estimates alpha-helical content to be ~56% at 25 Cº. Figure A2.1-A shows
the CD spectrum. Titrations to estimate heme Kd were performed for AP6 in 2 mM DPC and in
phospholipid vesicles (80% POPC, 20% POPS). The data were fit to an analytical expression
describing independent binding sites. Figure A2.1-B shows heme titrations in SDS and vesicles,
and Table 5.2 gives the computed Kd values.
Redox potentials of AP6 with 2 hemes in 80::20 POPC/POPS vesicles were measured by
redox potentiometry[18], as described in Appendix A1.4.. A redox titration pH 8.0 (100 mM
NaCl, 20 mM Tris) yielded Em values of -30 mV and -130 mV. Sarah Chobot previously
measured the pH 8.0 midpoint of 2 heme in DPC-solubilized AP6 at -70 + 8 mV and -150 + 5
mV [19]. The slightly greater values observed in vesicle-incorporated AP6 suggests the bilayer
environment may provide better heme sequestration from water than does the detergent micelle.

5.2.3 Developing an AP6 Proteoliposome System for Transmembrane ET
Transmembrane ET is a major functional goal of amphiphilic maquettes. A series of
redox-active cofactors, anchored at discrete positions across a bilayer within mutual electron
transfer distance, should ferry electrons downhill along a potential gradient.

This section

discusses the development of an experimental system to demonstrate maquette-mediated
transmembrane ET.
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In 1982 Loach et. al.[20] showed that
heme methyl ester embedded in a bilayer

+Heme ME

0.6

heme propionates increases the porphyrin’s

0.4

hydrophobicity, allowing it to traverse the

ΔOD

600nm

mediates transmembrane ET. Esterifying the

inner portion of the bilayer. Loach showed
0.2

that heme methyl ester catalyzes ET from the

-Heme ME

redox dye indigotrisulfonate (ITS) in bulk
solution

0
0

40

Time (s)

80

120

to

K3Fe(CN)6

encapsulated

in

palmitoyl-oleoyl-sn-glycero-phosphocholine
(POPC) vesicles. In contrast, unmodified
heme associates with the bilayer but cannot

Figure 5.3:
Transmembrane ET with heme
methyl ester. Stopped flow mixture of 40 µM
reduced ITS and POPC liposomes encapsulating
30 mM K3Fe(CN)6, with and without 5 µM heme
methyl ester to facilitate transmembrane electron
transfer. Total [POPC] = 2.5 mM. 50 mM Tris,
150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0.

easily cross it, and Loach showed minimal
ITS oxidation with ordinary heme. The ITS /
K3Fe(CN)6 vesicle system seemed simple to
adapt to protein-mediated ET. We repeated
the Loach experiment to verify the expected
function of the ITS redox dye; results are shown

e-

in Figure 5.3. As expected, heme methyl ester
readily catalyzes the ITS oxidation, so we moved
ITS

forward in adapting this system to problem
maquette-mediated transmembrane ET.

Figure

5.4 presents a cartoon illustrating this maquette
system.
A

second

potential

source

for

anomalously fast oxidation is the leakage of
K3Fe(CN)6 from the proteoliposomes. Drawing
Figure 5.4. AP6 transmembrane ET system.
Using
a
stopped-flow
spectrometer,
proteoliposomes encapsulating K3Fe(CN)6
are mixed with buffer containing reduced
indigotrisulfonate (ITS). Protein-bound hemes
mediate ET from ITS to K3Fe(CN)6. ITS
oxidation is monitored spectroscopically at
600 nm. (Not to scale.)

from Loach’s earlier work [20], our initial
transmembrane experiments used only POPC
lipid. However, the literature reports that other
lipid formulations may better prevent the leakage
of
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encapsulated

small

molecules.

Charged

phospholipids such as palmitoyl-oleoyl-sn-glycero-phosphoserine (POPS) impart a degree of
Columbic repulsion between vesicles, limiting fusion and dynamics[21]. Cholesterol modulates
lipid packing and plays an essential biological role in maintaining cell membrane integrity[22].
We first used dynamic light scattering
(DLS)

to

make

comparison

a

of

PC

qualitative
holo-AP6

PC / PS
80::20

PC/PS/Chol
70::15::15

R

54.3 nm

59.4 nm

56.7 nm

Polydispersity

15.2%

19.3%

11.4%

€ / 20%
mixtures: POPC, 80% POPC

R , overnight

59.3 nm

60.4 nm

56.8 nm

POPS, and 70% POPS / 15% POPS /

Polydispersity,
overnight

27.9%

22.3%

14.1%

+ 5.0 nm

+ 1.0 nm

+ 0.1 nm

+ 12.7%

+ 3.0%

+ 2.7 %

proteoliposome

formulations.

Vesicles were prepared using 3 lipid

15% cholesterol. DLS measurements
€
were taken on these samples directly
after production and again after a 24hour incubation at room temperature.
€
Table 5.3 summarizes these results.
The mixture of POPC / POPS /

Δ

R

Δ Polydispersity

Table 5.3.
Dynamic light scattering with
proteoliposomes using various lipid compositions.

AP6

cholesterol shows the lowest initial
polydispersity, as well as the smallest overnight change. This result suggests that the 3-lipid
formulation may reduce vesicle dynamics and associated leakage.
We also used a fluorescence-quenching assay to more directly compare the leakiness of
various vesicle formulations. Liposomes encapsulating CoCl2 (in place of K3Fe(CN)6 ) were
incubated in a fluorimeter with calcein in the surrounding buffer. In aqueous solution, the cobalt
cation exists primarily as the Co2+(H2O)6 complex; this complex is similar in size to K3Fe(CN)6
and should provide a reasonable proxy for ferricyanide leakage. Calcein, a fluorophore that is
efficiently quenched by Co2+ and other divalent cations, was added to the medium outside the
vesicles. I calibrated this quenching to [Co2+] through an initial titration of Co2+ in the absence of
vesicles. Figure A1.2 illustrates this quenching calibration in comparison to a similar experiment
from the literature[23].

Applying the calibration to the results of overnight quenching

experiments with vesicles yielded the results in Figure 5.5. These experiments show that for
lipid-only vesicles, as well as apo- or holo-AP6 proteoliposomes, the 3-lipid mixture releases less
Co2+ than does the pure POPC system. Thus, the 70::15::15 POPC / POPS / cholesterol lipid
mixture was used for all subsequent AP6 transmembrane ET experiments.
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Fraction Cobalt Released

Time (hr)

Figure 5.5: Cobalt vesicle leakage assay. Liposomes
and proteoliposomes encapsulating 10 mM CoCl2
incubated at room temperature with 10 µM calcein.
Cobalt leakage computed from decrease in calcein
fluorescence, as shown in Figure A1.2. 150 mM NaCl,
50 mM Tris, pH 8.0.

5.2.4 AP6 Transmembrane Electron-Transfer Results
Vesicles encapsulating 30 mM K3Fe(CN)6 were mixed with reduced 40 µM ITS in an
OLIS stopped-flow spectrometer, as detailed in Appendix A1.7.

ITS oxidation rates were

compared between vesicles with AP6 and heme, AP6 only, heme only, or neither. Figure 5.6-A
shows a representative result for AP6 transmembrane ET. The four vesicle samples shown here
were prepared together and run sequentially in the stopped-flow in the same day. Vesicles
lacking both protein and heme show the slowest ITS oxidation. The apo protein raises this rate
only slightly, while heme in the absence of protein shows a more significant increase and
biphasic behavior. In this experiment the holo-AP6 shows faster ITS oxidation that is nearly
complete by one minute. Finally, lysing the vesicles with detergent prior to mixing yields nearly
complete oxidation within the first few seconds, as expected given excess K3Fe(CN)6. However,
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these results have not been consistently repeatable. Figure 5.6-B summarizes the results of
multiple experiments.

Running a Welch ANOVA test[24] on these data indicates that the

presence of protein does not yield a statistically significant increase in initial ITS oxidation rate;
essentially one cannot conclude from these data that holo-AP6 is a better mediator of
transmembrane ET than heme alone.

1

1000

600nm

ΔOD

Triton x-100

Initial Rate (nM/sec)

A

0.8

Holo-AP6

0.6
0.4

Heme, no AP6

0.2

Apo-AP6

B
750

500

250

Vesicle Only

0

0

60

120

Time (s)

0

180

Lipid Heme ApoAP6
Only

HoloAP6

Figure 5.6. AP6 transmembrane ET results A) Oxidation of reduced ITS upon stopped-flow
mixing with vesicles encapsulating K3Fe(CN)6, tracked by increasing absorbance at 600 nm. This
experiment suggests that heme bound to AP6 does mediate significant transmembrane electron
transfer in the K3Fe(CN)6 –ITS system, when compared to vesicles lacking either heme or protein.
However, these results have not been consistently reproducible. B) Results of multiple runs with
AP6 proteoliposome membrane ET experiment. Analysis of all experiments shows ITS oxidation
is significantly faster in the presence of heme (with or without protein) than in the absence of
heme. However, the holo-ET system demonstrates only insignificantly faster ET than the hemeonly system.

Some features of AP6 might render it unable to reliably shuttle electrons across the
membrane. The heme binding tests showed that, in vesicles, AP6 ligates four hemes with Kd
values of 1 µM or less. The tetrameric bundle offers six bis-his heme sites at three locations
along the membrane. It is possible that the four hemes are binding in such a way that one of these
locations is not occupied, breaking the ET chain. Furthermore, one could imagine a tetrameric
bundle assembly where not all helices share the same vectorial orientation in the membrane,
perhaps making hemes inaccessible to soluble redox molecules on one or both sides of the
membrane. The monomeric AM1 design discussed in the next section seeks to address these
concerns.
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5.3 AM1 Maquette
5.3.1 Design of Amphiphilic Monomer Maquette AM1

The

soluble

monomeric

maquette BT6, described in Chapter

AM1

2, was a step forward in “maquette
evolution” from its predecessor, the
dimeric

helix-loop-helix

know as HP7[15], [25].

construct
A primary

motivation in the development of a
single-chain maquette was to break
the sequence symmetry imposed by an
oligomeric

topology,

allowing

Figure 5.7. AM1 sequence and topology. Helices are
shown as cylinders extending from the membrane (tan)
with His anchored tetrapyrrole sites shown in brown. AM1
has loops on both sides of the membrane linking helices.
Charged amino acids shown in red and blue, and His
residues are outlined in yellow. Figure adapted from [1].

increased flexibility in making singlepoint mutations. Similarly, the AM1 maquette (for “Amphiphilic Monomer”) was designed as a
successor to AP6 to provide similar improvements in the family of amphiphilic maquettes.
Figure 5.7 shows the AM1 sequence, along with a structural cartoon. The hydrophilic domain of
AM1 duplicates the top half of BT6, specifically 12 N-terminal amino acids from helices one and
three, 12 C-terminal amino acids from helices two and four, and the loop connecting helices two
and three. Each helix was then extended into the membrane with a 23 amino acid long “generic”
transmembrane sequence rich in leucine and alanine residues. These residues were selected for
their high α-helical propensity. The leucine-to-alanine ratio was chosen to match the overall
hydrophobicity of the cyt b helices, as determined from the Wimley-White whole-residue octanol
scale[26]. The hydrophilic domain contains a pair of heme ligating histidines between helices one
and three.

The sequences of the four helices were plotted on polar graphs with a 100°

angle per residue, corresponding to straight α-helices with a typical pitch of 3.6 residues per
helical turn[8]. The polar graphs revealed that the binary-patterned heptad repeat that has been
used for the design of the water-soluble maquette A brings the amino acids out of register for
longer helices, specifically for helices two and four. Therefore an extra alanine was introduced
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near the C-terminal end of helices two and four. Additionally, phenylalanines and tryptophans
were added near the edges of the membrane region, consistent with the lower insertion energy of
aromatic residues near the aqueous-membrane interface[26].

5.3.2 Expression, Purification and TEV Cleavage of AM1
Like the soluble monomers BT6 and GL, AM1 is too large to be reliably synthesized and
instead was expressed in E. coli. However, there are important differences in the expression and
purification scheme for AM1. Geetha Goparaju carried out the bulk of method development
leading to reliable expression and purification of the amphiphilic monomer.
Initial efforts to express amphiphilic maquettes resulted in poor yields, accompanied by
very slow growth upon induction, suggesting protein toxicity. Driving the expressed protein into
inclusion bodies offers a method to overcome product toxicity, and building a KSI fusion
construct is a common technique to promote inclusion body formation [27]. Thus, the AM1 gene
was cloned into a pET31b(+) vector (Novagen), producing a fusion with Δ5-3ketosteroidisomerase (KSI). Appendix A1.8.1 provides more detail on the gene design and fusion
protein expression. A modified TEV cleavage procedure was developed to remove the His-tag
and KSI domain from the maquette.

This involved finding detergent conditions where the

maquette did not aggregate before or after cleavage while still maintaining competent TEV
protease function. Running the cleavage overnight in the presence of 2% Tween-20 and 2M urea
produced good yields.

Appendix A1.8.2 details the inclusion body and fusion product

purification, along with the TEV cleavage.

5.3.3 AM1 Solubilization, Detergent Exchange, and Vesicle Incorporation
In combination with sonication, SDS proved more effective than other detergents for
solubilizing lyophilized AM1. For some experiments SDS was exchanged with dodecylmaltoside
(DDM), a milder nonionic detergent that often better preserves native structure in membrane
proteins. Adding lipids and removing detergent with polystyrene beads (Bio-Beads) allowed
incorporation of AM1 into lipid vesicles. Appendix A1.8.3 explains each of these procedures in
more detail.
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5.3.4 Biophysical Characterization of AM1
Dr. Geetha Goparaju performed much of the AM1 characterization work. Data are
shown in Appendix A2, and this section gives a summary of the results. Figure A2.2 shows a
MALDI-TOF mass spectrum for AM1 after TEV cleavage. Two peaks are clearly visible. One
corresponds to the mass of the cleaved maquette and the other to the mass of the cleavage
fragment comprising KSI, His-tag, and TEV protease target sequence. Figure A2.3-C shows the
CD spectrum of AM1 in SDS at 25 ºC, corresponding to an α-helical content of 49%.
Interestingly, the CD shows helical content increases to 58% upon detergent exchange to DDM
(data not shown). Other reports have shown that CD may underestimate total helicity 9 to 31% in
SDS-solubilized proteins.
[28].

Detergent

Cofactor

Max. #
cofactor

Kd1
(nM)

Kd2
(nM)

Kd3
(µM)

3 mM
SDS

Heme

3

<5

400

4

DDM

Heme

3

<5

400

0.4

Heme

3

Prebound

150

4

Zn-PPIX

5

All <
50 nM

The protein is

relatively

thermostable;

thermal melt experiments
show loss of 5% helicity
upon

raising

55 ºC.
Heme

POPC/
POPS

the

temperature from 25 ºC to

3 mM
SDS

titrations

into detergent-solubilized
and

Lipid

liposome-

Table 5.4: AM1 cofactor binding titrations. Kd values for heme and
ZnPPIX in AM1, computed from titrations in Figure A2.3.

incorporated AM1 were
performed using the same procedures employed for AP6. Figure A2.3-A shows the results of
heme binding titrations into AM1 solubilized in SDS and DDM as well as in POPC
proteoliposomes. Table 5.4 gives the Kd values computed from these experiments. Notably, the
third Kd is improved by an order of magnitude, from 4 µM to 400 nM, upon replacing SDS with
DDM. In the liposome case, the first heme equivalent was added to SDS-solubilized protein prior
to detergent depletion as explained in Appendix A1.8.3.
We also examined binding of zinc protoporphyrin IX (ZnPPIX) in AM1. The porphyrin
ring of ZnPPIX is identical to that of heme, but the Fe is replaced with Zn2+. ZnPPIX binds only
to a single histidine, so AM1 has the potential capacity to ligate up to six ZnPPIX equivalents.
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ZnPPIX was dissolved in DMSO and titrated into SDS-solubilized AM1 (Figure A2.3-C). The
protein ligates 5 equivalents of ZnPPIX with Kd < 50 nM (Table 5-4). Finally, one equivalent
each of heme and ZnPPIX were added to DDM-solubilized AM1. The spectra of these cofactors
were additive, indicating successful binding of both (Figure A2.4).
Heme midpoint potential was measured for AM1 binding 2 hemes in proteoliposomes
with a 80::20 POPC/POPS lipid mixture. Two hemes bound to AM1 exhibit distinct midpoint
potentials at pH 7.0 and pH 8.0. Midpoint potential splitting is to be expected, if only because
hemes buried far from the aqueous phase are generally easier to reduce and have higher midpoint
potentials compared to hemes more exposed to water; this principle is supported by mutations
impacting heme solvent accessibility in earlier maquette designs[29]. At pH 8.0 the ~120 mV
difference between the two heme Em values of -60 mV and +60 mV splitting approaches that
observed between hemes bH and bL in cytochrome bc1 complex[30]. Both hemes in native cyt b
are very well sequestered from water, however; their potentials are modulated by direct
interactions with neighboring residues, not by differences in solvent accessibility.
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5.3.5 Light-Activated Intraprotein ET in AM1
0.25

is a heme molecule in which the central iron

0.20

atom has been replaced by zinc. Like other
zinc porphyrins including the synthetic ZnP
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0.00
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mV[31].
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is described in Section 4.4.1. Figure 5.8-B
shows the time course of the ZnPPIX Soret
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Log time (s)
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!1

bleach recovery for AM1 with ZnPPIX
alone and with both ZnPPIX and heme.
Figure 5.8-A compares a similar experiment
with a 3-histidine BT6 mutant also binding
ZnPPIX and heme.
reorganization

energy

Assuming a typical
of

0.7

eV

for

intraprotein ET and a ΔG of -0.74 eV (ET

Figure 5.8. Intraprotein ET in AM1. (A) Decay of
light-activated ZnPPIX triplet in soluble maquette
BT6 with (brown) and without (purple) the presence
of heme. Data are fit to simple exponentials. Figure
adapted from {Farid, 2013 #49}. (B) The decay of
the light activated triplet of ZnPPIX in BT6 (blue)
-1
follows a stretched exponential with a rate of 830 s
(ß=0.54). With heme present (red), the triplet
4 -1
decays faster at 4.9x10 s , consistent with electron
transfer from an edge-to-edge distance of ~21 Å.
Figure adapted from [1].

from -800 mV zinc porphyrin to heme with Em = +60 mV), an ET rate of 4.9x104 s-1 implies a
cofactor edge-to-edge distance of 17.5 Å. A similar computation for ZnPPIX in BT6 (frame A)
implies an edge-to-edge distance of 19.5 Å.

This distinction is interesting, as the cofactor-

binding histidines are located at the same relative sequence positions in both proteins. However,
the cofactor locations are not uniquely defined in the 6-His AM1 protein. Also, the lipophilic
domain in AM1 may yield a topology with cofactor distances differing from those in the watersoluble maquette. Future experiments will repeat this experiment using unambiguously defined
bis-his and mono-his binding site for the heme and zinc porphyrin, respectively.
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The transient absorption spectra of AM1 with
0.5

ZnPPIX and heme does not show an accumulation of

0.4

reduced heme (data not shown), in contrast to the

0.3

clearly visible cyt c reduction described in the
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5.3.6 Transmembrane ET with AM1

AM1

proteoliposomes were produced through the detergent
depletion procedure described in Appendix A1.7.3; the
only change to this procedure was the addition of 30

Figure 5.9. AM1 heme reduction by
FMN. (A) Q-band absorbance changes
after continuously illuminated stoppedflow mixture of oxidized cyt c and
vesicles encapsulating FMN and
EDTA. (B):
Q-band absorbance
changes in detergent-solubilized AM1
binding 3 heme equivalents after (red)
2 min continuous illumination with FMN
and EDTA and (black) reacting with
excess dithionite.

mM K3Fe(CN)6. One stoichiometric equivalent of heme was added to SDS-solubilized AM1
prior to detergent removal. The proteoliposomes were sonicated, extruded, and passed through a
PD-10 column equilibrated to an isotonic Tris / KCl buffer solution to remove non-encapsulated
K3Fe(CN)6. Finally, an additional three equivalents of heme were added prior to deoxygenation
and stop-flow mixing with reduced ITS. Unfortunately the measured rate of ITS oxidation in this
system did not consistently increase between holo-AM1 and heme alone (similar to AP6
experiments in Figure 5.6, data not shown).
It is possible that the failure to observe robust transmembrane ET arose not from inherent
“ET-incompetence” in AP6 or AM1, but instead was a feature of other components in the
experimental system. Perhaps ITS or ferricyanide do not couple well for ET with the maquette
hemes. To test this notion, the AM1 vesicle experiment was repeated, replacing the ITS and
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K3Fe(CN)6 with other soluble redox reagents. A mixture of 8.5 mM free flavin mononucleotide
(FMN) and 28 mM EDTA replaced the K3Fe(CN)6 inside the vesicles. 35 µM cyt c replaced the
ITS in the surrounding solution (See small cartoon, Figure 5.9-A). Note that bound flavin
cofactors, in conjunction with EDTA in solution, have been used as photoreductants in previous
maquette designs[32], [25]. The system described here replaces a maquette-bound flavin with
soluble, unbound FMN.
There are several significant experimental differences between these two systems. First,
FMN is a photoactive species, requiring illumination in the stopped flow to drive ET. Upon
excitation, the flavin becomes strongly oxidizing, with an Em on the order of +2.0 V. Excess
EDTA serves as an irreversible “sacrificial” electron donor to quench the excited flavin,
producing a singly-reduced radical semiquinone state. This process may be repeated to yield a
doubly-reduced FMN. At pH 8.0 the Em for the first electron in the doubly-reduced FMN is
about -260 mV at pH 8.0[33]; this is a sufficiently reducing to drive the initial maquette heme
reduction. Second, electrons are directed inward to encapsulated oxidant in the ITS / K3Fe(CN)6
system, while they move outward in the FMN / cyt c system. A third difference in this
arrangement is that the spectroscopically active species (cyt c) lies at the end of the redox chain,
so cyt c redox change should only be observed upon complete transmembrane ET. In contrast,
the ITS donor in the previous system lies at the beginning of the redox chain and thus could
report oxidation even if ET failed to reach all maquette-bound hemes or the terminal acceptor.
The continuous light source employed to drive ET from the FMN largely ‘blinded’ the
PMTs in the stopped-flow spectrometer, so it was not practical to track the spectral changes
continuously after mixing. Instead, the light was periodically turned off to acquire “snapshots”
over the course of the reaction. Figure 5.9-A shows a typical result after 120 sec illumination.
The presence of heme, both with and without AM1, shows similar reduction of cyt c as indicated
by the development of the reduced heme C α-band at 550 nm. AM1 is not helping to mediate cyt
c reduction here. All the cyt c was quickly reduced upon lysing the liposomes with octyl-POE
detergent, allowing direct contact between FMN and cyt c.
As a final control, I tested the ability of the photoexcited FMN, with excess EDTA as a
sacrificial electron donor, to reduce heme in detergent-solubilized AM1; no lipid vesicles or cyt c
were present in this experiment. 10 µM AM1 with three heme equivalents in 2 mM DDM was
combined with 300 µM FMN and 5.4 mM EDTA and illuminated for 2 min. Excess dithionite
was added to reduce any remaining oxidized heme. Figure 5.9-B shows the results of this
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experiment; the peak at 560 nm is the reduced B-heme α-band. As expected, all heme was
reduced by dithionite. FMN reduced only about half the heme in this system. This is a surprising
result, suggesting that the potential of the activated FMN is insufficient to reduce all the hemes in
AM1. Potentiometric measurements of obligate single-heme AM1 variants could help to address
this possibility. Alternately, perhaps the small dithionite ion (S2O42-) is able to access all AM1
hemes whereas the larger flavin is sterically occluded from some population.
Replacing AP6 with AM1 still did not produce a robust maquette-mediated
transmembrane ET system. The next chapter discusses possible explanations in the context of
Moser-Dutton Ruler calculations.

5.4 Discussion: Modeling Electron transfer with AP6 and AM1
In principle, one would expect significant protein-mediated electron transfer across a
membrane using either AP6 or AM1. This section introduces elementary Moser-Dutton Ruler
computations to predict electron transfers between transmembrane redox centers, and discusses
possible reasons why these rates have not been observed experimentally. The Moser-Dutton
Ruler, introduced in Section 1.2.2, is an empirical relation derived from measured intra- and
inter-protein electron transfer rates in a variety of natural and modified proteins:

Eqn. 1.5

where kET is electron transfer rate in s-1, R is the edge-to-edge cofactor distance in Å, and ΔG and
λ are the free energy change and reorganization energy in eV. In the following analysis we
extend the Moser-Dutton Ruler to also include electron transfers between AP6/AM1 terminal
hemes and soluble redox species (ITS, K3Fe(CN)6, FMN, or cyt c) on opposite sides of the
membrane.

Inter-heme distances were estimated by assuming straight helices and measuring

edge-to-edge distances between cofactors placed in Pymol models.

ET distances involving

soluble molecules were estimated by adding 3 Å to the closest solvent approaching the
appropriate cofactor. The set of electron transfer rates between all cofactors yields a system of
ordinary differential equations amenable to numerical solution. A Python program computed ET
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rates and solved the ODEs for AP6 and AM1.

Importantly, there are two possible vectorial

orientations for the amphiphilic maquettes with respect to the membrane; the aqueous region of
the protein can extend either into the interior or exterior of the vesicle. In certain specific cases,
the selection of lipid composition can control vectorial orientation of reconstituted membrane
protein, but typically the orientation is random and should be assumed to be a combination of the
two possibilities [34]. Since these two vectorial arrangements differ in their predicted ET rates,
the system was solved for both orientations in AP6 and AM1.

These models assume that

maquette hemes in the membrane and aqueous regions use the higher and lower measured Em
values at pH 8.0. Em values for soluble ITS, K3Fe(CN)6, FMN, and cyt c are, respectively, taken
as -90 mV, 420 mV, -260 mV[33], and 250 mV. Figure 5.10 shows these results.
The calculations do not account for
Maquette

Protein Orientation
w/r/t vesicle

t1/2 (s)

AP6

Aqueous region out

7.2 x 10

-4

they make the major simplification that the

AP6

Aqueous region in
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-3

soluble donor and acceptor are stationary.

AM1

Aqueous region out

6.0 x 10

-4

However, the models may reasonably be used

AM1

Aqueous region in

7.3 x 10

-4

collisions with the soluble species. Instead,

to make qualitative comparisons between the
systems, particularly in the time needed for an
electron to traverse the membrane and reduce

Table
5.5
Computed
transmembrane ET.

half-times

for

the soluble acceptor species. Table 5.5 shows
the computed terminal reduction half-times.

Interestingly, the first, third, and fourth rows show very similar times. Only the “aqueous-in”
orientation

of

AP6

is

predicted
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Figure 5.10: AP6 and AM1 Moser-Dutton ET calculations. Each plot is computed by
numerically solving the system of differential equations for ET, given Moser-Dutton rates. The
glyph on each plot represents the arrangement of redox centers across the membrane (yellow
band). Green, red, and blue rectangles are maquette bound hemes, while blue and purple
rectangle denote redox-active species in solution. The colored traces give fraction of each
redox center predicted to be reduced. The model assumes that at t=0, the only reduced species
is the soluble electron donor (ITS of FMN). A) AP6 proteoliposomes with K3Fe(CN)6 inside the
vesicles and initially-reduced ITS outside. The maquette is oriented such that the aqueous
heme region faces the exterior of the lipid vesicle, interacting with aqueous ITS. B) As frame
A), except that the maquette is oriented with the aqueous region facing the vesicle interior. C)
AM1 proteoliposomes with photo-reduced FMN inside and oxidized cyt c outside. The aqueous
region faces outward. D) As C), except that maquette is oriented with the aqueous region
facing the vesicle interior.

AP6 offers six heme-binding sites, and these are located at three distinct positions along
the length of the tetrahelical bundle (i.e. ligated at one of three histidines on the single-helix
monomer). AP6 binds 4 hemes with at least 1 µM affinity (Table 4.2), although there is minimal
binding on the remaining sites. If the four hemes are bound such that one position lacks any
hemes, the system would lack a complete ET chain and transmembrane ET would be suppressed.
AM1, with only three heme sites, has a liposome Kd of 4 µM at its third site. Although not
sufficient to ensure complete occupation for 3.5 AM1 µM concentrations employed in these
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experiments, there should be enough fully-heme-equipped maquettes to exhibit significant ET if
the system is in fact capable of heme-mediated ET across the bilayer.
The absence of a 560 nm peak in Figure 5.9-A shows that even after 2 minutes of
illumination in flavin-encapsulating proteoliposomes, there is no persistent reduction of
maquette-bound hemes in AM1. This suggests the failure may lie in the initial ET from soluble
donor to the maquette. However, there is partial heme reduction when the same protein is
solubilized in detergent (Figure 5.9-B). Most of this reduction is probably in the aqueous-region
heme, as this cofactor would have closer access to the FMN donor. The lack of any discernable
B-heme reduction in Figure 5.9-A thus suggests that #1) AM1 in vesicles is oriented
predominantly with aqueous region facing outwards such that the acqueous region is on the
opposite side of the membrane from FMN and #2) the initial electron transfer from FMN to the
first membrane-bound heme is very slow or non-existent. Repeating the AM1 experiment with
the FMN/EDTA donor system outside the vesicles could strengthen this conclusion.

5.5 Design of Next-Generation Amphiphilic Maquettes
This section describes a final amphiphilic maquette, AM2. The goal of this design is to
continue the effort to demonstrate robust maquette-mediated transmembrane ET. Hopefully the
new design exhibits as least moderate binding at all heme sites, as is the case with AM1.
Furthermore, in an ideal design the midpoint potentials for the hemes would provide an
energetically downhill path for all electron transfers across the membrane. This need not be a
strict requirement, however, as some endergonic steps are present in effective natural ET
pathways[10].
The Discher group has procured the AM2 plasmid and expressed the fusion protein in
inclusion bodies using the same procedures employed for AM1. At the time of writing this
dissertation AM2 has not yet been purified or characterized, so no experimental data is presented
here. Instead, this is purely a description and rationale for the AM2 design. The AM2 design
takes less of a “fully first-principles” approach than does AM1. Unlike “pure” maquettes like
AM1 and BT6, AM2 does draw sequence information from cyt b where the purpose for specific
residues can be discerned.
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The homotetrameric AP6, introduced in Section 4.2, draws the lipophilic portion of its
sequence only from “helix D”, the straightest of the four transmembrane helices of bovine cyt b.
Thus, it contains only a fraction of the sequence information in the natural model system.
Although the Moser-Dutton ET approach would suggest otherwise, it is possible that structural
features provided by the other helices are
needed for effective ET.

Furthermore, the

lipophilic region of AP6 houses four hemebinding sites (as opposed to two in cyt b). The
AP6 design ligates heme between adjacent
helices rather than diagonally across the
Figure 5.11. X-ray crystal structure of the watersoluble maquette MZH3 at a resolution of 2.02 Å.
The protein is ligating a heme (blue), a synthetic
zinc porphyrin (red), and 2 Mn atoms (green).
Figure adapted from crystal structure solved by
Nate Ennist.

bundle as in cyt b. (Figures 5.1-B and 5.2
contrast

these

heme-binding

topologies).

Despite these substantial differences between

AP6 and natural cyt b, AP6 does bind four hemes with Kd < 1µM, and at least two of these
hemes are present in the lipophilic region. This suggests that the single-helix cyt b sequence
offers value in this application, but is not sufficient in itself to produce an ET-competent
maquette.
Another protein offering insight into amphiphilic bundle design is the Dutton lab
maquette MZH3. This protein, designed by Nate Ennist, has yielded the first crystal structure of
a de novo protein with bound porphyrins. Figure 5.11 shows this structure. MZH3 is a watersoluble protein that forms a well-defined coiled-coil. A heme cofactor, shown in blue in Figure
5.11, is ligated between histidines in helices 1 and 3. The Em for this heme has been measured at
-150 mV (pH 7.4), as compared to -290 mV for the two hemes in BT6.
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5.5.1 Design of AM2 Lipophilic Region
Cyt b clearly demonstrates the functional aim of the AM-series maquettes. We employed
a bioinformatic approach to interrogate all the cytochrome b entries in the Entrez database in an
effort

to

find

conserved

residues

impacting ET function. An initial query
for cyt b sequences in Entrez yielded a

A

FASTA file with 335544 sequence
entries.

A Python script using the

Biopython[35] sequence analysis module
filtered

these

entries,

removing

unreadable, incomplete, or redundant
entries. Figure 5.12-A lists the results of

Cyt b

B

these initial filtering steps.

Helix 1

Helix 2

The cyt b chain in the bc1
Helix 3

complex comprises more than just the
four transmembrane helices. Bovine cyt

Helix 4

b, for example, contains 379 residues,
only about 100 of which lie in the region
of interest in the heme-binding helices.
Fortunately, simple sequence features
may be used to identify these helices in
the Entrez cyt b records. Two pairs of
heme-binding

histidines

are

nearly

always 14 residues apart on helices 2 and

Figure 5.12. Cyt b sequence analysis. (A) Steps in
filtering cyt b entries from Entrez sequence database.
(B) Probability sequence logo diagram for cyt b
transmembrane 4-helix bundle for bc1 complexes in
the Entrez sequence database. Sequences were
aligned based on the conserved heme-ligating
histidine residues on helices 1 and 3 and
corresponding glycines on helices 2 and 4.

4. Likewise, helices 1 and 3 each contain
a pair of glycines, also 14 residues apart. These glycines are structurally important in minimizing
steric clash with the hemes. The Python program located these residue pairs for each of the 6442
non-redundant sequences. The sequence was discarded if these pairs either could not be found or
if the glycine and histidine pairs appeared in the incorrect order. 4815 sequences remained after
this step from a range of plants, animals, protists, and prokaryotes. Next, the sequences for the
four helices were extracted and aligned based on the locations of the aforementioned histidine and
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glycine pairs. Any sequences for a given helix with more than 40% redundancy were discarded.
This left data sets for each individual helix ranging in size from 64 to 163 sequences. Sequence
probability diagrams were prepared for each helix using WebLogo[36], shown in Figure 5.12-B.
Figure 5.13 summarizes the amino acid selection for the lipophilic region of AM2. The first
step in this selection, shown in 5.13-A, was to choose specific AM2 residues informed by the cyt
b sequence alignment. These residues, chosen based on cyt b sequence consensus and functional
information, are as follows:
1
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GWTGxxxxxxQxxxxxxGxxx
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xxYHxxxxxxxxxPxxxHxxF
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GWTGLALALLQLALALLGLAA
abcdefgabcdefgabcdefg
LAYHLALLLAILAPLLAHLAF
dcbagfedcbagfedcbagfe

H.1

H.2

H.3
H.4

Figure 5.13. AM2 lipophilic sequence
selection. Position numbers “1..21” at
Helix 1
top of the figure are provided to aid
referencing figure from text. The “a…g”
designate positions on a helical wheel for
an idealized coiled-coil with 3.5 residues
Helix 2
per helical turn. “H.1
.. 3H.4” Blue curves
Helix
and blocks denote loops and aqueous
loop regions.
Helix 4

H.2

H.3
H.4

H.2

H.3

(A)
Bold residues, including hemeligating histidines, selected from cyt b
transmembrane consensus shown in
Figure 4.18. Note that because of the
pseudo-structural representation shown
here, the helix 2 and helix 4 residues are
in “reverse order” when compared to the
sequence logo in Figure 4.18.

(B)
Additional residues, shown in
underlined blue, selected for specific
design goals as described in text. These
residues are not informed by the cyt b
consensus.

H.4

(C) All remaining positions filled with
aliphatic nonpolar residues with good
helix propensity, primarily Leu and Ala.

•

Histidine at P4 / P18 of Helices 2, 4. These residues are required for heme ligation.

•

Glycines at P4 / P18 of Helices 1, 3. These strongly-conserved, inward-facing glycines
(also ubiquitous in cyt b6 of the photosynthetic b6f complex) minimize steric clash with
the heme. The MHZ3 heme site includes a similar pair of glycines. Likewise, glycines
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are used in the non-ligating helices of the porphyrin sites of soluble [37],[38] and
lipophilic[14] 4-helix bundles from the DeGrado group.
•

Arginines at P1 and P21 of Helix 2. The basic sidechains of these residues form salt
bridges with the heme propionates in cyt b [2] as well as in cyt b6 [39]. Similarly, an
arginine stabilizes a heme propionate in the MZH3 maquette.

•

Phenylalanine at P11, Helix 2. This Phe is highly conserved in cyt b. The inwardfacing location of this residue is consistent with the principle, used successfully in other
Dutton lab designs, to employ bulky aromatic residues to “pack” the maquette core
between heme sites [40].

•

Proline at P14, Helix 4. It is surprising to see a potentially helix-breaking residue at such
a central location in a transmembrane helix. Yet this proline is strongly conserved in
Helix D of cyt b (and is present in AP6). A similar conserved proline is also present in
the fourth transmembrane helix of cyt b6. A specific proline has been shown necessary
for heme binding in a cyt P450 enzyme[41]. Interestingly, however, changing this residue
to leucine in R. Sphaeroides produced only subtle turnover rate changes and did not
impact heme binding [42]. I kept this residue in AM2 based on its strong conservation.

•

Phenylalanine at P21, Helix 4. This amino acid was incorporated, as it is a conserved,
inward-facing aromatic residue likely to add stability in the interfacial region of the
membrane.

Next, a few specific amino acids were assigned based on specific observations from the
literature or maquette design experience, but they do not follow directly from the sequence
alignment. These are illustrated in Figure 5.13-B and explained below:

•

Leucine at P14, Helix 1. Most cyt b sequences have a glutamine at this position, as
shown in Figure 5.12-B. Mutating the residue to a leucine has been shown to reduce the
Em of heme bL from -90 to -120 mV [42]. Reducing the potential of bL will, all else being
equal, improve the driving force for ET from bL to bH and should result in better yield for
transmembrane ET.

•

Tryptophan at P2, Helices 1 and 3.

Adding tryptophan residues aids in the

spectroscopic quantitation of the apo-protein. The membrane interfacial region is an
energetically favorable location for aromatics [43].
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Cyt b exhibits a moderately

conserved tryptophan at P1 on these helices.

Removing this tryptophan reduces the

potential of the heme bH by 40 mV to about 0 mV [44]. For the AM2 design this is a
desirable change, as it reduces the magnitude of the uphill ET step from BH to the -150
mV heme in the aqueous region; thus I moved the tryptophan from P1 (cyt b) to P2
(AM2).
•

Glycines at P1, Helices 1 and 3. Glycines were added at the points where the cyt bderived sequence is merged with acqeous MHZ3 region.

These potentially helix-

breaking residues are included to allow some rotational flexibility to compensate for
possible mismatch in register in this “merger.” A similar scheme was employed by
Discher in the design of earlier amphiphilic maquette AP1 [8].
•

Tyrosines at P21, Helix 1 and P3, Helices 2 and 4. Aromatic tyrosines were added in
these positions to improve the energetics of membrane insertion [43].

•

Threonine at P3, Helix 3. This residue was added as a potential hydrogen-binding
partner for heme-ligating histidine. The consensus shows a moderate propensity for a
serine or histidine at this position. A similarly positioned serine or threonine has been
incorporated in 4-helix bundle designs from the DeGrado lab and has been shown to
improve porphyrin binding [37], [38], [14].

Finally the remaining positions were then filled with leucine and alanine residues in a
proportion similar to that employed in AM1, as shown in 5.13-C.

5.5.2 Design of AM2 Aqueous Region and Loops
The sequence of the aqueous portion of AM2 is quite similar to that of MHZ3. However,
one important change was introduced due to a topological difference between MZH3 and cyt b.
Figure 5.14 illustrates this distinction. Viewed from the N-terminal end of the first helix, the
sequence order the helices of MZH3 proceed anti-clockwise (Figure 5.14-A and Figure 5.14-B).
However, the bundle is arranged in clockwise order in cyt b (Figure 5.14-C). This mismatch
suggests that either the aqueous domain or the cyt b-derived lipophilic region of AM2 would be
forced into an unfavorable topology if the heme-binding portion of MHZ3 were simply “grafted”
onto the AM2 membrane region.
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Figure 5.14. AM2 hydrophilic design and “saltswap” concept. (A) X-ray crystal structure of
maquette MZH3, used as a structural guide for
design of AM2. The pink residues will correspond
to the transmembrane domain in AM2. Numbers
denote sequence order of the helices. Blue and
red residues are Glu and Lys designed to promote
interhelical salt bridges in MZH3. (B) Same
structure in A, viewed from “top” of the bundle.
(C) Cyt b transmembrane helices of bovine bc1
complex, viewed from equivalent position. Note
that the positions of helices 2 and 4 are opposite
those in B, despite the similar coiled-coil structure.
(D) Intended structure for AM2, with helix topology
matching that of the cyt b TM helices. The
external Glu and Lys of MZH3 are “swapped”
between helices 2 and 4 to rearrange the
interhelical salt bridges, promoting the desired
topology.

However, MZH3 possesses an explicit design feature that could allow for an easy change
in the helix order. Nate Ennist designed MZH3 to include several lysines and glutamates to form
interhelical salt bridges that specifically favor the anti-clockwise topology. Helices 1 and 2
contain lysines, while 3 and 4 have glutamates. Assuming no other structural changes, swapping
the charges on helices 2 and 4 should destabilize the anti-clockwise orientation of MZH3 and
instead favor a clockwise arrangement. This “salt swap” can be visualized by comparing the
helical order in Figures 5.14-B (MZH3 crystal structure) and 5.14-D (swapped). The salt swap
aims to promote a topological consistency between the two domains of AM2 and stabilize the
overall structure.
Figure 5.15 shows the final sequence and intended topology for AM2, and compares this
with the topology of AM1. Note that the hemes in AM2 are bound diagonally across the bundle
between non-adjacent helices, while AM1 binds hemes between adjacent helices.
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residues are gray, orange, red, and blue respectively. Bold residues are
AM2
taken from cyt bc1 consensus sequence. AM1 topology provided for
comparison.

5.5.3 Moser-Dutton Simulation for Transmembrane ET in AM2
Figure 5.16 shows the results of a Moser-Dutton Ruler computation for AM2
transmembrane ET, assuming the same FMN / cyt c system employed with AM1. The predicted
half-times for terminal reduction of cyt c for the aqueous-out and aqueous-in orientations are 1.6
x 10-5 s and 3.4 x 10-4 s; the aqueous-out rate is more than an order of magnitude faster than the
predictions for AM1 and AP6. The faster rate results largely from closer cofactor spacing; the
11.5 Å spacing between the aqueous and “middle” hemes were taken from MHZ3 crystal
structure. This is several Å closer than the predicted heme separation of BT6-style maquettes,
helping to overcome the bottleneck in this endergonic ET step.
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Figure 5.16: AM2 Moser-Dutton ET calculations (please see caption of Figure 5.10 for details). A)
AM2 proteoliposomes with photoreduced FMN inside the vesicles and oxidized cyt c outside. The
maquette is oriented such that the aqueous heme region faces the exterior of the lipid vesicle,
interacting with aqueous cyt c. B) As frame A), except that the maquette is oriented with the aqueous
region facing the vesicle interior.

5.6 Conclusion

FMN=-260

Transmembrane electron transfer is a fundamental feature of energetic metabolism, as

exemplified by bacterial and mitochondrial cyt b in bc1 complex as well as the other respiratory
and photosynthetic complexes. Recapitulating this function has been a major goal in adapting
soluble de novo designs to the membrane environment. The design and characterization of two
heme-binding amphiphilic maquettes are described here. Each of these proteins represents a step
forward in the relatively young field of manmade membrane protein design. The first, AP6,
combines lipophilic sequence from cyt b with the completely de novo sequence of a previously
designed soluble maquette. The second, AM1, is the first published monomeric membranebound de novo helical protein. AM1 contains no reference to natural sequence, and the highly
“generic” sequence of its membrane portion offers a blank slate for potential mutations to
improve function. The successful inclusion body expression and purification of the KSI-AM1
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fusion (largely the work of Geetha Goparaju) is a major practical advance in amphiphilic
maquette development. Both AP6 and AM1 bind heme with moderate affinity in membranes, but
to date have failed to conclusively show ET between soluble redox species separated by a lipid
bilayer.

Moser-Dutton simulations (albeit with the important simplification of neglecting

intermolecular collisions) suggest that transmembrane ET should occur on a ~ 1ms timescale.
The absence of visible bound heme reduction in AM1 proteoliposomes encapsulating photoreducing FMN suggests that the bottleneck may be in the initial electron transfer from the soluble
donor to the first heme in the chain.
In the ongoing effort to produce maquette-mediated transmembrane ET, I have designed
AM2, a new amphiphilic maquette. By ligating hemes diagonally across the helices rather than
between adjacent helices as in AP6 and AM1, AM2 aims to more closely adhere to the structure
and topology of cyt b. Moreover, AM2 selects specific conserved residues from cyt b while
maintaining a generic Leu- and Ala- rich sequence in other positions. AM2 draws its aqueous
sequence from a MZH3, a new well-structured and highly adaptable water-soluble maquette.
One additional design change that could offer improvement in future designs (not incorporated in
AM2) would be to move the first and third hemes closer to the end of the helical bundle,
particularly on the lipophilic end. Such a change might alleviate any bottleneck in the initial
donor-to-heme ET step, as suggested in the results of the FMN / AM1 transmembrane ET
experiments. Finally, crystallization of current or future AM designs would prove extremely
valuable in assessing cofactor positioning. MZH3 offers the first crystal structure of a porphyrinbound de novo protein, and perhaps this advancement could be carried on to amphiphilic
maquettes.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions
Protein-mediated electron transfer (ET) is fundamental in biology, and all organisms
require the function of a wide range of oxidoreductases. The maquette design approach has
offered an insightful, effective, and often surprisingly simple approach to study ET processes. To
date, maquette ET work has focused primarily on electron transfers between cofactors residing in
a single water-soluble protein. Such ET functions are biologically necessary but not sufficient;
all organisms also require ET in membrane-bound proteins as well as interprotein ET between
diffusing redox partners.

The ultimate goal of the maquette project is to engineer artificial

oxidoreductases for high-value applications such as solar-driven fuel production or nitrogen
fixation. Just as biology requires more from its oxidoreductases than the transit of electrons
within one protein, these technologies are quite likely to involve multi-protein electron transport
chains, whether they are ultimately implemented in vivo or in vitro. The work in this dissertation
represents substantial progress in maquette development for interprotein and membrane-bound
electron transfer.
Chapter 2 shows that BT6, a negatively charged B-heme binding maquette [1], reduces
bovine cyt c at 1.9 to 3.4 x 107 M-1-s-1 at a 250 mM ionic strength. The ionic strength dependence
of this interaction agrees fairly well with a Debye-Huckel description of monopole-driven
interactions.

However, the Deybe-Huckel treatment is derived from a charge of radius

significantly smaller than the Debye length. This assumption is not valid for the upper range of
ionic strengths employed in here, where a Debye length of ~ 6 Å is less than the dimensions of
the proteins. This chapter also introduces a photolysis-induced ET method (detailed in Chapter
3) that provides improved temporal resolution for viewing the interprotein maquette ET process.
The rates of this ET process compare favorably with second-order rate constants in natural redox
proteins. These results demonstrate that a completely artificial protein can interact strongly with
a natural redox partner, and that this interaction can be rationally modulated though protein
electrostatic changes. Finally, varying the concentration of the cyt c electron acceptor at low
ionic strength shows biphasic ET behavior, with the amplitude of the fast phase increasing with
the molar ratio of cyt c. This result suggests that ET is proceeding from a combination of bound
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and diffusing partners, with a Kd in the low µM range. Hoffman et. al. observed similar biphasic
behavior in ET from Zn-myoglobin to cyt b5 at low ionic strength. [2].
Chapter 4 introduces photoactivatable maquettes binding a synthetic zinc porphyrin
(ZnP) cofactor. With the likely exception of one design incorporating a strongly unfavorable
dipole moment, these maquettes reduce cyt c upon photoactivation. (In the unfavorable DPM
maquette, the presence of cyt c still quenches the ZnP triplet, but without spectroscopic evidence
of cyt c reduction). All of the maquettes were designed with some dipole character, and the
results suggest that intentionally dipolar designs should orient this dipole moment parallel to the
maquette axis for best effect. GL-H96, the fastest of these proteins, reduces cyt c with second
order behavior even at 4 mM ionic strength, implying a rough second order rate constant of 3.4 x
108 M-1s-1 from the reaction half-time measurements. It is not obvious that the proteins would
maintain diffusional kinetics at this very low salt concentration. The quenching half-time for this
protein increases by about a factor 10 upon transition to physiologically reasonable 110 mM ionic
strength, implying a still quite fast ET rate on the order of 3 x 107 M-1s-1. GL-H96 has a modestly
unfavorably dipole and a net negative charge of -6. This is much smaller than the -19 charge of
BT6, which also exhibits similar rates of cyt c reduction. The greater exergonicity on the ZnP
photoreduction (~ 1 eV) may compensate for H96’s weaker monopole interaction with cyt c;
future experiments using a range of driving forces would serve to decouple these effects. Finally,
the mutation of the GL-H66 protein to accommodate a heme cofactor in addition to ZnP yields a
maquette capable of cyt c photo-oxidation (in lieu of photoreduction).
Chapter 5 discusses the Discher group’s progress in amphiphilic maquette development.
We introduce AM1, the first report of a completely artificial cofactor-binding monomeric
membrane protein [3]. Largely due to Geetha Goparaju’s patient efforts, the lab has developed a
unique protocol to express AM1 in high-yielding inclusion bodies. The protein binds heme and
ZnPPIX cofactors in detergent and proteoliposomes. A major goal in the design of AM1 and its
tetrameric predecessor AP6 was to develop maquette-mediated electron transfer across a bilayer,
and the chapter discusses my efforts to this end. To date we have not conclusively shown
transmembrane ET.

However, several results discussed here should prove helpful in this

continuing effort, including the development of a multi-lipid mixture that minimizes the leakage
from maquette proteoliposomes. I also present a new maquette design, AM2, combining features
from an existing soluble maquette design with specific residues informed by natural cyt b of the
bc1 complex.
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The results in the first three chapters clearly show that several maquettes engage in
productive ET with natural cyt c, and that these reactions often proceed at physiological useful
rates. All of the cyt c reductions are quite exergonic, and cyt c is known to exhibit promiscuity in
its redox interactions [4]. Still, it is not a trivial conclusion that the ET reactions should occur at
physiological rates given that no effort was made to design a specific redox partner beyond
incorporating intuitive surface charge distributions. This is a testament to the generous tolerances
governing interprotein ET, in contrast to more specific protein-protein interactions.
The triplet state of each photoactivatable maquette design presented in Chapter 4 is
quenched in the presence of oxidized cyt c, although the quenching mechanisms have not been
fully described. Three of the four ZnP maquettes clearly demonstrate ET to cyt c, as shown by
the development of the 550 nm feature of reduced C-heme. Despite robust ZnP quenching,
however, the strongly dipolar DPM maquette does not produce the 550 nm feature. This suggests
that an energy transfer mechanism may instead be responsible. Furthermore, the experiments
performed here do not rule out the possibility that energy transfer may play some role even in
quenching those maquettes that are shown spectroscopically to reduce cyt c.

Indeed, ET-

incompetent pre-reduced cyt c also shows modest quenching of the 3Zn state. Interestingly, these
observations contrast with experiments of Vanderkooi and coworkers showing that the triplet
state of Zn-substituted cyt c is not quenched, either through electron or energy transfer, by an
excess of oxidized Fe-cyt c [5]. Figure 4.16 shows the observed quenching ionic strength
dependence with that predicted by the theory of van Leeuwan[6]. All of the observations show a
weaker ionic strength than predicted by the model, and interestingly the DPM maquette shows
negligible dependence on ionic strength. This suggests a long-range quenching mechanism on
length scales exceeding the Debye distance, supporting a Forster mechanism rather than a shorterrange Dexter quenching. Measuring the maquette ZnP emission spectra would allow calculation
of the Forster length to address this hypothesis.
Additionally, there exists a possibility that a fraction of the excited ZnP maquettes may
actually photooxidize already-reduced cyt c rather than photoreduce cyt c as intended. Zinc
porphyrin triplets, both ligated to protein and diffusing freely in solution, have been shown to
exhibit ET quenching through an oxidative mechanism to yield a Zn anion radical [7]. Typically
the formation of the cation is more energetically favorable than the anion by several hundred mV,
although my results do not preclude some anion population. The Zn porphyrin anion exhibits a
modest absorbance peak around 700 nm [7], a region excluded from my transient absorption
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measurements. Future experiments should probe this spectral range to rule out the presence of an
anion population. Most publications examining the photo-induced ET of Zn-substituted proteins,
including those of Hoffman and coworkers, do not address the possibility of anion production.
However, Chang et. al. have shown that excited Zn-Mb forms an anion in the presence of a large
excess of a sacrificial electron donor [8].
The camera-based transient absorption apparatus employed for the experiments in
Chapter 4 provides excellent spectral resolution at discrete timepoints.

The results

unambiguously show the presence of the 3ZnP, ZnP+, and cyt cred spectral features. However, the
temporal resolution is, at best, limited to ~20 logarithmically spaced timepoints.

Instead,

published experiments examining fast ET multi-phasic kinetics typically acquire many closelyspaced timepoints (< 1 µS) at a limited number of wavelengths. Given that the camera-based
experiments presented here have shown which wavelengths best describe specific reacting
species, future maquette interprotein ET studies should perhaps focus on acquiring more
complete trajectories at a few selected wavelengths.

This would provide a more complete

description of the reaction kinetics, particularly in terms of varying ionic strength.
Maquette development is moving toward increasingly complex function, including the
interprotein and transmembrane ET progress discussed here. As these new functions stipulate
increasing precise structures, the first-principles scheme may benefit from combination with other
approaches to protein design. For instance, Dutton lab member Josh Mancini has improved bilin
binding in maquettes through the use of error-prone PCR on specific designs, guided by
fluorescence binding assays. The AM2 design discussed in Chapter 5 essentially takes a
“watered-down” maquette approach, using a maquette-designed “background” sequence while
importing specific natural sequence elements from a cytochrome b consensus. It is notable that a
purely computational design for a porphyrin-binding amphiphilic bundle also failed to show
transmembrane ET despite good cofactor binding [9]; this supports the hypothesis that there are
indeed necessary sequence features in cytochrome b that extend beyond a straightforward
structural role.

There is increasing interest in the maquette community to incorporate

computational tools for structural prediction and design. As maquettes move toward in vivo
function and other applications where more interaction specificity is needed, it seems increasingly
likely that the fruitful first-principles approach may act as a starting point for a wider palette of
protein engineering techniques.
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Appendix A1 Supplementary Experimental Methods
A1.1 O2 Removal in Stopped-Flow Apparatus
Chapters 2 and 5 report results from anaerobic stopped-flow ET experiments in the
OLIS RSM-1000 stopped-flow spectrophotometer. Initial results indicated oxidation of reduced
species even in the absence of an oxidant species, suggesting that atmospheric oxygen was
penetrating the stopped flow. One potential complication is the PTFE (Teflon) seals on the
stopped-flow syringes; PTFE is fairly
permeable to O2, and any atmospheric O2
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Figure A1.1 shows how purging and
scrubbing impact the oxidation rate of
reduced indigotrisulfonate (ITS). Both
pre-purging and scrubbing cumulatively
reduce the background oxidation rate.
Thus, I employed both techniques for all
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Figure A1.1: Effect of purging stopped flow with
degassed buffer and/or using O2 scrubbing enzymes.
For each trace, reduced indigotrisulfonate (ITS) was
mixed with degassed buffer in the stopped-flow
apparatus. The development of absorbance at 600
nm indicates ITS oxidation. For “purge” traces, both
stopped-flow drive syringes were incubated with
degassed buffer for one hour prior to the ITS test. For
“scrub” traces, an O2-scrubbing cocktail of 80 nM
glucose oxidase, 12 nM catalase, and 1 mM glucose
was added to each sample 5 minutes prior to stoppedflow mixing. Inset: Same data, zoomed to initial 10
seconds.

subsequent stopped-flow ET experiments.
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A1.2 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
An AVIV-410 circular dichroism spectrometer measured CD spectra. All data were
obtained at 20 ºC. In each experiment three spectra averaged from 250 nm to 190 nm at 1 nm
increments.

Water-soluble maquettes from Chapter 4 were measured at the low ionic strength

condition employed for ET experiments: 3 mM NaCl, 2 mM Tris, pH 8.0. All “GL” maquettes
were solubilized to 30 µM, while the DPM maquette was measured at 8 µM due to lower
solubility in the low-salt buffer. The amphiphilic homotetramer AP6 was measured at 20 µM
concentration in 2 mM DPC detergent with 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM, Na2HPO4, pH 7.9. The
amphiphilic monomer AM1 was measured at 20 µM concentration in 2 mM DDM and 3 mM
SDS detergents with 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM, Na2HPO4, pH 7.9. In each case the CDNN program
[5] computed helical fraction from the measured CD spectra.

A1.3 Porphyrin Binding Titrations
A1.3.1 Binding titrations for soluble maquettes
Heme stock concentration was verified using the hemochrome assay[6].

The

concentration of ZnP stocks was verified by titrating 1 µM aliquots into 20% pyridine and taking
the best-fit for the absorbance at each point, given an extinction coefficient of the 417 nM Soret
peak of 360000 M-1cm-1 [Zhenyu Zhao, personal communication]. Maquettes were dissolved in 3
mM Tris, 2 mM NaCl at pH 8.0. ZnP or heme was dissolved in DMSO to ~ 300 µM. A Varian
Cary UV-Vis spectrophotometer measured all spectra. Titrations were performed by adding 1
µM aliquots of the porphyrin stock to a 1 mL sample containing a few µM of maquette
(concentrations for each experiment given in Table 4.1). After each porphyrin stock addition, the
sample was mixed and equilibrated for at least 5 minutes before saving the spectrum.
The data were analyzed by fitting the set of measured Soret absorbances to the
absorbances predicted by a concentrations of total and unbound cofactor [C] and [Cfree] as
follows:

(

)

Abs = ε bound [C] − [C free ] + ε free [C free ]

€
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Eqn. A1.1

where

[C free ] =

[Maq] + [C] + K d −

([Maq] + [C] + K d )

2

− (4 *[Maq]*[C]

2

Eqn. A1.2

A Python script solved for best-fit values for Kd εbound, and εfree by minimizing the sum-squared

€

errors between the observed Soret peaks and those predicted by Eqn. A1.1.

A1.3.2 Binding titrations for amphiphilic maqeuttes
Heme binding titrations were performed for AP6 solubilized 2 mM DPC and in
phospholipid vesicles (80% POPC, 20% POPS).

We employed fresh heme stock solutions in

DMSO for DPC-solubilized AP6 and heme in 50 mM KOH for proteoliposomes titrations.
Barry’s hemochrome assay[6] verified heme stock concentrations. The binding titrations were
performed in 50 NaH2PO4 and 100mM NaCl at pH 8.0. The data were fit to an analytical
expression describing independent binding sites using a custom Mathematica program (Wolfram
Research).

A1.4 Redox Potentiometry

Redox titrations were performed in a 1 mL cuvette equipped with stirrer and Ag/AgCl
and platinum redox electrodes (MI-800/411, Microelectrodes Inc.).

The electrodes were

standardized with quinhydrone. All potentials reported are referenced to a standard hydrogen
electrode (SHE). Solution redox potentials were adjusted by small aliquots (~µL) of freshly
prepared solutions of sodium dithionite or potassium ferricyanide.

Electrode-solution-heme

redox mediation was facilitated by redox mediators as follows: 25 µM 2,3,5,6-tethramethyl-pphenylenediamine (DAD), 25 µM 1,2-naphthaquinone (NQ), 25 µM 2-hydroxy-1.4naphthoquinone (HNQ), 20 µM phenazine methosulfate (PMS), 20 µM phenazine ethosulfate
(PES), 20 µM phenazine (PHE), 20 µM anthraquinone-2-sulfonate (AQS), 20 µM benzyl
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viologen (BV), 20 µM methyl viologen (MV), 50 µM duroquinone (DQ); 6 µM indigotrisulfonate
(ITS), and 10 µM pyocyanine (PC). Stock solutions of all the mediators except BV, MV and PC
were made in DMSO. BV, MV and PC were prepared in water. After equilibration at each
potential, the heme optical spectrum was recorded and the course of the reduction of heme was
followed by the increase in the sharp α-band absorption at 559 nm relative to a 575 nm reference
wavelength. The data were analyzed with the Nernst equation with n-values of 1.0 for both
hemes:

R=

f
10

(Eh −Em1 )/( RT /nF )

+

(1− f )
10

(Eh −Em 2 )/( RT /nF )

Eqn. A1.3

where R is the fraction of reduced heme, f is the fraction of heme in each site (when both hemes
were fully bound, f was fixed at 0.5), Eh is the solution redox potential vs. SHE, n=1 is the
number of electrons participating in the redox reaction, and Emi is the redox midpoint potential.

A1.5 Preparing oxidized or reduced cyt c
Typically, dry bovine cyt c is mainly in the oxidized ferric redox state, but some fraction
may be reduced. The procedure described here was employed to guarantee either complete
oxidation or reduction of the cyt c stock prior to stopped-flow or transient absorption ET
experiments. Bovine heart cyt c (97%+ purity, Sigma) was used in each case. 300 µM oxidized
cyt c stocks were produced by dissolving dry cyt c in 2 mM Tris, 3 mM NaCl, pH 8.0. 3
stoichiometic equivalents of 200 mM K3FeCN6 were added and incubated for 10 min. PD-10
buffer exchange then removed K3FeCN6. Reduced cyt c stocks were produced in the same
manner, but the K3FeCN6 was replaced with sodium ascorbate.

The reduced stocks were

transferred to in septum-topped glass vials and degassed with argon. All cyt c stocks were flash
frozen and stored at -20 C° until use.
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A1.6 Calibrating Co2+ Quenching of Calcein Fluorescence
Section 4.2.2 describes an assay
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Figure A1.2: Calibration of cobalt vesicle leakage. A:
Quenching of 10 µM calcein fluorescence upon titration of
CoCl2. These results were fit to a polynomial curve used to
quantify the leakage of encapsulated cobalt in liposomes and
proteoliposomes, as shown in Figure 4.6. A similar calceinquenching experiment from the literature, showing equivalent
results.
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A1.7 Transmembrane ET Experiments with AP6 Proteoliposomes
POPC (Avanti Polar Lipids) in chloroform was placed in small glass vials. For samples
incorporating protein, 60 µM AP6 in methanol was added. Quantities were selected to yield 2.5
mM lipid and 2.5 µM protein in a final sample volume of 2 mL.

The solvent was gently

evaporated under a stream of argon, leaving a visible lipid film on the glass. Residual solvent
was removed under vacuum for 4 hours or overnight. 1 mL 30 mM K3Fe(CN)6 in 150 mM KCl,
20 mM Tris, pH 8.0 was added to the sample, followed by 1 min vortex mixing. The sample was
then subjected to 10 min microtip sonication on ice (QSonica Q700) at 30% power with a 50%
duty cycle.

The liposome mixture was passed through a 100 nm track-etch membrane

(Whatman) 11 times using a hand-held vesicle extruder press (Avanti Polar Lipids). This process
aims to yield uniform and monolamelar vesicles. K3Fe(CN)6 is present inside the vesicles as well
as in the surrounding buffer. The sample was then passed through a PD-10 size exchange /
desalting gravity column (GE Life Sciences) equilibrated to an isotonic Tris / KCl buffer lacking
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K3Fe(CN)6. The For samples requiring heme, ~ 5 mM freshly prepared heme in 50 mM KOH
was added to yield 5 molar equivalents of heme (heme stock concentration verified via
hemochrome assay[6]. Additional buffer was added to the sample to bring the total volume to 2
mL.
40 µM ITS in the same buffer conditions was prepared separately. Both the liposome
and ITS solutions were degassed under scrubbed argon with stirring for 1 hour. Meanwhile, a
fresh solution of 5 mM sodium dithionite was prepared using deoxygenated 50 KOH. The
samples were loaded onto the stopped flow via anaerobic canula transfer and held under degassed
argon for the duration of experiment. The dithionite was carefully titrated in the ITS solution until
it was ~ 90% reduced; the dramatic blue-to-yellow color change of ITS upon reduction makes
this procedure reasonably repeatable. The reduced ITS was then mixed with the K3Fe(CN)6encapsulating liposomes in the stopped flow, tracking the spectral range from 480 nm to 700 nm
over 3 minutes. At the end of the experiment the Triton x-100 detergent was added to lyse the
liposomes, releasing K3Fe(CN)6 into bulk solution.
Initial experiments showed surprisingly fast ITS oxidation even in the absence of heme
and protein, leading to two changes that were later added to this procedure (see Section 5.2.3).
First, the fill syringes and drive syringes of the spinning-disk stopped-flow spectrometer (OLIS,
Inc.) were soaked for one hour with degassed buffer prior to the experiment 5 minutes before
transferring the liposome and ITS samples to the stopped-flow instrument.

Secondly, the

enzymatic O2 scrubbing cocktail of 80 mM glucose oxidase, 12 mM catalase, and 1 mM glucose
was added to both solutions five minutes before loading them onto the stop flow. [4] (see Section
A1.1). Finally, the POPC lipid was replaced with a 70::15::15 molar mixture of POPC / POPS /
cholesterol (Avanti Polar Lipids).
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A1.8 Expression and Purification of AM1
A1.8.1 AM1 Expression

DNA 2.0 provided a gene incorporating the AM1 sequence with a KpnI restriction
enzyme site, His-tag, and tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease cleavage site. Base-pairs encoding a
GGDG protein loop was added between the His-tag and TEV protease cleavage sites to enhance
TEV cleavage efficiency. The gene was cloned into a pET31b(+) vector (Novagen), fusing a Δ53-ketosteroidisomerase (KSI) with AM1 to promote the formation of inclusion bodies during
protein overexpression [7]. We made two modifications to the pET31b(+) vector prior to
inserting the gene for the AM1 construct. First, a cysteine residue originally present in the
pET31b(+) vector between KSI and our cloning site was mutated to glycine to eliminate
unwanted disulfide dimers. Second, an AAT codon for asparagine was inserted to the cloning site
to adjust the melting temperature of the primers. An enzyme-free cloning method[8] enabled the
cloning and mutagenesis steps. The modified pET31b(+) vector was transformed into DH5α cells
using standard transformation protocol. The presence of the intended KSI-AM1 sequence into the
pET31b(+) vector was confirmed by DNA sequencing using KSI, T7 terminator and T7 promoter
primers.
A 125 mL starter culture with 75 mg/L ampicillin was shaken at 37 °C for 12-16 hours,
transferred to 2 L Terrific Broth containing 75 mg/L ampicillin, and finally shaken overnight at
37 ºC. 2 mM IPTG was added to induce protein expression when the 600 nm absorbance reached
0.8 OD. At 5 hours post-induction the cells were pelleted and stored at -20 °C. An SDS-PAGE
gel, shown in Figure A1.3-A, tracked the AM1 expression.
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Figure A1.3. I) Expression of fusion
protein (KSI-His6-TEV-maquette2) in the
BL21 (DE3) E.coli host cells monitored
on 4-12% Bis-Tris SDS-PAGE gel. Lane
A: Induction with IPTG (t=0hr). Lanes BE: 1,2,3, and 4 hrs respectively after
induction. Lane M: Protein molecular
weight marker (3.5 - 260 kDa). The
apparent molecular weight of the KSImaquette 2 fusion protein is smaller than
the real molecular weight of 34 kDa,
which is not unusual for membrane
proteins [3] II) SDS PAGE gel illustrating
steps involved in isolation of inclusion
bodies containing KSI-maquette fusion
construct. Lane A: Whole cell extract.
Lane B: Supernatant after Triton X-100
wash and centrifugation. Lane C: Pellet
containing inclusion bodies after Triton X100 wash and centrifugation. Lane D:
Pellet after solubilizing inclusion bodies
with a denaturing buffer containing 6M
guanidine HCl, incubation at 65°C,
sonication, and centrifugation. Lane E:
Supernatant
containing
solubilized
inclusion bodies. Lane M: 3.5 – 260 kDa
protein marker.
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A1.8.2 AM1 Inclusion Body Isolation and Ni-NTA Purification
The cell pellets were thawed and resuspended in buffer (50 mM Tris, 300 mM NaCl, 20
mM MgSO4, 20 mM CaCl2, 50 mg/L PMSF, 500 mg/L lysozyme, pH 8.0). Triton X-100 was
added to a final concentration of 1% and the suspension was stirred at 4 °C for 30 min. DNase I
was added to a final concentration of 0.2 g/L and the suspension was stirred at 4 °C for an
additional 30 min. The suspension was then subjected to 3 freeze-thaw cycles.

20 min

centrifugation at 10,000 g pelleted the inclusion bodies. The detergent resuspension, stirring, and
centrifugation steps were repeated an additional two times. The final pellets containing the
inclusion bodies were stored at -80 °C for future use [7]. The SDS-PAGE gel in Figure 1.3-B the
inclusion body purification steps.
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Inclusion bodies were solubilized in denaturing buffer (6 M guanidine-HCl, 100 mM
NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris, 2% Tween-20, pH 8.0) in a bath sonicator at 65 °C. The solubilized
fusion protein was separated from insoluble debris by centrifugation at 15,000 g for 20min. An
ACTA FPLC (GE Healthcare) ran the sample through a 5 mL His-Trap Ni-NTA column (GE
Healthcare) at 1 mL/min. The column was washed with 40 mL of denaturing wash buffer (6 M
Urea, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris, 2% Tween-20, pH 6.3) followed by 65 mL of urea-free
wash buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 2% Tween-20, pH 8.0). A
step-function change to high-imidazole buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM
imidazole, 2% Tween-20, pH 8.0) quickly eluted the fusion protein from the His-Trap Ni-NTA
column. SDS-PAGE confirmed the presence of the fusion protein in the Ni-NTA elution. The
apparent molecular weight of the construct is about 27 kDa, consistent with the solubilized
inclusion body protein seen in the previous gel in Figure A1.3-A.
To cleave the AM1 maquette from the His-tag and KSI under non-aggregating
conditions, the TEV cleavage reaction must be performed in the presence of detergent(s) and/or
denaturant(s). However, such conditions risk disabling of the TEV protease. To address this
concern, we tested TEV cleavage activity on His-tagged BT6 [9] in the presence of various
surfactants and denaturants. These tests showed that the TEV protease remains active in a
solution with both 2% Tween-20 and 2 M urea. We solubilized the lyophilized fusion protein in
8% Tween-20 with sonication at 37 °C. Urea and buffer were then added to yield a solution
containing 2% Tween-20, 2 M urea, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT. TEV
protease was added to this mixture, and the cleavage reaction proceeded overnight at 4 °C.
Efficiency of TEV cleavage of the maquette from KSI was confirmed by SDS-PAGE, as shown
in Figure A1.3-B. Cleaved samples were precipitated by 7% trichloroacetic acid. The precipitate
was solubilized in 100% hexafluoroacetone (HFA) and purified by reversed-phase HPLC
(Waters) on a C4 column (Vydac) with the following solvents: 50:50 water (0.1% TFA):
acetonitrile (0.1% TFA) for 20min followed by 100% acetonitrile (0.1% TFA) for 10min and
100% methanol with 50mM HFA.
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A1.8.3 AM1 SDS Solubilization, DDM Exchange, and Liposome Incorporation

We

tested

the

solubility

of

AM1

in

various

detergents

including

n-

dodecylphosphocholine (DPC), dodecylmaltoside (DDM), sodium cholate, Zwittergent 3-18, βoctylglucoside, octyl-POE, and SDS near or above their critical micellar concentration (CMC).
AM1 solubilizes most readily in SDS. 7 mM SDS stock was prepared in 50 mM NaH2PO4, 100
mM NaCl, pH 8.0. With mild sonication at 37 °C, AM1 readily dissolves to about 30 µM under
these conditions. The dissolved protein was diluted in buffer to keep the SDS concentration at 3
mM

(safely above its CMC of 1.8 mM) for circular dichroism and cofactor binding

characterization.
Since SDS is a strong ionic detergent not ideal for maintaining native structure, we
developed a detergent exchange protocol to transfer the maquette to nonionic DDM. AM1 is first
dissolved in 7 mM SDS and 0.34 mM DDM in 50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 8.0. Addition of a few µL
of 3.5 M KCl followed by incubation at room temperature for 5 min results in the precipitation of
insoluble potassium dodecyl sulfate. The sample was centrifuged at 14,000 g for 5 min to collect
the supernatant containing protein stabilized in DDM [10, 11]. We confirmed spectroscopically
that the concentration of the maquette before and after SDS precipitation did not change.
AM1 may also be solubilized for MALDI-TOF by adding acetonitrile to the lyophilized
protein, followed by sonication and dilution with an equal volume of methanol.
We employed a detergent depletion procedure to incorporate SDS-solubilized AM1 into
lipid vesicles. 80::20 POPC/POPS in chloroform (Avanti Polar Lipids) was dried under argon to
form a thin film on a glass vial, and residual solvent was removed by applying vacuum overnight.
The dry lipid mixture was dissolved in a detergent buffer containing 0.6% (w/v) octyl-POE,
50mM NaH2PO4 and 100mM NaCl, pH 8.0. The solubilized lipids were kept at room temperature
for 5-10 min before adding the AM1 solubilized in 7mM SDS. The protein-lipid mixture was
incubated at room temperature 15 min.

The detergent was removed with Bio-Beads SM-2

(BioRad). 1 g of Bio-Beads was added per 14 mg SDS and 40 mg of octyl-POE, providing
depletion capacity in excess of the reported removal for these detergents [12, 13]. The
detergent/protein/lipid mixture was added to the Bio-Beads and the mixture was incubated at
room temperature for 60 min. The resulting proteoliposomes were retrieved by centrifugation at
3000 g for 15 min.
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We observed that total heme binding in vesicle-incorporated AM1 improved by adding
one stoichiometic unit of heme to the SDS-solubilized protein prior to detergent depletion. The
detergent depletion procedure resulted in negligible loss of the heme, and additional heme units
were added after vesicle incorporation.
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Appendix A2 Biophysical Characterization of
Amphiphilic Maquettes

This appendix gives the data for the biophysical characterization of the amphiphilic maquettes
AP6 and AM1 introduced in Chapter 5. The CD, binding, and potentiometry experiments were
performed by Discher group post-doc Geetha Goparaju. The MALDI experiment was performed
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